Second Session
Friday, April 12, 2013, at 10:00 A.M.
Lots 614-1273
U.S. Stamps, British, General Foreign and World Airmail Covers
New Yorker Hotel, Herald Square Suite, 481 Eighth Avenue at 34th Street, New York, NY

U.S. Stamps
Postal Stationery

614

615

616

614

H

615

m
1887, 2¢ green on blue, die 1 (U308), cut square, 27x39mm, cork cancel, large balanced margins, rich color,
Extremely Fine, exceptionally rare; 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1874, 12¢ plum (U195), cut square, 38 x 32mm, Very Fine. Scott $375.

Estimate $100 - 150

Porter Venn records no mint entires, only two unused and two used cut squares and one used entire; this used cut
square is just as rare as the unused cut square which catalogues $20,000.
616

m
1887, 2¢ green on manila, die 1 (U309), cut square, 35x36mm, R.P.O. cancel, Very Fine, scarce; 2001
APEX certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

617

H)
1887, 2¢ green on amber manila, die 3 (U323), entire, flap gum intact and never stuck down, fresh and attractive, Extremely Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Stamps: Postal Stationery

618

619

620

618

H
1920, 2¢ on 1¢ green, die 1 (U452), cut square, full corner, 38x38mm, Extremely Fine; 2002 P.F. certificate.
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

619

m
1920, 2¢ on 2¢ carmine on blue, die 6 (U453B), cut square, 39x42mm, machine cancel, Very Fine; 2003
P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
Scott does not price this cut square used, only in mint condition.

620

H
1920, 2¢ on 2¢ carmine on amber, die 1 (U455), cut square, full corner, 41x41mm, Extremely Fine. Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

621

622

621

H
1920, 2¢ on 4¢ chocolate on amber (U463), cut square (full corner), Extremely Fine; 2012 Weiss certificate.
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

622

H

623

H)
1920, 2¢ on 5¢ blue (U464), entire; small (5mm) tear on left side, otherwise Very Fine, scarce, ex-Marcus
White. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

130

1920, 2¢ on 4¢ black (U463A), cut square, full corner, 48x48mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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624

H

625

H)
1920, 2¢ on 2¢ carmine, die 7 (U466Ae), entire, surcharge lightly struck, still extremely scarce, Very Fine.
Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1920, 2¢ on 1¢ green, die 1 (U465), cut square, 43x45mm, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

626

627

628

626

H

1925, 1½¢ on 2¢ green (U486), cut square, 34x39mm, Very Fine; 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

627

H

1925, 1½¢ on 2¢ green on amber (U487), cut square, 36.5x34mm, Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

628

H

1925, 1½¢ on 1¢ green on oriental buff, die 4 (U492a), cut square, 39x45mm, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S. Stamps: Postal Stationery

629

630

631

629

H
1925, 1½¢ on 2¢ carmine on blue, die 7 (U504a), cut square, full corner, 49x50mm, Extremely Fine; 2005
P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

630

H
1925, 1½¢ on 1½¢ brown, die 1 (U505), cut square, full corner, 47x42mm; minor abrasion on backflap, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

631

H
1925, 1½¢ on 1¢ blue (U507), cut square, full corner, 48x48mm, Extremely Fine; 2003 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

632

H
1925, 1½¢ on 1¢ green (U508A), cut square, full corner, 70x72mm, enormous margins; trivial toned spot on
right edge, writing in ink on reverse, still an exceptional cut square, Extremely Fine. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S. Stamps: Postal Stationery

633

H)
Air Letter Sheet, 1951, 10¢ chocolate on pale blue (UC16b), entire, partially unfolded for display purposes,
but sheet has been folded on all sides, Very Fine, extremely scarce. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

634

H)

Airmail Envelope, 1952, 6¢ on 5¢ carmine, surcharged in red (UC23), entire, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (First Issue)

Revenues

635

m
1862-71 First Issue, 1¢ Playing Cards, part perf (R2b), neat manuscript “R.C.H. May 4th 65” cancellation,
large horizontal margins; repaired internal tear, Very Fine appearance, scarce and seldom seen stamp; 1989 P.F. cert.
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

636

637

638

636

(H)
1862-71 First Issue, 2¢ Express, orange, perf'd, silk paper (R10d), unused without gum, extremely crisp
color, proof-like impression, very well centered, fresh and exceptional stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

637

m
1862-71 First Issue, 10¢ Certificate, imperf (R33a), neat red 1863 manuscript cancellation, ample to very
large margins; trivial toned spot at bottom right, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

638

m
1862-71 First Issue, 25¢ Bond, imperf (R43a), bold “Dupree, Beck & Sayles Brokers Feb 28 1863”
handstamp cancel, clear to very large margins; light diagonal crease, otherwise Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (First Issue)

639

m
1862-71 First Issue, $1.30 Foreign Exchange, imperf (R77a), socked-on-the-nose “J.M.W. New York Oct
23 1863” handstamp cancel, clear to very large margins including sheet margin at bottom; horizontal crease at top and
small corner crease at top left which barely touches the frame line, otherwise Fine, scarce stamp, only 3878 stamps
were issued imperforate; 2012 P.F. certificate. Scott $8,750.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (First Issue)

640

m
1862-71 First Issue, $2 Probate of Will, imperf (R83a), neat double circle “A. R. Baldwin & Co. San Francisco Jul 18 1866” handstamp cancel, very large margins (possible sheet margin at top) to just touching at top left and at
bottom left, Fine; 1992 PSE cert (signed Jackson and Cunliffe). Scott $7,750.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
This stamp is very scarce with a handstamp cancel as very few have been to market in the recent years.
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (First Issue)

641

m
1862-71 First Issue, $3.50 Inland Exchange, imperf (R87a), large margins around; small thin and repaired
tears at left, lovely Very Fine appearance, a very rare stamp, ex-Joyce. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

642

m
1862-71 First Issue, $3.50 Inland Exchange, imperf (R87a), light neat manuscript cancellation, ample to
large margins including sheet margin at bottom; vertical crease at right and small pin sized hole from ink erosion, otherwise Fine. Scott $8,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Second Issue)

643

138

(H)
Documentary, 1871 Second Issue, $200 red, blue & black (R132), appears unused without gum, no obvious cancel, attractive colors; horizontal crease at top ending in a small sealed tear and perhaps partially rebacked over
heavy horizontal crease which broke the paper while passing through Washington's forehead, still and acceptable example of the eye catching and sought after stamp, Fine appearance, only 441 stamps issued. Scott $8,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Second Issue)

The Legendary $500 "Persian Rug"

644

m
Documentary, 1871 Second Issue, $500 “Persian Rug” (R133), manuscript “P P M July 8 1872” cancel,
very nicely centered with excellent colors, eye catching and desirable example of this extremely popular stamp; listed
on Kingsley census as number 9-1 and described as having “faults, some repaired”, this stamp appears to have a large
filled in thin at center and perhaps some other lesser and unobvious flaws including a repaired cut cancel, Fine appearance, only 204 examples sold and most all have faults. Scott $17,500.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Documentary)

Two Rare "I.R." Provisionals

645

m
Documentary, 1898, “I.R.” provisional, 8¢ violet brown (R156), “M.M. L.I.C.” (Michigan Mutual Life Insurance Co.) manuscript cancel, above average centering for this rare stamp; small closed tear at top (described on accompanying certificate as small thin) and small corner crease at bottom right, Fine, only 41 examples of this provisional
thought to have been used. Scott $5,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

646

m
Documentary, 1898, “I.R.” provisional, 10¢ dark green (R157), “M. M. L. I. C.” (Michigan Mutual Life Insurance Co.) manuscript cancel, fresh and attractive example of this scarce stamp; light horizontal crease and natural
straight edge at bottom, Fine appearance, only 66 examples of this provisional thought to have been used; 1982 and
2002 P.F. certs, 2004 PSE certificate. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Documentary)

647

648

649

647

m
Documentary, 1940, $30 vermilion (R282), blue manuscript “Cancelled 8-15-40” cancellation, normal centering for this stamp; normal natural straight edges at top and right, horizontal crease below green control numbers, minor gum staining, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

648

m
Documentary, 1940, $60 brown (R283), light unobtrusive manuscript cancel and vertical cut cancel, rich
shade; normal natural straight edge at right, Fine, scarce stamp. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

649

m
Documentary, 1940, $1,000 orange (R286), magenta 1940 handstamp and three line cut cancels, a fresh
and well centered stamp; normal straight edge at right, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

650

651

652

650

m
Documentary, 1940, $20 carmine (R305A), neat unobtrusive manuscript cancel, excellent color, fresh and
attractive, typical centering for this stamp, Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

651

m
Documentary, 1940, $500 carmine (R309), blue manuscript and cut cancels, normal straight edge at top
and right, centered bit to the bottom, scarce and seldom offered stamp, V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

652

(H)
Documentary, 1944, $500 carmine (R409), manuscript “1/5/45 Cancelled” and cut cancels, exceptionally
well centered, attractive stamp; normal straight edge at top and right, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Documentary)

653

654

655

653

m
Documentary, 1952, $5,000 carmine (R618), perforated initial cancel of “NYTco 6-11-53”, proper natural
straight edge at top and right; light staining from adhesive used with stamp and thin spot, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

654

m
Documentary, 1952, $10,000 carmine (R619), blue circular handstamp, cut and perforated initials cancels,
natural straight edge at right, rich color, fresh and very attractive, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 1,000

655

m
Documentary, 1953, $10,000 carmine (R653), large boxed handstamp and perforated initials cancels, natural straight edge at right; trivial gum wrinkle, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

656

657

658

656

(H)
Documentary, 1954, $5,000 carmine (R686), boxed handstamp and neat perforated initials cancels, natural
straight edges at right and bottom, fresh and attractive, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

657

m
Documentary, 1954, $10,000 carmine (R687), blue circular 1958 handstamp, perforated initials and light
cut cancels, natural straight edge at right, nice shade and impression; light creasing, otherwise Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

658

m
Documentary, 1955, $5,000 carmine (R695), light boxed handstamp and neat perforated initials cancels,
natural straight edges at top and right, fresh, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Documentary)

659

660

661

659

m
Documentary, 1956, $2,500 carmine (R703), light handstamp and cut cancels, natural straight edges at top
and right, Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

660

m
Documentary, 1956, $5,000 carmine (R704), boxed handstamp and perforated initials cancels, natural
straight edge at right and bottom, Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

661

m
Documentary, 1957, $5,000 carmine (R713), neat perforated initials cancellation, natural straight edge at
right, nicely centered, Extremely Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

662

663

664

662

m
Documentary, 1958, $2,500 carmine (R721), boxed Chase Manhattan and perforated initials cancels, natural straight edges at right and bottom, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

663

m
Documentary, 1958, $5,000 carmine (R722), boxed Chase Manhattan and perforated initials cancels, natural straight edge at right, rich shade and impression, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

664

m
Documentary, 1958, $10,000 carmine (R723), lightly struck boxed Chase Manhattan and “CMB” perforated
initials cancels, natural straight edges at right and bottom, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Proprietary)

665

666

665

m
Proprietary, 1873, 50¢ green & black, violet paper (RB8a), lightly struck magenta straightline cancel, nice
example of this scarce stamp; trivial toned speck at top right, otherwise Fine, only 409 issued on violet paper. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

666

m
Proprietary, 1874, 50¢ green & black, green paper (RB8b), light blue unobtrusive straightline 1883
handstamp cancel, appears sound, a fresh and very attractive example of this very scarce stamp, Fine, only 247 issued
on green paper. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

667

m
Proprietary, 1873, $1 green & black, violet paper (RB9a), light oval violet Norwich CT handstamp cancel;
couple trivial toned spots and central horizontal crease, light manuscript offset on reverse from document, otherwise
Fine, scarce stamp - only 340 issued on violet paper; 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Proprietary)

668

m
Proprietary, 1873, $5 green & black, violet paper (RB10a), partially captured imprint at bottom, neat unobtrusive manuscript cancel; light vertical and horizontal creases, small repair in bottom right corner, Fine, exceptionally
scarce stamp, only 74 issued on violet paper. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Proprietary and Stock Transfer)

669

670

671

669

H
Proprietary, 1875, 5¢ black, rouletted (RB16c), o.g., small hinge remnant; light almost unnoticeable
creases, otherwise Fine, scarce stamp. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $500 - 750

670

m
Proprietary, 1875, 6¢ violet, rouletted (RB18c), light circular handstamp cancel, natural straight edge at
bottom; small light thin spots, otherwise Fine, scarce stamp. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

671

H
Proprietary, 1914, 4 38¢ black (RB42), o.g., hinge remnant, a check of recent auction catalogs shows that the
centering of this stamp is normal or above normal for this extremely scarce stamp; horizontal crease, otherwise Fine.
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

672

673

672

m
Stock Transfer, 1940, $50 olive green (RD62), magenta and black handstamp and perforated initials cancels, natural straight edge at right; horizontal and vertical creases, typical staple holes, minor perf flaws at left, still an acceptable example of this seldom seen stamp, Fine appearance. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

673

m
Stock Transfer, 1940, $500 blue (RD65), “S T & Co. 1-13-41” perforated initials cancel, natural straight
edges at top and right, fresh; typical staple/pin holes, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

674

m
Stock Transfer, 1940, $1,000 orange (RD66), unobtrusive red handstamp and light cut cancels, natural
straight edge at right, fresh and scarce stamp, Fine; 1998 PSE cert. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Stock Transfer)

675

676

677

678

675

m
Stock Transfer, 1940, $1,000 bright green (RD91), magenta straightline handstamp and neat unobtrusive
“CMB” perforated initials cancels, natural straight edge at right, well centered example of this seldom seen stamp; typical staple holes, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

676

m
Stock Transfer, 1941, $500 bright green (RD115), perforated initials cancel, lighter shade, natural straight
edge at right, uncommon stamp, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

677

H
Stock Transfer, 1941, $1,000 bright green (RD116), 1942 straightline handstamp and small punch hole at
bottom left, natural straight edge at right, rich shade, attractive example of a scarce stamp; four small horizontal paper
breaks at center probably caused by staples, otherwise Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

678

m
Stock Transfer, 1943, $60 bright green (RD159), large oval handstamp and vertical cut cancels, natural
straight edges at right and bottom, well centered; typical staple holes, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

679

680

681

682

679

m
Stock Transfer, 1943, $500 bright green (RD161), “BSECH 11-10-44” perforated initials cancel, lighter
shade, natural straight edge at right, fresh, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

680

m
Stock Transfer, 1944, $500 bright green (RD184), “BSECH 6-27-45” perforated initials cancel, lighter
shade, natural straight edge at right, fresh, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

681

m
Stock Transfer, 1945, $1,000 bright green (RD208), large circular socked-on-the-nose handstamp and cut
cancels, natural straight edge at right and top; typical staple holes, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

682

m
Stock Transfer, 1947, $2,500 bright green (RD258), S.C.C. 1948 handstamp and criss-cross herring bone
cut cancels, natural straight edge at top and right, F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Stock Transfer)

683

684

685

686

683

m
Stock Transfer, 1947, $5,000 bright green (RD259), S. C. C. 1948 handstamp and herring bone cut cancels, natural straight edge at right; some light toning from adhesive on reverse and couple shorter perfs at bottom, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

684

m
Stock Transfer, 1949, $2,500 bright green (RD310), S. C. C. handstamp and small cut cancels, natural
straight edge at right; horizontal crease at bottom, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

685

m
Stock Transfer, 1949, $5,000 bright green (RD311), S. C. C. 1950 handstamp and herring bone cut cancels, natural straight edge at right; light staining from adhesive on reverse and horizontal crease at bottom, otherwise
Fine. Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400

686

m
Stock Transfer, 1950, $2,500 bright green (RD336), S. C. C. handstamp and herring bone cut cancels, natural straight edges at top and right; trivial shorter perf at left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

687

688

689

690

687

m
Stock Transfer, 1950, $5,000 bright green (RD337), S. C. C. handstamp and small cut cancels, natural
straight edges at right and bottom; trivial light toning from adhesive on reverse, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

688

HH
Stock Transfer, 1952, 20¢ bright green (RD367), o.g., never hinged, diagonal pre-printing paper fold at
right, rich shade, Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

689

HH
Stock Transfer, 1952, 25¢ bright green (RD368), o.g., never hinged (natural gum skips), rich shade, fresh
and scarce stamp, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

690

H
Stock Transfer, 1952, $4 bright green (RD370), o.g., small hinge remnant, rich shade, scarce stamp, Fine.
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Wines)

691
691

692

(H)
Wines, 1949, $30 yellow green & black (RE182), without gum as issued, natural straight edge at bottom,
fresh, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
A check of recent auction catalogs shows that very few unused examples have been available for sale in recent
years.

692

(H)
Wines, 1951, $1.604 5¢ yellow green & black, Type 2 (RE196c), horizontal pair, without gum as issued, fresh
and attractive stamp, Very Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

693

(H)
Wines, 1951, $9.60 yellow green & black (RE204), without gum as issued, exceptional centering and condition, Extremely Fine, extremely scarce stamp. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

694

(H)
Wines, 1949-54, 6 7/10¢ to $800, complete set of thirteen unlisted values (RE204 footnote), comprises
1949 $7.14, $9, $12, $40, $60, $70, $80, $300, $700, $800 plus 1951 6-7/10¢, 10-1/5¢ and $90, without gum as issued,
fresh, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Playing Cards and Silver Tax)

695

Hm
Playing Cards, 1894-1940, wonderful selection of many different (RF1//RF29), the only items missing
are those offered here individually, includes RF4, RF12, RF12c, RF24a, RF29, condition as usual but quite nice, generally F.-V.F., an excellent start to this interesting bygone era. Scott $1,431 (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750

696

697

698

699

700

701

696

(H)
Playing Cards, 1917, 7¢ on 2¢ ultramarine (RF5), surcharge struck at an angle so as to show two letter “C”s
of “ACT”, unused without gum; diagonal crease, otherwise Fine. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600

697

m
Playing Cards, 1917, 7¢ on 2¢ blue (RF7), “S.P.C. CO 7 CANCELED” surcharge upright; light creasing,
probably from a card pack, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

698

H
Playing Cards, 1917, 7¢ on 2¢ blue, inverted surcharge (RF7a), “S.P.C.CO 7 CANCELED” (Standard
Playing Card Co.) inverted surcharge; small thin at bottom left, Fine appearance. Scott $650. Estimate $300 - 400

699

m
Playing Cards, 1917, 7¢ on 2¢ blue (RF8), “10--4-17 7 CTS R.P.C. Co” (Russel Playing Card Co) surcharge
reading up in red; usual central horizontal crease, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750

700

m
Playing Cards, 1918, blue, rouletted 6½ (RF12b), used as 8¢ stamp, red “R.P.C.Co 4-28-19” handstamp
reading up; two horizontal creases, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

701

m
Playing Cards, 1919, 8¢ on 2¢ blue (RF15), proper red "8c R.P.C.Co 4-1-10" (Russell Playing Card Co.) inverted surcharge; thin spots at bottom, Fine appearance. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

702

703

702

m
Silver Tax, 1936, $1,000 orange (RG27), doubly struck large oval purple handstamps and green date
handstamp at top, natural straight edges at right and bottom, Fine, less than 12 examples thought to exist. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

703

m
Silver Tax, 1944, $500 gray (RG131), light purple handstamp cancel, natural straight edge at right, Fine.
Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S. Stamps: Revenues (Potato Tax)

704

HH
Potato Tax, 1935, 25lb black brown, provisional booklet of 24, purple on pink cover (RI17a), complete
booklet with two panes of 12 (3x4), each with interleaving adhering to gum, each showing a partial plate number at LL,
top pane with 132981, bottom pane with 132982, according to Durland both numbers are thought to exist, but neither
number has been reported, both panes are centered better than normal; booklet with light rust marks around staples,
F.-V.F., exceptionally rare. Scott $14,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
According to the Scott catalog only three intact panes and two intact booklets were thought to exist prior to this find.

705

706

705

HH
Potato Tax, 1935, 25lb black brown, provisional booklet of 24, purple on pink cover (RI17a), complete
booklet with two panes of 12 (3x4), each with interleaving adhering to gum, each showing a partial plate number at LL,
top pane with 132982, bottom pane with 132981, according to Durland both numbers are thought to exist, but neither
number has been reported, top pane centered better than normal, bottom pane with typical VG-F centering; booklet with
light rust marks around staples and cover slightly faded, otherwise Fine, exceptionally rare. Scott $14,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

706

HH
Potato Tax, 1935, 25lb black brown, provisional booklet of 24, purple on pink cover (RI17a), complete
booklet with two panes of 12 (3x4), each with interleaving adhering to gum; top pane with light thinning along bottom
edge as the panes were stuck together at one point, minor adherences on the bottom pane at bottom from top pane,
both panes with typical VG-F centering as noted in Scott Catalogue, booklet with light rust marks around staples,
V.G.-Fine, exceptionally rare. Scott $14,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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707

Hm
U.S. Narcotic Tax, Collection of Almost 100 Different, 1919-1970, a few are duplicated, includes
#RJA48a, RJA58b, RJA61b, RJA69b, RJA78b, RJA92b-96b, RJA100b, RJA105, RJA105a, an interesting collection
with a great start to this most fascinating and exotic area, quality is generally very nice although the RJA48a a bit close
and faulty, the vast majority is quite nice, viewing a snap. Scott $6,000 ++ (Owner's) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

708

709

708

(H)
Narcotic Tax, 1961, 18¢ and 20¢ violet, imperf (RJA68a, RJA70a), without gum as issued, rich shades, Extremely Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600

709

m
Narcotic Tax, 1961, 18¢ and 20¢ violet, imperf (RJA68a, RJA70a), each red handstamp cancellation, 20¢
with “Burroughs July 24 19/70”; 18¢ with light abrasion at bottom center, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600

710

H/(H)
Narcotic Tax, 1919, 20¢ violet (RJA70a,b), vertical pair of each, one imperforate and without gum, one
rouletted 7 and o.g., never hinged, rich shades, fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,030.
Estimate $500 - 750

711

HH
Narcotic Tax, 1963, 2¢ violet, imperf (RJA80a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, fresh, Extremely Fine.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

712

HH
Narcotic Tax, 1963, 20¢ violet (RJA99), o.g., never hinged, rich shade, nicely centered, fresh, Extremely
Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
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713

(H)
Narcotic Tax, 1963, 1¢ violet, Type 1 and 2, Engraved printing, plus Offset printing (RJA105, RJA105a,
RJA106), vertical pairs, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

714

m
Consular Service Fee, 1906-52, complete (RK1-RK40), plus a few duplicates such as #RK6, RK16-21,
RK27-29, and others, elusive #RK10, RK13 and RK26 are present, RK36 is RK36a, a lovely complete holding, less varieties that can be the basis for filling the slots missing in most collections, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,209 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

715

H
Motor Vehicle Use, 1942-1946, complete set of all 53 issued stamps (RV1-RV53), those that we inspected retained the full original gum as issued, some of the later issues with indications of a hinge but not where
gummed, generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,648 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

716

s

Trailer Permit, 1939, $1 carmine (RVT2), affixed to reverse side of United States Department of the Interior,
National Park Service- Yellowstone National Park, Grand Teton National Park license, dated June 10, 1940 (6-7794); license itself shows indications of use, and has been repaired with both tape and hinges as well as the corner having separated, stamp is intact and unblemished, perhaps the original owner did not heed the warning on the front “DO NOT
FEED THE BEARS”, otherwise Fine, Scarcer than the catalog indicates. Scott $750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

717

719

717

(H)

718

s
Firearms Transfer Tax, 1934, $200 dark blue & red, type I (RY2), single affixed to application for transfer
and registration of firearm (chapter 53, Internal Revenue Code) Department of the Treasury form which is dated June 4,
1975, red serial #1097, for the transfer of a 9mm sub-machine gun, stamp with manuscript date notations, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,250 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

719

(H)
Firearms Transfer Tax, 1950, $200 dull blue & red, type II (RY4), without gum as issued, natural straight
edge at right, fresh, Very Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

Firearms Transfer Tax, 1934, $1 green (RY1), without gum as issued, fresh, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Duck Stamps

720

HH
1934-97, nearly complete (RW1,3,5-64), o.g., mostly never hinged, generally fresh, well centered and attractive stamps, nice group; few small faults, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $5,016.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

721

HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, striking stamp with extremely large
margins and beautiful rich color, a gorgeous top quality example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

722

HH
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, wonderful example with extremely intense color, a great stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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723

724

725

723

HH
1937, $1 Scaup Ducks (RW4), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, lovely example with dazzling
color and sharp clear impression, a very pretty stamp, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

724

HH
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, very choice with wonderfully rich
color, an immaculate mint stamp in pristine mint condition, Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

725

HH
1941, $1 Ruddy Ducks (RW8), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, an outstanding example, perfectly centered amid extra large margins, bold rich color, extremely elusive stamp in this pristine mint condition, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $275.
Estimate $350 - 500

726

HHa
1949, $2 Goldeneye Ducks (RW16), top plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh oversized
plate block with 2 extra stamps at left, gorgeous color and impression, Very Fine. Scott $600. Estimate $300 - 400
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Savings Stamps

727

HH
Savings Stamp, 1955, 25¢ blue green (S2a), booklet pane of 10, o.g., never hinged, selvedge tab at left
shows the right side designs of the stamps in the pane to the left, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

728

729

730

728

(H)
War Savings, 1917, $5 deep green, rouletted (WS3), unused without gum as are almost all examples; light
creasing, still an attractive stamp, Very Fine appearance. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

729

(H)
War Savings, 1919, $5 carmine (WS5), unused without gum as most all of this scarce stamp, natural straight
edge at left; light creasing in top margin, otherwise Very Fine, scarce stamp. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

730

(H)
War Savings, 1920, $5 orange on green (WS6), unused without gum as are almost all examples; small thin
spots at top, still an attractive example of a very popular Lincoln item, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

731

H
Treasury Savings, 1920, $1 red on green (TS1), part o.g.; light crease mostly in the top margin, V.G., extremely scarce and rarely seen stamp. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Confederacy
POSTAL HISTORY

732

733

732

)
Confederacy, [South Carolina] Charleston and Chester CH, single cover of each; 1) Charleston SC Feb
11 1861 double circle postmark on 3¢ Star Die on Buff, small cover tear at top which was sealed with tape that has
stained the entire, still and attractive example of US postage used in the Confederacy; 2) light strike of double circle
Chester C.H. S.C. postmark and matching straightline "PAID" and "5" on 1861 cover addressed to 6th Regiment S.C.V.
Fairfax CH Va., enclosure is a 4 page letter from father to son; cover faulty.
Estimate $150 - 200

733

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] Belmead Mills Va May 17 1861, manuscript postmark on cover addressed to
Culpeper CH franked with US Scott 26 tied by matching pen strokes; stamp with perf flaws at bottom and small cover
tear through postmark, still and attractive and scarce use of US postage in the Confederacy, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

734

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] Big Lick Va, and arced PAID 5 in circle on small amber cover addressed to Salem
Va., Red "William, Camp Greenbrier Bridge, Nov 18, 1861" at left, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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735

736

735

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] Centreville Va June 25th, manuscript postmark and matching "Paid 5" on orange
cover with 5 page enclosure from soldier addressed to Pedlar Mills Va, Centreville only used manuscript postmarks at
this time, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

736

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] Coles Ferry Va Dec 21 1861, manuscript postmark and "Paid 5" in pencil on orange
cover addressed to Capt. Robert H. Dennis, 27th Regiment Va Volunteers, Winchester Virginia; Coles Ferry only used
manuscript postmarks, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

737

738

737

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] DUE 10, Army of Northern Virginia arced due marking on Dec 3 1863 cover addressed to New Market Va with enclosure datelined "Camp Stonewall Or. Co."; enclosure is a 4 page letter from soldier
to his family; cover with blue ink "ninth one" and three block style "H", Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

738

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] Fairfax C.H. and Jamestown, one cover of each; former with sans-serif straight
line “PAID 5” and addressed to Middlebury Va, cover bit soiled and three very small pieces out at top; latter with
starightline sans-serif “PAID 5” and manuscript “Paid 5” on cover address to Va; cover with multiple toned spots,
V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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739

740

739

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] Farmville, Va, also straightline "PAID" (type B) and manuscript "5" on buff cover addressed to Jamestown, VA; light water spotting at bottom, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

740

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] LEXINGTON VA, blue postmark and matching "PAID 5" (type B) on cover addressed to Major E. G. Lee … 33d Regt Va. Vol. Fairfax CH Va; cover reduced at left and minor edge toning, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

741

742

741

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] McMullans Mills Va Oct 23, manuscript postmark and matching "Paid 5" rate on
buff cover addressed to Madison Co., docketed at left "Jacob Johnson Oct 2nd 1861", short single page note enclosed;
McMullans Mills is in Greene County Va and no postmarks are recorded by VPHS, Very Fine. Estimate $200 - 300

742

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] Mount Solon Feb 28th 1862, manuscript postmark and matching “Paid 5” rate on
folded letter addressed to Dayton, VA; small ink smear in postmark, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
Mount Solon only used manuscript postmarks at this time and according to the VPHS used the abbreviation Mt. and
not Mount.
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743

744

743

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] ORANGE CH, red postmark, matching straightline “PAID” (type A) and manuscript
"5" rate on Official Business endorsed letter concerning the release of Pvt. Stewart from the Genl Hospital and his return
to duty, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

744

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] Plantersville Va Oct 23 1863, manuscript postmark and matching "Pd 10" rate on
amber cover addressed to a member of the 46th Reg Va. Vols, Wise's Brigade, Charleston, S.C., four page enclosure;
small cover flaws, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
Plantersville only used manuscript postmarks.

745

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] Richmond Va, lot of 9 covers, three covers with two line PAID 5 Cts in italics, four
covers with straightline DUE 10, one cover with fancy Grocers corner card but appears hand delivered and one cover
which may be missing a stamp from a soldier in Co. B 19th Reg Va.; condition varies, V.G.-Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

746

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] Richmond Va, three covers; 1) Jun 25 1861 postmark on cover addressed to
Leatherwood Va with arced "PAID 5" in circle rate; 2) Jul 7 1861 postmark on orange cover to Northport Ala with arced
"PAID 10" in circle, 4 page enclosure; 3) Oct 3 1861 postmark on cover addressed to Pleasant Grove Va with two line
"PAID 5 Cts" in italics rate mark; F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

747
747

748

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] Rockfish Depot Sept 6/64, manuscript postmark and matching "Paid 10" on cover
to Bollings Landing, original 4 page letter enclosed, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
Rockfish Depot only used manuscript postmarks at this time.

748

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] Steeles Tavern Va Mch 28, manuscript postmark on matching "Pd 10" on 1864
folded letter made from ruled paper addressed to Lexington Va, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
Steele's Tavern only used manuscript postmarks.
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749

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, blue postmark and matching “PAID” and “5” plus additional manuscript “Pd 5” on buff cover addressed to Williamsburg Va, postmark lightly struck; small cover tear into
boxed “PAID”, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

750

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] WILLIAMSBURG VA, double circle postmark, straightline "PAID" and "10" (type C)
on brown cover addressed to Houma Louisiana; minor flaws, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

751
751

752

)
Confederacy, [Virginia] YORKTOWN VA, two covers; 1) lightly struck Aug 8 postmark and "5" in circle on
cover addressed to Fayetteville NC, small cover mend at top; 2) Orange cover addressed to Salem NC with two different
types of DUE 5, one arced in circle with serifed letters and one arced without circle but with sans-serifed letters, return
address is M. Pender Col. 6th NC; cover with small repair near postmark, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
DUE 5 in circle is not listed in new CSA handbook.

752

)
Confederacy, Marietta, Ga., 1861, 5¢ black (54XU1), "Marietta GA/Paid/5" handstamp with"Marietta
GEO/Aug/27" cds on cover addressed to Griffin GA; missing backflap, Very Fine; 2013 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
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753

754

753

)
Confederacy, Mobile, Ala., 1861, 5¢ blue (58X2), single, ample to large margins, almost touching at bottom
right, tied by double circle Mobile Ala Sep 4 1861 postmark on cover addressed to 3rd Alabama Regiment … Norfolk
(Va.); cover reduced at right into address, without part of backflap and small piece of cover out at top center, Fine. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

754

)
Confederacy, 1861, 5¢ green (1), single, large margins all around, tied by two strikes of blue Norfolk Va 1862
postmarks on cover addressed to "Whig Office, Richmond Va"; cover with small faults at bottom (piece added to cover
missing portion), Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

755
755

162

756

)
Confederacy, 1861, 5¢ green (1), single, large margins to just touching bottom left shell, tied by Yorktown Va
postmark on refolded cover addressed to Charlottesville Va; notes on reverse of cover state this is a blue cancel, but it
appears to be black, the current CSA Handbook does not record this postmark in blue, Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
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756

)
Confederacy, 1861, 5¢ green (1), 2 covers, each with Tudor Hall Va. postmark; 1) single tied by Mar 5 1862
postmark on homemade cover addressed to Hale's Ford Va., stamp just touching at left and with light toning at top and
right; 2) two singles tied by Mar 2 1862 postmark on cover addressed to Ala, right stamp with diagonal crease, cover with
small edge flaws; Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

757

)
Confederacy, 1861, 5¢ green (1), 3 covers; 1) single tied by light Yorktown, VA Feb 24 postmark on buff
cover addressed to Richmond, stamp with corner crease, margins into or touching design at top and right, cover slightly
reduced at right; 2) single tied by Jan 25 1862 Richmond postmark on cover addressed to Corps of Artillery, Manassas
Junction Va; cover with insect erosion at bottom left; 3) horizontal pair tied by Richmond postmark on cover addressed
to Lexington, VA; pair with margins into or touching design at left, top and bottom left, right stamp with crease; V.G.-Fine.
Scott $1,025 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

758

)
Confederacy, 1861, 5¢ green (1), three covers, each used from Virginia; 1) single, ample to large margins
tied by faint red Smithville Va postmark on cover addressed to NC, cover with light toning or water staining, scarcer color
postmark; 2) single, ample to large margins tied by lightly struck Tudor Hall Va postmark on brown cover addressed to
Lynchburg Va, stamp with toning and large scissors cut, cover slightly reduced at left; 3) single with ample to large margins tied by blue double circle Portsmouth Va postmark on rebacked front addressed to Weldon NC, this could make an
attractive piece; V.G.-Fine. Scott $900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

759

760

759

)
Confederacy, 1861, 5¢ green (1), two covers, each with blue town cancel; 1) single tied by Norfolk, Va. Apr
19 1862 postmark on brown cover addressed to Appomattox VA, stamp with small piece out at bottom right, cover
slightly reduced at left; 2) single tied by Columbia SC postmark, stamp with four margins, opened irregularly at top and
slight spotting at left; Fine. Scott $620.
Estimate $200 - 300

760

)
Confederacy, 1861, 5¢ green (1), two covers, each franked with single stamp tied by Charleston SC postmark; 1) stamp with faulty margins on Brown cover addressed to Mrs. A. P. Calhoun, Pendleton, SC, cover opened irregularly at top; 2) Mar 21 1862 postmark ties stamp with uneven margins on cover addressed to Marrietta Georgia,
cover without backflap; V.G.-Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
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761

762

761

)
Confederacy, 1861, 5¢ olive green (1c), single, clear to large margins, tied by blue double circle Portsmouth
Va Feb 13 1862 postmark on cover addressed to Petersburg Va; cover without part of backflap, small opening tears at
top and left, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

762

)
Confederacy, 1861, 10¢ light blue (2a), single, ample to large margins except missing top right corner, tied
by Charleston SC Oct 18 1862 postmark on brown cover addressed to Salt Springs Georgia; cover contains original letter from soldier in Beauregard's Battery, Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

763

764

763

)
Confederacy, 1862, 5¢ blue (4), two singles arranged in a vertical pair, tied by New Glasgow Va postmarks
on small cover addressed to Amherst Co. VA; top stamp with bottom separated and rejoined and left side uneven; bottom stamp with ample to large margins and tear at right, cover reduced at right and without right sideflap, V.G.-Fine.
Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

764

)
Confederacy, 1862, 5¢ blue (4), two covers; 1) blue, three margins, open grid cancel, stained at right on
cover with Salem, NC postmark, addressed to Concord NC, cover with small piece out of bottom backflap; 2) light blue
tied by town cancel on circa June 1862 cover front with additional flap addressed to Richmond Va, front with edge flaws
and toning, V.G.-Fine. Scott $415.
Estimate $200 - 300
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765

766

765

)
Confederacy, 1862, 5¢ light milky blue (4b), single, manuscript cancel, ample to large margins except
touching at right, on a buff cover with manuscript "Dinwiddie CH Va Apr 114th/63" postmark at top left, Dinwiddie CH
only used manuscript postmarks; without backflap, Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

766

)
Confederacy, 1862, 10¢ dull rose (5), single, ample to large margins, tied by Gordonsville VA Aug 19 1862
cover addressed to Chula Depot (Va); cover professionally restored at right, Very Fine appearance. Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

767

768

767

)
Confederacy, 1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing and 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (6, 7), 5¢(7)
tied by Richmond VA cds on cover addressed to Mobile AL, redirected to Hollow Square AL, with 5¢(6) tied by Mobile AL
cds, "10" rate handstamp; water stain and missing upper left corner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

768

)
Confederacy, 1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), two covers; 1) single, tied by Richmond Jun 11
1862 postmark on small cover addressed to Lynchburg VA paying the under 500 mile rate prior to July 1 1862; 2) horizontal pair tied by Richmond Aug 2 1862 postmark on cover addressed to "Capt Boykin … Jeff Davis Legion", enclosed
letter is from a soldier wishing to join Boykin's cavalry; F.-V.F. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
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769

770

769

)
Confederacy, 1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing and 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (6, 7), four covers (three Scott 6 and one Scott 7); 1) single Scott 6, blue grid cancel on cover addressed to Hotel Bertie Co. NC paying
the 5¢ under 500 mile rate, matching double circle Raleigh NC postmark, stamp with small hole; 2) two single Scott 6 arranged as a vertical pair tied by Gordonsville VA postmark on amber cover addressed to Cross Hill Georgia, cover with
small flap flaws, lower stamp with small piece out; 3) horizontal pair of Scott 6 tied by be Vicksburg Miss double circle
postmark on brown cover with small tape stains; 4) horizontal pair of Scott 7 tied by Richmond postmark on amber cover
addressed to Athens Ga, right stamp with toned spot; F.-V.F. Scott $445.
Estimate $200 - 300

770

)
Confederacy, 1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), horizontal pair, uneven margins at top and right,
tied by Richmond Va postmark on adversity cover made from Maryland & Virginia Steamboat Co. printed form, addressed to Charlottsville; stamps slightly toned, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

771

772

771

)
Confederacy, 1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), horizontal pair, deep shade, ample to large margins, tied by manuscript postmark that starts with "Grove" on cover addressed to Union Town Ala.; writing on reverse in
Van Dyke McBride's hand attributes postmark to "Grove Landing, Va (?), there is a Grove Hill listed by VPHS, but not
Grove Landing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

772

)
Confederacy, 1863, 10¢ blue (11), turned cover bearing two singles; top side dark blue single (possibly K &
B printing) tied by large Goldsborough N.C postmark and addressed to Byron Ga, inside with single manuscript
cancelled stamp and addressed to Co. 6th Regt. Ga. Vols, Colquettes Brigade, Petersburg Va; cover with toned spots,
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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773

774

773

)
Confederacy, 1863, 10¢ blue (11, 12), two covers each from Alabama; 1) Scott 11 tied by excellent Greensborough postmark on brown home made cover address to Rehoboth Ala, froom W. A. Vincent Co. H, 38th Alabama
Regt; 2) Scott 12 tied by Tuscaloosa Al postmark on amber cover with small edge flaws at bottom addressed to Camden
Ala., Very Fine. Scott $260.
Estimate $200 - 300

774

)
Confederacy, 1863, 10¢ blue (11, 12), two covers, each with Georgia postmarks; 1) Scott 11 tied by double
circle Macon Ga postmark on amber cover addressed in pencil, trivial cover edge flaws at left; 2) Scott 12 tied by Albany
Ga postmark on cover addressed to Hon. W. W. Clark, House of Representatives, Richmond, stamp with some insect
erosion; F.-V.F. Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200

775

776

775

)
Confederacy, 1863, 10¢ blue (11, 12), two covers; each with Petersburg, Va. postmark; 1) Scott 11 tied by
blue postmark on home made cover addressed to Clinton Depot SC, cover with toning at LL; 2) Scott 12 Dark Blue
Keatinge and Ball printing tied by black postmark on cover addressed to Richmond, cover with light soiling at left; F.-V.F.
Scott $255.
Estimate $150 - 200

776

)
Confederacy, 1863, 10¢ blue (11, 12), two covers, each from Virginia; 1) Scott 11 tied by light strike of
Winchester Va postmark on cover addressed to Greenville, Ga, stamp with narrow side margins, cover with pencil notation :Lt. Park, Co. F, 12th Ala."; 2)
Scott 12 tied by 32mm Matamoras Va. postmark on home made cover addressed to Young's Store Va, cover with light
wrinkling; F.-V.F. Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200
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777

)
Confederacy, 1863, 10¢ greenish blue (12c), single tied by Army of Northern Virginia target field cancel on
cover addressed to Milton, NC; stamp with diagonal scissors cut, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

STAMPS

778

H
Confederacy, 1862, 2¢ green (3), pair, o.g., hinge remnant, extraordinary high quality pair, with gorgeous
rich color, much nicer than usually seen on this issue, an immaculate fault free showpiece, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

779

m
Confederacy, 1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), nice light manuscript penstroke cancellation, extremely attractive and affordable example of this popular T-E-N Confederate stamp, with glowing rich color and nice eye appeal; minute trace of a corner crease at top right, Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
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U.S. Possessions
CANAL ZONE

Ex 780

781

782

780

s

781

H
Canal Zone, 1904, 8¢ on 50c bister brown, “CANAL ZONE” inverted (14b), tropicalized o.g., quite an attractive example of this tough little stamp, V.G.-Fine, only 200 issued. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

782

H
Canal Zone, 1912, 2c vermilion & black, inverted center, overprint reading down (39e), o.g., hinge remnant, gorgeous bright color, a very desirable copy of this popular inverted center, Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

783

HHa
Canal Zone, 1939, 1-50¢ and 5c-$1 Canal Anniversary issues (120-135, C15-C20), complete sets of
blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice regular and airmail 25th anniversary issues in immaculate
mint condition, all with sensational deep rich colors, a very impressive group of 22 different values, Very Fine. Scott
$1,002.
Estimate $600 - 800

Canal Zone, 1904, 2c-10c First Issue complete (1-3), handsome offering of early Canal Zone issues, 2c
rose as a single stamp, and the 5c blue pair and 10c yellow tied on small piece, a desirable group, neatly struck "Canal
Zone, Jul 3, 1904" cancellations, Fine. Scott $1,020.
Estimate $400 - 600
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CUBA

784

170

)
Cuba, 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 1c on 1m orange brown (177), positions 3, 4, & 5, used with
US Administration 1899 1¢ green pair (Scott 221), tied by circular town cancels on Jan 1899 cover to St. Louis, Mo.,
proper receiving backstamp, ex-Andreini, Mekeel, Robertson - sold for $6,600 in 1988; signed H. Bloch.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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785

786

787

785

s
Cuba, 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 2c on 2m orange brown (179), position 2 with position 1 surcharge on sheet selvedge, tied to piece by 28 Dic 98 Puerto Principe double circle postmark, much scarcer than the
Scott catalogue pricing would indicate, Fine, ex-Robertson, sold for $165 in 1988.
Estimate $200 - 300

786

)
Cuba, 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 5c on ½m blue green (193), position 2 with position 1 surcharge on adjoining blank selvedge, neatly cancelled with 2 ENO 1899 double circle Puerto Principe postmark; thinning
mostly in selvedge, Very Fine, rare, ex-Robertson, sold for $242.00 in 1988.
Estimate $300 - 400

787

s

788

m
Cuba, 1899, 2c on 2¢ reddish carmine, type IV, inverted surcharge (222Ad), a presentable example of
this rare stamp which is always found with faults; defective, Fine for this, exceedingly rare used; 1986 PF cert. Scott
$5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

789

m
Cuba, 1899, 2c on 2¢ deep claret, inverted surcharge (J2a), one of the more presentable examples of this
stamp; defective, Fine appearing, very few are known, most are faulty; 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Cuba, 1898-99, Puerto Principe provisional, 3c on 1c black violet (196), position 4 with position 5 surcharge on blank gutter, tied to piece by double circle Puerto Principe postmark, Fine, as of 1988 one of two examples recorded, ex-Tows, Juhring, Robertson - sold for $308 in 1988; signed H. Bloch.
Estimate $400 - 600
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HAWAII

790

s

791

HHa
Hawaii, 1868, 5¢ blue, re-issue (10, 10a), complete sheet of 20, position 2 is Line through "HONOLULU" variety (Scott 10a), o.g., never hinged (second horizontal row from bottom with light gum bend), all in all an excellent sheet;
couple trivial toned spots in margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $920.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

172

Hawaii, U.S. 1851, 12¢ gray black (17), tied on piece by light black “San Francisco, Cal.” cds, with adjacent
red “Honolulu, Jul. 15, US Postage PAID” handstamp, Fine, scarce usage. Scott $260.
Estimate $200 - 300
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792

793

794

792

m
Hawaii, 1863, 1¢ black on grayish (15), manuscript penstroke cancellation, desirable example of this rare
numeral issue, a completely sound and choice stamp, Fine. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

793

H
Hawaii, 1865, 5¢ blue on blue (21), Plate 9-A, Type VII, position 3, large part o.g., hinge remnants, clear to
ample margins; thin spot at top left and few small stain or toned spots, Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300

794

(H)
Hawaii, 1864, 2¢ black (24), Plate 7-A, Type X, position 10, unused without gum as are most Numeral
stamps, ample to very large margins, Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

795

HHa
Hawaii, 1869, 2¢ red, re-issue (29), complete sheet of 15, o.g., stamps never hinged, some hinge remnants
in selvage only; top margin has mostly separated either from scissors or brittleness of paper, top left vertical pair with
light creasing or wrinkling, still a seldom seen sheet, F.-V.F. Scott $795.
Estimate $500 - 750
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796

HHa
Hawaii, 1878, 6¢ bluish green (33a), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged; missing small piece of
selvedge in top right corner, some perf separations, mostly in the margins, V.G.-Fine, scarce early sheet, seldom seen.
Scott $3,375.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

797

H
Hawaii, 1882, 10¢ black, overprinted “Specimen” (40S), horizontal pair, large red serifed “SPECIMEN”
(28x4mm) overprint, made for the UPU, from positions 41 and 42, o.g. (some light gum disturbance across the bottom of
the pair), Fine; signed “AFC” (Albert F. Chang) in pencil.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

798

HHa
Hawaii, 1893, 1¢ green, red overprint (55), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged; some minor perf separations and light toning mostly from gum, F.-V.F. Scott $225 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

799

HH
Hawaii, 1893, 2¢ rose, black overprint (66), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged (four stamps at bottom
with gum wrinkle or gum bend), natural straight edge at right; few minor toned spots on gum as usual, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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800

HHa
Hawaii, 1893, 15¢ red brown, black overprint (70), top margin block of 40, missing bottom two horizontal
rows for a complete sheet, o.g., never hinged; one stamp in top row not in imprint block with small pinhole and some minor perf separation, light gum staining in left margin, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

801

HHa
Hawaii, 1894, 1¢ yellow (74), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged, imprint blocks intact; missing two
small corner piece of selvedge, one each at LL and LR, few minor perf separations mostly at bottom, otherwise Fine.
Scott $275 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

802

HHa
Hawaii, 1894, 2¢ brown (75), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged; few minor gum toned spots and minor
perf separation, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $275 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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803

HHa

Hawaii, 1894, 25¢ deep blue (79), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

804

805

804

)
Hawaii, 1928, registered envelope from Honolulu, working its way thru the Pacific Islands, very large
envelope with 17¢ U.S. franking mailed in Honolulu Jan 30, 1928 and sent to Tahiti. Addressee was on the move and letter was forwarded to Bora Bora, Ile Raiatea, Ile Nuka Hiva, etc., including Christmas Island Local Post. Eventually
ended up in San Francisco May 4. Quite a Postal History piece; some minor soiling, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

805

)
Hawaii, 1932, registered bank tag, Honolulu to Maui (524(5), 572(2), 573(3), 713(2)), includes a block of
#524, Bishop First National Bank to Baldwin Bank Ltd., Kahului, Maui, total of $44.16 franking, most unusual and
scarce, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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806

HHa
Hawaii, Officials, 1896, 1¢-5¢ and 10¢-25¢ values (O1-2, O4-6), complete sheets of 50, o.g., never hinged,
fresh and attractive, difficult and seldom seen grouping; occasional minor toned spot on gum, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott
$31,250.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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807

810

807

)
Hawaii, Postal Card, 1882, 1¢ red on buff (UX1), 1888 card with printed YMCA meeting notice, Honolulu
postmark and excellent strike of matching 3 ring killer (Gregory ring 3-23), Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

808

)
Hawaii, Postal Cards, 1882-93, group of 5 (UX1, UX4, UX5), three UX 1, one UX4, one UX5; 1) UX1 1886
blue Hamakuapo town mark, to Normal Ill, uprated but stamp since removed; 2) IX1 1889 Honolulu to Waimea, small
scuff on bottom border, blue H. Hackfield & Co. two line handstamp at LL; 3) UX4 1891 Honolulu postmark on locally
used card with printed Honolulu Library and Reading Rooms Association meeting notice; 4) UX5 1893 Honolulu postmark on locally used card with printed water bill from Honolulu Water Works, card with light staining and small hole;.
Scott $350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

809

)
Hawaii, Postal Card, 1882, 2¢ black (UX2), three used cards; 1) 1888 Honolulu to Germany with SF transit
mark, card with light creases; 2) 1890 Honolulu to Hoboken NY, SF transit mark, normal minor edge flaws; 3) 1891 Honolulu to Ware Mass, tiny edge flaws; F.-V.F. Scott $270 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

810

)
Hawaii, Postal Card, 1882, 3¢ blue green (UX3), two cards; 1) 1890 Honolulu to Worms Germany, SF STM
SHIP transit mark, Worms receiving mark, small corner creases; 2) 1893 Honolulu to Birmingham England, tiny corner
creases;. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

811

)
Hawaii, Postal Card, 1889, 1¢ red on buff, lithographed (UX4), three cards; 1) 1894 from Hamakuapoko to
Wailuku with Paia Maui double circle postmark on reverse; 2) Feb 16 1894 to Hamakuapoko Maui with Wailuku Maui
postmark, reverse is a notice from Wilder's Steamship Company to Postmaster of the sailing of SS Kinau to Honolulu,
minor flaws; 3) same as card 2 but dated March 20th; F.-V.F. Scott $150 (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200

812

)
Hawaii, Postal Card, 1894, 1¢ red on buff (UX8, UX 8a), 7 cards; six UX8 and one UX8a; 1) 1894 Wailuku to
Honolulu; 2) 1895 locally used with printed YMCA meeting notice, card lightly stained; 3) 1897 locally used with printed
Central Union Church meeting notice; 4) 1898 Honolulu to Hilo (backstamp in black); 5) 1898 locally used, Honolulu
postmark, card with two punch holes; 6) 1898 Lihue to Honolulu with proper postmarks; 7) 1899 Honolulu to Holand
Mich uprated with 1¢ green Coat of Arms; small flaws, F.-V.F. Scott $280 (photo on web site). Estimate $200 - 300

813

)
Hawaii, Postal Card, 1894, 2¢ green (UX9, UX9a), 5 cards, four UX 9 and one UX 9a; 1) 1894 Honolulu to
Newport RI, SF machine transit mark; 2) 1895 Honolulu to Bremen with SF transit and Bremen receiving marks, card
with light toning; 3) 1896 Honolulu to Greenfield Mass, SF transit and Westfield receiving marks; 4) 1898 Honolulu to
Victoria BC with printed notice of receipt of BC Public Schools report; 5) UX 9a 1898 Honolulu to San Jose, CA with SF
machine transit and San Jose receiving marks; F.-V.F. Scott $400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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814

Hawaii, Revenue, 1877, $1 black and $10 reddish brown & green (R3), used on 1898 deed for sale of
Kilauea Coffee Company to Bishop and Company; document bears two vertical pairs of R3 and single R3 (faulty from
insect erosion) plus vertical pair and single of R5, most all tied by large red oval handstamp except single R3 with purple
handstamp, vertical pairs of R3 with horizontal creases from document folding; excellent piece of Hawaiian history,
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

815

Ha
Hawaii, Revenue, 1913, $1 black (R14), top left corner margin block of 10 with imprint, o.g. (somewhat disturbed from interleaving slightly adhering), an uncommon multiple; thin and perf separation in imprint margin, gum wrinkle affects three stamps (one in imprint), right block of four slightly toned, Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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816

(H)a
Hawaii, Kahului Railroad, 1894, 6¢ red, ABN Co. printing, bottom margin block of 40 (missing selvedge at
top), without gum, F.-V.F. Meyer-Harris 152.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Post Office in Paradise does not note the sheet size for this issue but the ABN Co. printing size for Hawaii at this time
was a sheet of 50.
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PHILIPPINES

Ex 817

818

817

H
Philippines, Airmail, 1926, Madrid-Manila Flight, 2c-4p, attractive group of 13 different values
(C1//C17), everything except the rarities, offered as a select group, includes C1-6, C9-14, and C17, fabulous deep rich
colors on all values, very elusive and rarely offered, o.g., hinge remnants, some with disturbed o.g., Fine. Scott $2,405.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

818

HH
Philippines, Special Delivery, 1901, 10¢ dark blue (E1), unbelievably fresh stamp with extremely large
margins, an impressive top quality example, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $185.
Estimate $150 - 200

819

820

819

HH
Philippines, Official, 1906, 2c deep green, printed “O B” overprint (241 var.), top imprint and plate number 21976 block of 10, o.g., never hinged, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

820

Ha
Philippines, Official, 1906, 2c deep green, printed green “O B” overprint (241 var.), bottom imprint and
plate number 21978 block of 10, tropicalized o.g.; diagonal paper break in the bottom center stamp, otherwise Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

821

Ha
Philippines, Official, 1906, 2c deep green, printed red “O B” overprint (241 var.), top imprint and plate
number 21965 block of 10, o.g. (lightly disturbed by interleaving), Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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822

823

822

HHa
Philippines, Official, 1906, 2c deep green, printed black “O B” overprint (241 var.), right side sheet of
100 with two imprints and plate number 21976, o.g., never hinged, natural straight edge at left; position 21 with inking
smear, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

823

HHa
Philippines, Official, 1906, 4c carmine, printed black “O B” overprint (242 var.), right sheet of 100 with
two imprints and plate number 21998, o.g., never hinged; separated horizontally between the seventh and eighth rows,
V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

824

825

824

HH
Philippines, Official, 1906, 4c carmine, printed red “O B” overprint (242 var.), bottom imprint and plate
number 22006 block of 10, o.g., never hinged, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

825

HH
Philippines, Official, 1906, 4c carmine, printed “O B” overprint (242 var.), top imprint and plate number
22007 block of 10, o.g., never hinged, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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826

Ha
Philippines, Official, 1906, 4c carmine, printed yellow “O B” overprint (242 var.), bottom imprint and
plate number 22007 block of 10, o.g. (interleaving adherences to gum), V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

827

828

827

H
Philippines, Official, 1906, 6c violet, printed yellow “O B” overprint (243 var.), top plate number and imprint strip of 5, tropicalized o.g., Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

828

HHa
Philippines, Official, 1906, 6c violet, printed “O B” overprint (243 var.), bottom imprint and plate number
21972 block of 12, o.g., never hinged (four stamps with slight gum disturbance), V.G.
Estimate $200 - 300

829

830

829

HHa
Philippines, Official, 1906, 6c violet, printed red “O B” overprint (243 var.), bottom right part imprint and
plate number 21972 block of 12, just missing the left ornament of the imprint, o.g., never hinged, but top row of stamps
with disturbed OG from interleaving, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

830

H
Philippines, Official, 1906, 8c brown, printed “O B” overprint (244 var.), top imprint and plate number
21973 block of 12, o.g., Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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831

HHa
Philippines, Official, 1906, 8c brown, printed black “O B” overprint (244 var.), block of 100 with imprint
and plate number 21973 at top and bottom, without selvedge at left for a complete sheet, o.g., never hinged, natural
straight edge and half arrow at right, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

832

833

832

HHa
Philippines, Official, 1906, 8c brown, printed red “O B” overprint (244 var.), bottom imprint and plate
number 21973 block of 10, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

833

Ha
Philippines, Official, 1906, 8c brown, printed blue “O B” overprint (244 var.), top imprint and plate number 21973 block of 12, tropicalized o.g., V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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834

835

834

Ha
Philippines, Official, 1906, 10c blue, printed blue “O B” overprint (245 var.), top imprint and plate number
21992 block of 12, tropicalized o.g., Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

835

HHa
Philippines, Official, 1906, 10c blue, printed red “O B” overprint (245 var.), top imprint and plate number
21984 block of 14, o.g., never hinged (light bends in selvedge), right vertical pair with natural straight edge, Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

836

837

836

H
Philippines, Official, 1906, 12c brown lake, printed “O B” overprint (246 var.), bottom imprint and plate
number 21974 block of 12, o.g. disturbed by interleaving, Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

837

Ha
Philippines, Official, 1906, 12c brown lake, printed blue “O B” overprint (246 var.), top imprint and plate
number 21974 block of 12, o.g., interleaving adherences to gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

838

HHa
Philippines, Official, 1906, 12c brown lake, printed red “O B” overprint (246 var.), bottom right imprint
and plate number 21974 block of 14, o.g., never hinged; some perforation separations, Fine. Estimate $500 - 750
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839

Ha
Philippines, Official, 1906, 16c violet black, printed blue “O B” overprint (247 var.), top right imprint and
plate number 21979 block of 16, o.g., interleaving adherences to gum, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

840

HHa
Philippines, Official, 1906, 16c violet black, printed “O B” overprint (247 var.), bottom right imprint and
plate number 21979 block of 30, o.g., never hinged; right three stamps with natural straight edge and top left stamp with
corner off, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

841

HHa
Philippines, Official, 1906, 20c orange brown, printed red “O B” overprint (248 var.), top imprint and
plate number 22017 plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged (light bends in selvedge), Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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842

H
Philippines, Official, 1906, 26c violet brown, printed red “O B” overprint (249 var.), top imprint and plate
number 21991 plate block of 10, o.g.; some perforation separation to the left of the plate number, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

843

Ha
Philippines, Official, 1906, 26c violet brown, printed blue “O B” overprint (249 var.), bottom imprint and
plate number 21991 block of 14, o.g., interleaving adherences to gum, natural straight edge and half arrow at right,
V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

844

HHa
Philippines, Official, 1906, 26c violet brown, printed “O B” overprint (249 var.), top imprint and plate
number 21991 block of 21, o.g., never hinged, natural straight edge and half arrow at right, Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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845

HHa
Philippines, Official, 1906, 30c olive green, printed “O B” overprint (250 var.), bottom imprint and plate
number 21993 block of 10, o.g., never hinged, Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

846

HHa
Philippines, Official, 1906, 30c olive green, printed red “O B” overprint (250 var.), top imprint and plate
number 21993 block of 10, o.g., never hinged, Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

847

Ha
Philippines, Official, 1906, 30c olive green, printed blue “O B” overprint (250 var.), top right imprint and
plate number 21993 block of 14, o.g., interleaving adherences to gum, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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GREAT BRITAIN

848

849

848

E
Great Britain, 1839, Treasury essays by Charles Whiting, large ornately embossed sheet, about 8" x
10¼", with four different essays, on the reverse is Whiting's intricate “Printed for protection against forgery” imprint in
red & green; foxing and slight edge faults, scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

849

H)
Great Britain, Mulready Letter Sheets, 1840, 1d & 2d (U3-U4), 1d is stereo A250 with printed advertisements by W. Ballard (SG Specialized MA1a), 2d Stereo a99, both exceptionally fresh, Very Fine. Scott $800+. S.G.
Spec. ME1n, ME3. S.G. Spec. £1,025 ($1,650).
Estimate $600 - 800

850

H
Great Britain, 1840, 1d black (1), position DE, large part o.g., large to oversize margins with intense color
and a razor-sharp, prooflike impression; small, unobtrusive faults, striking Extremely Fine appearance. SG 2; £12,000
($19,320). Scott $10,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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851

852

853

851

m
Great Britain, 1840, 1d black (1), plate 2, position II, vivid red Maltese Cross cancel, large balanced margins,
Extremely Fine. SG 2; £350 ($560). Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

852

m
Great Britain, 1840, 1d black (1), plate 1b, position AH, pretty red Maltese Cross cancel, large margins,
fresh, Extremely Fine. SG 2; £350 ($560). Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

853

m
Great Britain, 1840, 1d black (1), position OK, bold Maltese Cross cancel, large balanced margins, Very
Fine. SG 2; £350 ($560). Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

854

855

854

)
Great Britain, 1840, 1d black (1), four large margins, tied by red Maltese Cross on folded cover from Glasgow to Dumfermline, Scotland, Aug 3, 1840, clear Glasgow postmark and Aug 4 transit on the reverse; stamp with tiny
abrasion at upper right, otherwise Very Fine. SG 2; £700 ($1,130). Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

855

)
Great Britain, 1840, 1d black (1), large margins to just touching at top, tied by red Maltese Cross on folded
letter Sketty Hall, Swansea to London, Aug 4, 1840, clear Swansea postmark and Aug 6 receiver on reverse, Very Fine.
SG 2; £700 ($1,130). Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

856

857

856

m
Great Britain, 1840, 2d blue (2), plate 2, position LD, clear red Maltese Cross cancel, clear to large margins
with bright color, Very Fine. SG 5; £1,000 ($1,610). Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

857

m
Great Britain, 1840, 2d blue (2), plate 2, position SE, bold Maltese Cross cancel, bright and fresh, Very Fine.
SG 5; £1,000 ($1,610). Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500
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858

m
Great Britain, 1841, 1d red brown, reconstruction of all 240 plate positions (3), mounted and written up
on four blank album leaves; several 4-margin copies, but the majority are 2- or 3-margins, generally Fine. SG 8; £7,200
($11,590). Scott $5,760 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

859

)
Great Britain, 1848, Queen Victoria “Embossed”, 10d brown (6), large margins to barely shaved at top
and right, tied by numeral “3” on 1849 folded cover from London to Florence, Italy via Boulogne and Genoa, manuscript rate and red “PF” in oval, Italian “Via di Beauvoise” 2-line handstamp also ties stamp, postmarked Lombard Street
Maltese Cross on reverse along with Florence receiver, F.-V.F., rare; 1959 RPS certificate. SG 57; £3,000 ($4,830).
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

860

861

860

E
Great Britain, 1850, 1d Prince Consort essay by Henry Archer, finished design, imperforate in brown,
without gum, three full margins, just shaved at top, fresh, Fine. S.G. Spec. DP71 (2). S.G. Spec. £3,000 ($4,830).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

861

Hm
Great Britain, 1864, Queen Victoria, 1d rose red, 150 different plate numbers (33), mounted on four blank
album leaves, identified as a complete set of 152, but plates 77 & 225 are incorrectly identified; includes 26 mint/unused, generally F.-V.F. SG 43. (No photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

862

m
Great Britain, 1867, Queen Victoria, 2s dull blue (55), Spray of Rose watermark, position PH with wing
margin at right and imprint “Two Pounds per Sheet of 20” in top sheet margin, clear Leadenhall Street c.d.s., 12 Sep
1872, a striking Very Fine exhibition piece. SG 118; £200 ($320). Scott $180.
Estimate $300 - 400
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863

864

865

863

S
Great Britain, 1867, Queen Victoria, 5s pale rose, overprinted “Specimen” type 2 (57aS), plate 1, o.g.,
lightly hinged, bright color, Very Fine. S.G. Spec. J121(2)s. S.G. Spec. £800 ($1,290).
Estimate $500 - 750

864

S
Great Britain, 1867, Queen Victoria, 5s rose, overprinted “Specimen” type 9 (57aS), plate 2, without
gum, bright and fresh, Very Fine. S.G. Spec. J122s. S.G. Spec. £1,100 ($1,770).
Estimate $500 - 750

865

S
Great Britain, 1878, Queen Victoria, 10s greenish gray, overprinted “Specimen” (74 var.), Maltese
Cross watermark, o.g., rich color; light diagonal gum crease, otherwise Fine, a very rare specimen. SG 128 var.; £3,500
($5,640).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

866

867

866

m
Great Britain, 1882, Queen Victoria, 5s rose (90a), canceled partial 1884 c.d.s. and “P/S” in barred oval;
small corner perf creases, otherwise Very Fine. SG 134; £4,200 ($6,760). Scott $3,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

867

m
Great Britain, 1882, Queen Victoria, 5s rose (90a), canceled partial “registered” oval; small sealed tear at
top, Very Fine appearance. SG 134; £4,200 ($6,760). Scott $3,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

868

m
Great Britain, 1882, Queen Victoria, £1 brown lilac, bluish paper (92), G.P.O. parcel cancel and clear Birmingham Telegraph Office c.d.s., Apr 2, 1884; faint horizontal crease and slightly rounded lower right corner, otherwise
Very Fine, rare. SG 132; £10,000 ($16,100). Scott $9,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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869

m
Great Britain, 1882, Queen Victoria, £5 orange, broken frame at upper left (93 var.), position BH, neat
Glasgow c.d.s., Oct 16, 1894, nicely centered; faint corner crease at upper left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $4,500+. SG
137 var. S.G. Spec. J128b. S.G. Spec. £5,500 ($8,860).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

870

S
Great Britain, 1882, Queen Victoria, £5 pale orange, bluish paper, overprinted “Specimen” type 9
(93aS), without gum, very well centered; faint horizontal crease and small repair at bottom, Very Fine appearance. S.G.
Spec. J128s; £3,250 ($5,230).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

871

S
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, £1 brown lilac, overprinted “Specimen” type 9 (110S), exceptionally fresh; repaired upper left corner perf, regummed, Very Fine appearance. An attractive example of this rare Specimen. S.G. Spec. K15s. S.G. Spec. £8,500 ($13,680).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

872

m
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, £1 brown lilac, broken frame at lower left (110 var.), plate 2, position
TA, canceled “L.S./8” barred ellipses; repaired perf at upper left, otherwise Fine. SG 185a; £5,000 ($8,050). Scott
$3,250+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 873

874

873

H
Great Britain, 1887-1900, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½d-1s (111-122, 125-126), o.g., bright colors; small
tone spot 1s green, otherwise F.-V.F. SG 197/214; £714 ($1,150). Scott $599.
Estimate $150 - 200

874

m
Great Britain, 1888, Queen Victoria, £1 brown lilac (123), relatively lightly canceled, well centered; insignificant corner perf crease at lower right, otherwise Very Fine. SG 186; £4,250 ($6,840). Scott $4,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

875

876

875

m
Great Britain, 1891, Queen Victoria, £1 green (124), canceled Threadneedle Street ovals, 18 Oct 1895,
Very Fine. SG 212; £800 ($1,290). Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500

876

m
Great Britain, 1891, Queen Victoria, £1 green (124), partial Leadenhall Street registry ovals and light blue
crayon stroke, Very Fine. SG 212; £800 ($1,290). Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

877

878

877

m
Great Britain, 1891, Queen Victoria, £1 green (124), three barred oval cancels, F.-V.F. SG 212; £800
($1,290). Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

878

m
Great Britain, 1891, Queen Victoria, £1 green (124), Lombard Street cancels, 14 Mar 1901, Fine. SG 212;
£800 ($1,290). Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

879

H
Great Britain, 1902-11, King Edward VII, ½d-1s complete (127-138), o.g., bright and fresh, F.-V.F. SG
215/259; £544 ($880). Scott $624.
Estimate $200 - 300
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880

H
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, 2s6d-10s De La Rue (139-141), o.g., exceptionally bright, fresh and
well centered, Very Fine. SG 260, 263, 265; £1,425 ($2,290). Scott $1,435.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

881

882

881

H
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, 2s6d-10s Somerset House (139a-141a), o.g., incredibly fresh and
bright, Very Fine and choice. SG 317-319; £1,700 ($2,740). Scott $1,510.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

882

m
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, 10s ultramarine (141), IPSWICH circular cancel, Extremely Fine. SG 265; £475 ($760). Scott $525.
Estimate $100 - 150

883

884

883

H
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, £1 dull blue green (142), o.g., remarkably well
centered with fresh rich color; tiny stain on back barely shows through at left, otherwise Very Fine. SG 266; £2,000
($3,220). Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

884

m
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, £1 dull blue green (142), Registered oval
datestamps; tiny thin resulting from scuff, otherwise F.-V.F. SG 266; £800 ($1,290). Scott $750.
Estimate $100 - 150
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885

H
Great Britain, 1913, King George V “Seahorses”, Waterlow printing, 2s6d-10s (173-175), full o.g., lightly
hinged, wonderfully fresh and bright; 10s reperforated at left with blunted perfs at bottom, otherwise Very Fine. SG 399,
401, 402; £1,730 ($2,780). Scott $1,725.
Estimate $500 - 750

886

H
Great Britain, 1913, King George V “Seahorse”, Waterlow printing, £1 green (176), o.g., lightly hinged,
well centered and incredibly fresh with bright white paper, Very Fine. A choice example of this popular high value. SG
403; £3,000 ($4,830). Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

887

Ex 888

889

887

H
Great Britain, 1913, King George V coils, ½d & 1d complete (177-178), Royal Cypher Multiple watermark,
o.g., fresh, F.-V.F. SG 397/98; £375 ($600). Scott $435.
Estimate $200 - 300

888

H
Great Britain, 1918-19, King George V “Seahorses”, Bradbury, Wilkinson printing, 2s6d-10s complete
(179-181), o.g., lightly hinged, well centered with bright colors; 5s with few short perfs at bottom, otherwise Very Fine.
SG 413a/17; £805 ($1,300). Scott $830.
Estimate $400 - 600

889

H
Great Britain, 1929, £1 P.U.C. (209), o.g., very lightly hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F. SG 438; £750
($1,210). Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 890

Ex 891

890

HHa
Great Britain, 1952-54, Queen Elizabeth II (Wilding Portrait), ½d-1s6d complete (292-308), blocks of 4,
Tudor Crown watermark, set of 17, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. SG 515/31. Scott $422.
Estimate $150 - 200

891

HH
Great Britain, 1958, Queen Elizabeth II “Castle” high values, De La Rue printing, 2s6d-£1 complete
(309-312 vars.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. SG 536a/9a. SG £600 ($970).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 892

Ex 893

892

HHa
Great Britain, 1955-58, Queen Elizabeth II (Wilding Portrait), ½d-1s6d complete (317-333), blocks of 4,
St. Edward's Crown watermark, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. SG 540/56. Scott $738.
Estimate $250 - 350

893

HHa
Great Britain, 1957-59, Queen Elizabeth II, Phosphor/Graphite issue, ½d-4½d (317cp/360ap), blocks of
4, complete less the 2d Tudor Crown watermark, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. SG 599/609; £340 ($550). Scott $412.
Estimate $150 - 200

894

895

894

HH
Great Britain, 1958, Queen Elizabeth II, 1½d green, booklet pane of 6 with graphite lines on back
(355cd), o.g., never hinged. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

895

HH
Great Britain, 1974, Queen Elizabeth II, 4½d grayish blue (MH49), booklet pane of 5, cream tinted phosphor with the low value setting, cylinder B7, o.g., never hinged; clipped perfs on lower edge, otherwise Very Fine, a rare
pane. SG UB46a.
Estimate $200 - 300
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896

HH
Great Britain, 1974, Queen Elizabeth II, 4½d grayish blue, booklet pane of 5, cream tinted phosphor low
value setting with the rare I3 perf type, o.g., never hinged; trimmed perfs at bottom, otherwise Fine, a very rare pane of
which probably less than five are known. SG UB46a. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

897

H)
Great Britain, 1978, 25th Anniversary of Coronation Issue, artwork for souvenir booklet (835-838),
eight items of artwork, mockups or proofs for the sheetlet used in the souvenir booklet as well as a booklet, corner margin blocks of 6 and a useful array of 12 first day covers. A interesting Very Fine specialist lot, save a little time to view.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

898

H
Great Britain, 1983, Military Uniforms, exhibition collection of artist sketches (1022-1026), composed
of at least 60 artist pencil sketch's including a number of multi-colored that represent trials and finished designs for
stamps and FDC cachets (many signed) as well as FDC's, sets, blocks and gutter pairs for the issued stamps. A clean
fresh and VF group, well worth a serious review and huge potential.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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899

HH/H Great Britain, Postage Dues, 1914-57, complete for the period (J1-J54), including J2b & J23a, in mounts
on three blank album leaves, o.g., lightly hinged through 1939, rest never hinged, all bright and fresh, F.-V.F. Rarely offered as a unit. SG D1-D55; £1,876 ($3,020). Scott $1,737 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

900

S
Great Britain, Telegraph Stamp, 1877, £5 dull mauve, imperforate trial color, overprinted “Specimen”
type 8, printed on watermarked (Shamrock) paper, Very Fine, scarce. SG L237; £1,100 ($1,770).
Estimate $500 - 750
The £5 orange of 1882 is often the pride of a Great Britain collection. It started life in 1877 as a Telegraph stamp with
its range of die proofs, colour trials and specimen overprints. The plate was modified for the £5 Postage stamp by
removing the word TELEGRAPHS. The resulting blanks were completed with "POSTAGE" using a second plate.

901

H
Great Britain, Embossed Inland Revenue, 1860, 2d pink (SG F28), o.g., exceptionally fresh, Very Fine. SG
£775 ($1,250).
Estimate $400 - 600
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902

Ex 903

ANTIGUA
902

)
Antigua, 1857, stampless local envelope, with January, 1857 dispatch circular datestamp, and manuscript
“6”, also Antigua backstamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

ASCENSION
903

HH
Ascension, 1924, Badge of the Colony, ½d-3s complete (10-21), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, Very
Fine. SG 10/20. Scott $675.
Estimate $250 - 350

AUSTRALIAN STATES

904

905

904

H
Australian States: Queensland, 1900, Patriotic Fund complete (B1-B2), o.g., very lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and Very Fine. SG 264a/b; £455 ($730). Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400

905

H
Australian States: Victoria, 1905, King Edward VII, £2 dull blue (231), o.g., bright and fresh, F.-V.F. SG
432; £700 ($1,130). Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
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AUSTRALIA

906

m
Australia, 1913, Kangaroo and Map, 6d ultramarine, Die IIA (substituted cliché) (8b), 1st watermark,
N.S.W. c.d.s., 1 Jul 1915, F.-V.F., rare. SG 9b; £1,400 ($2,250). Scott $1,300.
Estimate $500 - 750

907

HH
Australia, 1913, Kangaroo and Map, 5s gray & yellow (12), top sheet margin single, 1st watermark, o.g.,
never hinged (hinged in selvage only), beautifully centered with fresh brilliant color, Very Fine. SG 13. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

908

909

908

H
Australia, 1913, Kangaroo and Map, 10s gray & pink (13), 1st watermark, o.g., bright and fresh with vibrant
color, F.-V.F. SG 14. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

909

H
Australia, 1917, Kangaroo and Map, 10s gray & pink (55), 3rd watermark, o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh with radiant color, F.-V.F. SG 43. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750
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910

911

912

913

910

H
Australia, 1924, Kangaroo and Map, £1 gray (57), 3rd watermark, o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh,
F.-V.F. SG 75; £650 ($1,050). Scott $900.
Estimate $350 - 500

911

HH
Australia, 1927, King George V, 1s4d pale greenish blue, perf. 14 (76a), Small Multiple watermark, o.g.,
never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F. SG 93. Scott $775.
Estimate $300 - 400

912

H
Australia, 1929, Kangaroo and Map, 10s gray & pink (101), Small Multiple watermark, o.g., lightly hinged,
beautifully centered with lovely pastel color, wonderfully fresh, Extremely Fine. SG 112. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

913

H
Australia, 1932, Kangaroo and Map, 5s gray & yellow (126), C of A watermark, o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine and choice. SG 135. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

914

915

914

H
Australia, 1932, Kangaroo and Map, 10s gray & pink (127), C of A watermark, o.g., lightly hinged, bright
and fresh with radiant color, F.-V.F. SG 136. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

915

H
Australia, 1932, 5s Sydney Bridge (132), o.g., very lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and bright, F.-V.F. SG
143. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350

BAHRAIN

916

202

HH
Bahrain, 1938-41, King George VI, 3p-25r complete (20-37), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very
Fine. SG 20/37; £900 ($1,450). Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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BERMUDA

917

(H)
Bermuda, 1875, 1d Surcharges complete (13-15), unused without gum; nibbed corner 1d on 2d, otherwise
F.-V.F. SG 15-17; £1,650 ($2,660). Scott $2,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 918

919

918

H
Bermuda, 1910-24, King George V, ¼d-£1 complete (40-54), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh bright colors, Very
Fine. SG 44-55; £655 ($1,060). Scott $892.
Estimate $400 - 600

919

H
Bermuda, 1950, King George VI (123a//127a), group of five with nice colors, including 2s6d & 5s (both in ordinary paper) perf. 13.2 x 13, plus 2s, 10s & 12s6d (three in chalky paper) perf. 14, including 10s & 12s6d with brownish
gum, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

BRITISH OFFICES IN CHINA

920

H
British Offices in China, 1917-27, King George V, 1c-$10, both watermarks complete less the $5 (1-14,
11a, 16-27), o.g., lightly hinged, all bright and fresh, a choice set, F.-V.F. SG 1-15, 12b, 17-28; £2,600 ($4,190). Scott
$2,668.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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CANADA AND PROVINCES

921

HH/Ha Canadian Provinces: New foundland, 1919, Trail of the Caribou complete (115-126), block of 4, o.g., top
stamps barely hinged, bottom never hinged, bright colors, exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $1,369.
Estimate $400 - 600

922

Ea
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, Airmail, 1932, Wayzata issue, sheet of 20, produced in the U.S. by
a private company under contract with Newfoundland authorities but the government canceled the contract, and the
stamp was never officially issued, o.g., never hinged; diagonal crease affecting upper left stamp only, F.-V.F., complete
sheets are scarce, since the plates were destroyed. Unitrade C$1,000 ($1,030). Scott $700. Estimate $200 - 300

923

HH
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, Airmail, 1932, $1.50 on $1 Dornier DO-X Flight (C12), o.g., never
hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
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924

HHa
Canadian Provinces: New foundland, Airmail, 1933, 5¢-75¢ Labrador complete (C13-C17), block of 4,
o.g., never hinged except two 5¢ lightly hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $1,044.
Estimate $300 - 400

925

)
Canadian Provinces: Nova Scotia, 1851, 6d yellow green (4), large margins to just shaved on one side,
tied by barred oval on small envelope from Digby, N.S. to Eastport, Maine (“Eastpourt, main, Deer island”); manuscript
“paid 6d” rate and red “Paid/10/Cents” exchange office handstamp, blue undated New-Brunswick split ring transit marking with straightline “Advertised” applied in Eastport; postmarked Digby c.d.s., May 5, 1856, on reverse, along with St.
John, N.B. transit c.d.s., May 6; somewhat toned, Fine and most unusual. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

926

)
Canada, 1851, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), large margins to just shaved at upper left, tied by bold target
cancel and by red Montreal split-ring datestamp, Jun 21, 1852, on folded letter to New York, matching red “CANADA” in
arc with additional red straightline “PAID”, fresh, Very Fine. SG 2. Unitrade C$2,500 ($2,580).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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927

928

927

())
Canada, 1859, 10¢ deep red purple (17e), perf. 11¾, vertical pair tied by Toronto square grids on cover front
to Avon Springs N.Y., postmarked light Toronto cds, Jul 20, 1860; sealed tear at bottom, couple short perfs top stamp,
otherwise Fine. SG 33b.
Estimate $400 - 600

928

)
Canada, 1859, 10¢ deep red purple (17e), perf. 11¾, tied by target on cover to New York City, postmarked
partial Brantford U.C. cds, Mar 27, 1860; light toning around stamp (apparently only on the cover), Fine. SG 33b.
Estimate $200 - 300

929

930

931

932

929

m
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), a most attractive stamp with clear laid lines,
rich color and three large margins (barely shaved at top), exceptionally fresh, Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

930

m
Canada, 1859, 10¢ deep red purple, 2nd printing (17e), light grid cancel, perf. 11¾, beautifully centered
with incredible color, a prooflike impression, fresh and choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. An extraordinary example of
this rare early printing. SG 33b. Unitrade C$1,200 ($1,240). Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

931

H
Canada, 1859, Queen Victoria, 12½¢ blue green (18a), horizontal pair, large part o.g., bright and fresh,
most attractive, Fine. SG 41. Unitrade C$1,500 for Fine o.g. singles ($1,540). Scott $2,100+. Estimate $400 - 600

932

m
Canada, 1859, 17¢ blue, major re-entry (19 var.), position 100, neat grid cancel, nicely centered with remarkably large margins; thinned, Very Fine appearance. A most attractive example of this rare position. SG 42.
Unitrade 19ii; C$4,500 for VF ($4,640).
Estimate $500 - 750
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933

934

935

933

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $1 lake (61), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, vibrant color, Fine. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350

934

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), o.g., nicely centered with unusually intense
color and great eye-appeal, nearly Very Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

935

H

936

HHa
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, ½¢ black (66), irregular block of 30 from right pane, corresponding to positions 1-3/ 11-13/ 21-28/ 31-38 & 41-48, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Unitrade 66; C$1,800 ($1,850).
Scott $975.
Estimate $200 - 300

937

H

Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $3 yellow bister (63), o.g., bright, rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $350 - 500

Canada, 1908, Quebec complete (96-103), o.g., a fresh, well centered set, Very Fine. Scott $965.
Estimate $250 - 350
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938

939

940

938

HH
Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ green, normal and squat printing varieties (104 vars.),
from booklet panes, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Unitrade 104as, 104aii; C$600 ($620).
Estimate $150 - 200

939

)
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1926 (25¢) Elliot-Fairchild Air Service (CL9), canceled Rouyn P.O., Jul 31
on front of a commercial cover franked with a 2¢ Admiral tied by a 2nd strike of the same cds, addressed to A.C.
Roessler, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

940

HH
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 20¢ olive green, 4-line overprint (Unitrade MR2Ci), o.g., never hinged, beautifully centered and wonderfully fresh, Extremely Fine. Unitrade C$720 ($740).
Estimate $250 - 350

GIBRALTAR

941

H
Gibraltar, 1938, King George VI Pictorial, 1½d carmine, perf 13½ (109b), o.g., Very Fine. SG 123a; £275
($440). Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

GILBERT & ELLICE ISLANDS

942

208

H
Gilbert & Ellice Islands, 1912-24, King George V, ½d-£1 complete (14-26), watermarked Multiple Crown
CA, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, F.-V.F. SG 12/24; £600 ($970). Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
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HONG KONG

943

955

943

S
Hong Kong, 1891, Queen Victoria, $1 on 96¢ purple & red, overprinted “Specimen” (56S), o.g., exceptionally fresh and well centered, Very Fine. SG 47s.
Estimate $200 - 300

944

HHa
Hong Kong, 1938, King George VI, $1 dull lilac & blue, chalky paper (163 & var.), full pane of 60, position
13 with defective “R” in “Dollar”, o.g., never hinged with typical toned gum, F.-V.F. SG 155, 155a; £802 ($1,290).
Estimate $300 - 400

INDIA AND STATES

Ex 945

Ex 946

Ex 947

945

HH

India, 1948, Gandhi complete (203-206), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. SG 305/8; £275 ($440). Scott $257.
Estimate $300 - 400

946

HH

India, 1948, Gandhi complete (203-206), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. SG 305/8; £275 ($440). Scott $307.
Estimate $300 - 400

947

H
Jind, Officials, 1937-40 King George VI, ½a-10r complete (O55-O61), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and bright,
Very Fine. SG O66-O72; £700 ($1,130). Scott $714.
Estimate $300 - 400
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IRELAND

948

H
Ireland, 1922, 2s6d chocolate brown Seahorse, Thom overprint (36), two stamps in distinctive shades,
F.-V.F. SG 44; £450 ($720). Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

949

H
Ireland, 1922, 10s dull gray blue Seahorse, Thom overprint (38), F.-V.F.; 1991 P.F. certificate. SG 46;
£950 ($1,530). Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
The earliest known date of 5s & 10s Thom overprintings is October 25, 1922, and they were replaced on December
28, so it is not surprising that the 10s is considered a very scarce stamp.

NAURU

950

210

H
Nauru, 1916-23, King George V, ½d-10s complete (1-16), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. SG 1/12, 21/24; £640
($1,030). Scott $826.
Estimate $300 - 400
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NEW ZEALAND

951

Ha
New Zealand, 1855, Queen Victoria Chalon Head 2d reprint proof, imperforate, 2 blocks of 50, printed on
card in black, corresponding to positions 1 to 50 & 51 to 100, and made by Hausburg in 1906 using the 2d plate II, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

952

953

954

952

(H)
New Zealand, 1862, Queen Victoria “Chalon Head”, 1d orange vermilion, imperf (11), Large Star watermark, unused without gum, large margins to just clear at left, fresh bright color, F.-V.F. SG 33; £900 ($1,450). Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350

953

H/(H)
New Zealand, 1878, Queen Victoria, 2s deep rose & 5s gray, perf. 12 x 11½ (59-60), N Z and Star watermark, 5s o.g., 2s regummed, bright, fresh and unusually well centered, Very Fine. SG 185-186; £750 ($1,210). Scott
$1,450.
Estimate $300 - 400

954

HH
New Zealand, 1902-07, Milford Sound, 2s blue green (119), Single NZ & Star watermark, o.g., never
hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine. SG 328; £120 for hinged ($190). Scott $180 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
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955

H
New Zealand, 1913, Auckland Exhibition complete (130e-137e), o.g., fresh bright colors, F.-V.F. SG
412/15; £300 ($480). Scott $610.
Estimate $250 - 350

956

H
New Zealand, 1936-42, Pictorials, ½d to 2s, perforation varieties (203-215), group of 29 stamps, comprising 2d x4 (one perf. 14 x 14½, other 14, other 13½, other 12½), 2½d x2 (one perf. 14, other 14 x 13½), 4d x3 (two perf. 14
x13½, other 14), 5d x2 (one perf. 12½, other 13 x 13½), 6d x3 (one perf. 14, other 13 & other 13½ x14), 8d x3 (one perf.
14 x 13½, other 12½ & other 14), 9d x4 (one wmk sideways, other perf. 14 & other two 14 x15), 1s x2 (one perf. 13½,
other 12½) & 2s x2 (one perf. 12½, other 13 x 13½), o.g., appears lightly hinged, F.-V.F. SG 577/589 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

957

H
New Zealand, Officials, 1907, ½d-5s complete (O23-O30), o.g., exceptionally fresh and bright, F.-V.F. SG
O59/67; £669 ($1,080). Scott $1,004.
Estimate $300 - 400

958

H
New Zealand, Officials, 1936-38, Pictorials, ½d to 2s, perforation varieties (O61//71), group of eighteen
stamps, comprising 4d x3 (one perf. 14 x 13½, other 12½ & other 14), 6d x2 (one perf. 13½ x 14, other 12½), 8d x2 (one
perf. 14, other 12½), 9d x2 (one perf. 14, other 14 x 14½), 1s x2 (one perf. 13, other 13½) & 2s x2 (one perf. 13 x 12½,
other 13 x 13½), o.g., appears lightly hinged, F.-V.F. SG O120//32 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

NORTHERN RHODESIA

959

212

H
Northern Rhodesia, 1925, King George V, ½d-20s complete (1-17), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. SG 1/17;
£550 ($880). Scott $599.
Estimate $250 - 350
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PALESTINE

960

961

960

)
Palestine, French Forces in Palestine, 1917: 2 covers from Tresor et Postes 601A at Ramleh, one with contents, signed Sorani, the other with French censor tape, opened for display, both to Port Said through APO SZ 22, rare,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

961

)
Palestine, French Forces in Palestine, 1918, 2 items to Secteur Postale 601A: one franked with Palestine
Sc. 2 used from SZ 44 (Jerusalem), with censor mark (front only), the other "Return to Sender" "Affranchissement
Obligatoire" despite being marked "F.M." It was sent from Ismailia to a soldier and not accorded the free frank privilege,
very unusual pair, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

962

963

962

)
Palestine, Indian Forces in Asia Minor, 1919 GB 2d. reg. env. used from Indian FPO 28 in Transjordan with
unit reg. label, rare, Entwistle £100+, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

963

)
Palestine, Italian Forces in Palestine, 1918 postcard sent from "Distaccamento Italiano di Palestino Comando" with their red handstamp, through SZ 34 in Palestine (near Ludd) to Italy with appropriate censor marks,
rare, Very Fine; Sorani certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
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964

965

964

)
Palestine, Italian Forces in Palestine, 1919 registered commercial cover from Egypt via SZ 10 in Cairo to a
soldier of the First Company of the Italian Detachment in Palestine at Sarona, franked with Egypt Sc. 55, rare incoming
cover, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

965

)
Palestine, E.E.F. in Palestine, double circle FPO cancels, Mounted Units, 1918-9, 4 covers: C.Z. Imperial
Camel Corps (2); D.M.3, Yeomanry Mounted Division & D.M, Desert Mounted Corps, rare assemblage, Entwistle £340,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

966

967

966

)
Palestine, E.E.F. in Palestine, scarce cancellations, 5 items: Jaffa OETPA (Dickstein 8, C, scarce) on telegram, Feb. 2, 1920; Nazareth OET (Dorfman E+, very scarce), on official envelope with "Military Government/Galilee"
purple handstamp; Tiberias OET (Dorfman E+, very scarce), tying 2½ millésime OPDA revenue stamp to telegram receipt [rare usage]; 2 strikes, one red, one purple, of unlisted "Jerusalem Kaza Finance Dept. E.E.F." English-Arabic
handstamp on receipt, one in Arabic, the other in Hebrew, dated 1919. Very unusual group, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

967

)
Palestine, 1918, "E.E.F.": Typographed Issue used abroad, Cilicia, 1919, 2 money orders: single franked
with Sc. 12 and Sc. 13, both used from Adana, Cilicia, rare, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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968

969

968

)
Palestine, 1918, "E.E.F.": Typographed Issue used abroad, Cilicia, 1919, 3 money orders: franked Sc. 8,
9, & 11; Sc. 9-11; Sc. 9, 13, each used at Adana, Cilicia, scarce, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

969

)
Palestine, 1918 (Nov. 18), cover posted to the U.S. in the Aleppo civilian post office, sent on to BAPO T
for application of a 1 pi Typo (Sc. 9), thence via Port Said, censored, opened for display, a bit tatty but rare, Fine, one of
three pre-paid covers to the U.S. from Aleppo.
Estimate $300 - 400

970

971

970

)
Palestine, 1918 (Nov. 19), cover posted to England in the Aleppo civilian post office, sent on to BAPO T
for application of a 1 pi Typo (Sc. 9), thence via Port Said, censored, part of address excised, rare, Very Fine, only recorded pre-paid cover to England from Aleppo.
Estimate $400 - 600

971

Palestine, 1932, Levant Fair promotional labels, a booklet of the large Flying Camel label overprinted in
Arabic with 2 full panes and a single from a booklet that had 25 panes, not seen before, rare, F.-V.F. Estimate $200
- 300

972

)
Palestine, 1940-46, 20 covers to and from Palestine during WWII, with various censors, unpicked for
FPOs + 6 covers to or from te Palestine Police + 3 used & 2 unused V-Mail sheets + 12 stamps with Australian APO parcel cancels, an excellent lot for the student and worth careful inspection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $400
- 600
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973

Ha
Palestine, 1918, “E.E.F.”, 5m on 1pi ultramarine on ribbed paper (SG 4), horizontally ribbed in block of 4 +
single of the vertically ribbed paper, Very Fine, scarcer than implied. Scott 3 var. Bale $450+. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

974

975

976

974

H
Palestine, 1920, 1st Jerusalem Overprint, 20pi pale gray, perf 15 x 14 (SG 26 var.), Setting 2, type 5, a
rare stamp, beautifully centered, Extremely Fine. Scott 25 var. Bale 26a; $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

975

m
Palestine, 1922, 1st London Overprint, 10pi ultramarine (SG 69), used with clear 1922 Mea S[hearim]
cancel, rare, Extremely Fine. Scott 46. SG £600 ($970).
Estimate $300 - 400

976

Hm
Palestine, 1922, 2nd London Overprint, 9pi ocher, perf 14 (SG 82b), a mint and 2 used copies of this difficult stamp, F.-V.F. Scott 60a. SG £1,450 ($2,330).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

977

H
Palestine, 1928-38, Pictorials, 5m-15m, coil stamps, 5 m: mint strips of 4 & 5 & 2 singles + 2 used singles;
10 m: mint strips of 4, 5 & 11 + mint and used singles; 4 covers: 5 m; 5 m + 10 m; 10 m.; 15 m, a useful group, F.-V.F. Bale
$1,200. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

978

m
Palestine, 1930's, Pictorials used to pay fines, group of 8 pieces and a document with various Pictorial issues used to pay fines levied on postal workers for infractions of the rules, very scarce lot, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

979

E
Palestine, 1945, Pictorial, 3m hand-drawn essay, for a new 3 millésime stamp for competition at the 1945
Tel Aviv Philatelic Exhibition, the stamps were never produced, unique, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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980

981

980

H
Palestine, Postage Dues, 1923, 1st Issue, 1m, 2m and 8m, imperforate proofs (SG D1a, D2a, D4a), horizontal pairs, the three known imperforate values, Extremely Fine, these are now considered to be proofs.
Estimate $600 - 800

981

H
Palestine, Postage Due, 1923, 1st Issue, 2m blue green, imperforate proofs (SG D2a), pair on white paper and margin block of 4 on yellow paper, these are now considered to be plate proofs, Extremely Fine. Scott J2 var.
SG £1,275 ($2,050).
Estimate $600 - 800

982

983

982

H
Palestine, Postage Due, 1923, 1st Issue, 2m blue green, imperforate proof (SG D2a), right margin vertical pair on yellow paper, these are now considered to be plate proofs, Extremely Fine. Scott J2 var. SG £425 ($680).
Estimate $250 - 350

983

H
Palestine, Postage Due, 1923, 1st Issue, 8m mauve, imperforate proofs (SG D4a), 2 pairs (1 top margin),
these are now considered to be plate proofs, Extremely Fine. Scott J4 var. SG £280 ($450).
Estimate $200 - 300

984

Hm
Palestine, Postage Due, 1944, 3rd Issue, 1m brown and 4m green, perf 15 x 14 (SG D12a, D14a), the 4 m
now in a darker color, a group of 13-1 m (including. blocks of 4 mint and used & 3 used) & 13-4 m (including. block of 4
mint and used & 2 used), a lovely group, Very Fine. Scott J12a, J14a. SG £1,870 ($3,010) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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985

986

985

)
Palestine, Registration Envelope, 1922-28, Provisional entire, used 1922, August 3, registered from Jerusalem to England, franked 36 m London II (overpaid 1 m for double weight), constructed from the same linen
scrim-lined paper stock as the Provisional entires, probably home-made but very interesting item, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

986

)
Palestine, Registration Envelope, 1922-28, Provisional entire, used 1925, December 16 from Jaffa to the
U.S., franked 26 m London II with Haifa-Kantara South TPO on reverse and Los Angeles receiver on the face, Very
Fine. Hochheiser PR8.
Estimate $250 - 350

987

)
Palestine, Registration Envelope, 1922-28, Provisional entire, used 1925, March 1 from Acre to Jaffa,
franked 18 m London II with Haifa-Kantara South TPO on reverse, remnants of a label at the left not affecting, rare,
F.-V.F. Hochheiser PR8.
Estimate $250 - 350

988

)
Palestine, Registration Envelopes, 1929-31, 13 mil pre-printed registered entires, used 1930-33, 3 covers:1931, H. RE 2 insured from Tel Aviv to Austria, franked 27 m Pictorials for double weight, single insurance; 1930, H.
RE 4 Jerusalem to the U.S., franked 13 m Pictorial & 1933, H. RE 6 insured from Tel Aviv to Germany, franked 56 m Pictorials (4 x postage + double insurance fee), all correctly franked, an excellent lot, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

989

)
Palestine, Registration Envelopes, 1933-37, 13 mil pre-printed registered entires, 6 covers: 1935, H. RE
7-1 Jerusalem insured to Austria, 22 m Pictorials for single weight + insurance; 1933, H. RE 7-1 air to Germany, franked
25 mPictorials for air rate; 1936, H. RE 7-2, Jerusalem insured to Netherlands, franked 22 m Pictorials for single weight
+ insurance; 1935, H. RE 7-2, Mount Carmel air to England, franked 33 m Pictorials for triple weight air mail; 1937, H. RE
9 Haifa to Tel Aviv, franked 5 m; 1938, H. RE-10-1 Jerusalem air to Austria, franked 50 m Pictorials for triple weight air,
an excellent lot, all properly franked, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 990

991

993

SEYCHELLES
990

H
Seychelles, 1912-13, King George V, 2¢-2.25r complete (63-73), Multiple Crown CA watermark, including
30¢ with split "A", o.g., F.-V.F. SG 71/81; £475 ($760). Scott $105.
Estimate $300 - 400

SIERRA LEONE
991

(H)
Sierra Leone, 1897, “Postage and Revenue” and 2½d on 1s dull lilac (57), without gum, Fine, a very
scarce stamp. SG 65; £900 ($1,450). Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350

SOUTH AFRICA AND STATES
992

H
Transvaal, 1885-1901, reprints group, group of seventeen special folders, each includes 1885-93
(123-35), 1894 (148-52), 1895 (153-61), 1896 (166-74), 1900 (202-13) & 1901 (246-51), plus some provisionals issued
in the 1885-95 period, condition is Very Fine, excellent as reference. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

993

HH/H South Africa, 1913-24, King George V, ½d-£1 complete (2-16), o.g., most never hinged including 2s6d &
£1, F.-V.F. SG 3/17. Scott $2,140.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

TRINIDAD

994

)
Trinidad, 1868, Le Havre to Trinidad (36), folded letter cover franked with 80¢ rose perforated Napoleon III
issue, prepaying the single-weight letter rate to Trinidad, stamp tied by "1769" lozenge, adjacent Le Havre May 16, 1868
circular datestamp, red "PD" marking & London transit, backstamped receiving postmark, F.-V.F., scarce destination.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Europe, Asia and Middle East
ALBANIA

995

)
Albania, 1913 (1pi) Postal Ministry Provisional stamped envelope, clear impression on gray envelope to
Tiranë, postmarked red Shijak double circle datestamp, 4 Aug 1913 with blue Tiranë receiver, 13 Aug.; name of addressee cut out, otherwise Very Fine, quite rare. Michel 1.
Estimate $400 - 600

996

997

996

s

Albania, 1913, 2½pi violet brown (1), tied on piece by light Vlonë c.d.s., F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350

997

s

Albania, 1913, 2pi blue black (8), tied on piece by blue Vlonë c.d.s., July 1913, Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
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998
998

999

)
Albania, 1913, 1pia black (20a), with rough sewing machine perforation, and tied on reverse of cover by
Berat/ Shqipenie" 3-11-1913 violet circular datestamp, alongside "Vlore/ Shqipenie" 5-11-1913 violet circular
datestamp, horizontal crease affecting stamp. A scarce stamp in reasonable condition, F.-V.F.; 2010 Sismondo certificate. Michel 2B; €650 ($860). Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
The cover did not travel through the mails, the two postal markings on reverse were applied by the respective
postmasters by favor.

999

)
Albania, 1913 (1gr) double circle handstamped envelope (20 var.), exceptional impression on gray envelope to Tiranë, postmarked purple Shijak double circle datestamp, 1 Aug 1913 with blue Tiranë receiver, 7 Aug.; name
of addressee cut out, otherwise Very Fine. Michel 2.
Estimate $200 - 300

1000 H
Albania, Airmail, 1929, 5q-3fr Overprints complete (C22-C28), o.g., fresh, Very Fine; signed Kessler.
Scott $818.
Estimate $300 - 400

ANDORRA (FRENCH)

1001 H
Andorra (French), 1931, 2fr-20fr overprints (18-22), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and well centered, Very
Fine. Scott $975.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1002 H
Andorra (French), 1932-43, Views complete (23-63A), o.g., lightly hinged, a selected set, fresh, F.-V.F.
Maury 24-45,61-92. Scott $673.
Estimate $300 - 400

BELGIUM

1003 HH/H Belgium, 1932, Cardinal Mercier College overprints complete (B114-B122 vars.), o.g. (10c-1.75fr never
hinged), fresh, F.-V.F., a rare set. Michel 333I-341I; €4,400 for NH ($5,850).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1004 HH/H Belgium, 1932, Cardinal Mercier complete (B114-22), o.g., three high values never hinged, F.-V.F. COB
342-50; €935 ($1,240). Scott $573 as hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
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CHINA

1005 H
China, 1913, London Print Hall of Classics, $1 ocher & black, $2 blue & black and $5 scarlet & black
(217-219), o.g., bright and fresh, Very Fine. Chan 223-225. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

1006 H
China, 1939, 2¢-$10 Chung Hwa Print, die III complete (370-375), Dah Tung perf. 14, o.g., lightly hinged,
bright colors, Very Fine. Scott $237.
Estimate $150 - 200

FRANCE AND COLONIES

1007

France, 1849, Ceres, 1fr light carmine (9), with clear to ample margins at top & bottom to just touching or
cutting design on the other sides, tied on cover fragment by star of dots cancel (Paris), F.-V.F. Maury 6c; €1,000
($1,330). Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

s
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1008 )
France, 1854, Napoleon III imperforate, 80c lake on yellowish (19), block of eight, with ample margins on
top & right to clear or just cutting on the other two sides, tied on trans-atlantic folded letter by multiple "DS2" (Paris
branch post office at 28, rue de Clery) cancels, adjacent red London transit datestamp &"P.P." framed handstamp, plus
Paris Dec. 31, 1861 double-circle datestamp, addressed Veracruz, Mexico, large multiples on covers are very rare, ex
Blenis; signed Calves, and accompanied by a photocopy from 1994 auction catalog with description, Calves embossed
seal & signature. Maury 17A. Scott $2,850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1009

1010

1009 )
France, 1870, Bordeaux, 30c brown on yellowish (46), with good to large margins, and tied on large part of
a folded letter cover by GC "842" lozenges, adjacent CHALON-SUR-SAONE May 8 (1871) circular datestamp and red
"PD" framed handstamp, addressed to Geneva with Lyon transit backstamp, Very Fine. Maury 47; €500 ($660). Scott
$375.
Estimate $200 - 300
1010 ())
France, 1870, Siege of Paris, 10c bister on yellowish, bisected (54b), tied on address panel with 20c by
numeral "3422" cancels, adjacent Solesmes 1871 double-circle datestamp, and addressed to Bordeaux; light file fold
affecting adhesives, otherwise F.-V.F., a rare piece of postal history, ex Blenis; signed Calves and accompanied by a
photocopy from 1994 auction catalog with description, Calves embossed seal & signature. Maury 36 tc; €6,250
($8,310). Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1011 )
France, 1874, letter from Paris to Castelsarrasin (37,58), address panel franked with 5fr x2 gray Napoleon
III & 25¢ two horizontal pairs + vertical pair blue Ceres perforated issues, prepaying the declared-value rate, stamps tied
by multiple "1" stars of dots cancels, plus red Oct. 23, 1874 rectangular handstamp tying 5fr stamp & 25¢ pair; 5fr stamp
with faults, Fine, a rare franking.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1012

1013

1014

1012 H

France, 1876, Sage Type I, 30c brown on yellowish (73), full o.g., Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

1013 H

France, 1876, Sage Type I, 75c carmine on rose (75), full o.g., stunning color, Very Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400

1014 HH

France, 1923, 1fr Bordeaux Philatelic Congress (197), o.g., never hinged, fresh, Very Fine. Scott $825.
Estimate $250 - 350

1015 HH

France, Airmail, 1927, 2fr & 5fr First Issue complete (C1-C2), o.g., never hinged, fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1016

1017

1016 HH
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr "Banknote" (C15), o.g., never hinged, beautifully centered, crisp impression,
with top selvage, a gem, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1017 HH
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr "Banknote" (C15), striking bottom sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1018 )
French Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1905, 1pi on 15¢ surcharge in green (39), tied on envelope by
Beyrouth Jan. 17, 1905 double-ring circular datestamp, which is repeated alongside, addressed to Alexandrette with receiving backstamp; envelope slightly trimmed at bottom, F.-V.F., very scarce on cover; signed by Richter. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1019 H

French Colonies: Gabon, 1910, 1c-5f Pictorials complete (33-48), o.g., bright colors, F.-V.F. Scott $1,167.
Estimate $400 - 600

1020 Hma
French Colonies: Morocco, Postage Dues, 1915, 4 and 8, part sheets of 50 including gutter pairs, o.g.,
never hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1021 H
French Colonies: New Caledonia, Airmail, 1932, 40c & 50c Paris-Noumea Flight complete (180-181),
bright and fresh, F.-V.F.; signed Queyroy. Scott $950.
Estimate $350 - 500

GERMAN AREA

1022 P
Germany, 1902, 5pf & 10pf Germania imperforate proofs (67-68), without gum as issued, Extremely Fine.
Michel 70-71.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1023

1024

1023 HHa
Germany, 1922-23, 40m olive green (227 var.), block of 18, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine;
each identified & signed Bühler. Michel 244c; €11,700 ($15,560).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1024 )
Germany, 1936, Summer Olympics complete, FDC (B82-B89), the complete set tied on registered cover
to Berlin by “Berlin C” c.d.s.s, 9 May 1936, backstamped “Berlin O” c.d.s. the same day, Very Fine, quite rare. Michel
609-616. Michel €2,000 ($2,660).
Estimate $600 - 800

1025
1025 H
Germany, Airmail, 1930, 2m-4m So. America Flight Zeppelins complete (C38-C39), o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Michel 438-439; €650 ($860). Scott $480.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1026 HH
German Offices in China, 1901, 10pf carmine, comma shaped dot over "i" in "China" (Michel VIIc),
listed and priced as part of an unissued set in Michel, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed Steuer VOB. Scott 26 var.
Estimate $300 - 400

1027

German Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1913, 15pi on 3m brownish violet (53 var.), tied on cover fragment by two Jerusalem circular datestamps; trivial fold on top margin, F.-V.F.; backstamped Khl. Michel 46b; €3,000
($3,990).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

s

1028 m
German Occupation of Croatia, 1945, Storm Troopers souvenir sheet (B76), canceled three Zagreb
c.d.s.s, 9 Jan 1945, the day of issue; couple light creases upper right corner, otherwise Very Fine; 1969 Vladimir Fleck
Certificate. Michel Block 8; €2,200 ($2,930). Scott $1,300.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1029

s
German Occupation of Alexanderstadt, German Occupation of Ukraine-Alexanderstadt, 1942, 1.50r
on 15k green, type II stamp tied on cover fragment by circular datestamp, Very Fine; 1985 Walter Zirath certificate.
Michel 5; €7,000 ($9,310).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1030 H
German Occupation of Zara, Postage Due, 1943, 1L orange, o.g., appears lightly hinged, Fine; signed
Ludin BPP. Michel 9; €1,000 ($1,330).
Estimate $300 - 400

1031 HH
Germany: Saar, 1948, Flood souvenir sheet (B64a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel Block 1; €900
($1,200). Scott $260 as hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600
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GREENLAND

1032 H
Greenland, Parcel Post, 1905, 10öre blue, one side officially reperforated (Q4 var.), o.g., small hinge
remnant, light gum creases, Very Fine. Facit P3IIC2. Facit SKr 9,000 ($1,290).
Estimate $300 - 400

ICELAND

1033

1034

Ex 1035

1036

1033 m
Iceland, 1873, 16sk yellow (4), neat Reykjavik cds, a lovely used example, fresh; barely nibbed corner perf
mentioned solely for accuracy, F.-V.F., a very rare used stamp; 1966 Gronlund photo certificate. Facit 4; SKr 22,000
($3,150). Scott $3,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
1034 H
Iceland, 1902, 5a green, black "I Gildi" inverted (52a), perf 13, slightly disturbed o.g., fresh, a striking and
scarce variety, F.-V.F.; signed Jaeger. Facit 51v1; SKr 3,500 ($500). Scott $450.
Estimate $100 - 150
1035 m
Iceland, 1911-12, Embossed Kings Issues complete (86-91, 92-98), neatly cancelled, fresh, a nice pair of
used sets, Very Fine. Facit 108-13, 114-120; SKr 4,200 ($600). Scott $610.
Estimate $100 - 150
1036 H
Iceland, 1930, Kr. 10 on 5kr brown & slate (143), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, F.-V.F. Michel 141. Facit 107;
SKr 4,000 ($570). Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200
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IRAN

1037 HHa
Iran, 1993, 60r Guelder Rose, inverted center (2558 var.), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged;
folded once horizontally along perfs, Very Fine. Scott $900 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

1038 HH
Iran, 1993, 250r Surcharge on 60r, inverted center (2792 var.), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged;
folded once horizontally along perfs, F.-V.F. Scott $3,500 as singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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ITALIAN AREA

1039 )
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, 8b black (9), two singles with clear to ample margins, tied on
folded letter by grill cancels, adjacent "dopo la/ partenza" (too late) two-line handstamp and light Roma Aug. 18, 1864
circular datestamp, plus manuscript "23" on front, addressed to Vienna with Firenze transit & receiving postmarks, Very
Fine. Sassone 9.
Estimate $200 - 300

1040 )
Italian States: Parma, 1852, 15c black on pink (3), with good to ample margins on three sides and just
touching at top, tied on folded letter by Parma Nov. 28 circular datestamp, addressed to Casalmaggi with receiving
backstamp, Very Fine. Sassone 3; €400 ($530). Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

1041 )
Italian States: Parma, 1854, 15c red (7), with three good margins to just touching at bottom, tied on folded
letter by "PARMA/ 20/ FEBBRAJO" three-line datestamp, addressed to Piacenza with receiving postmark, Very Fine.
Sassone 7; €750 ($1,000). Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1042 HH
Italy, 1911, Italian Reunification complete (115-118), o.g., never hinged, typical centering, Fine; signed
Oliva with his 2000 certificate. Sassone S.14. Scott $1,895.
Estimate $600 - 800

1043 H
Italy, 1867, 20c blue (35), full o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F.; signed A. Diena. Sassone 26;
€500 ($660). Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350

1044 HH
Italy, 1961, 205L Gronchi Rosa, color error (834a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Sassone 921; €1,750
($2,330). Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750
The map of Peru was drawn incorrectly and the stamp was therefore withdrawn on April 4. A corrected design in new
color was issued on April 6.

1045 H
Italy, 1922-23, 1L “B.L.P.” (B16), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh color, Fine, rare; 1980 Bolaffi certificate.
Sassone 12. Scott $4,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Ex 1046

Ex 1047

1046 HH
Italian Social Republic, Parcel Post, 1944, overprints complete (Q1-Q12), o.g., never hinged except 4L,
F.-V.F.; several signed. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
1047 HH
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Parcel Post, 1947-48, 1st Overprinted Issue complete (Q1-Q12), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,195.
Estimate $200 - 300

1048 H
Italy: Fiume, 1920, Carnaro Occupation overprints complete (104-121, E4-E5), o.g. (15c on 25c & 25c on
10c used), with genuine Arditi backstamp on the appropriate eight values, fresh; 2c on 25c & 1L on 25c, both appear to
be the blue shade, but were not counted as such, F.-V.F., rare. Scott $1,780.
Estimate $500 - 750

1049 H
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, Cefalonia overprint on 1L//100L singles
(NC3-4, NC6-8, NC10 vars.), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F., rare. Only 245 pairs of the 100L were issued. Michel values singles at one-third of the pair price. Michel 19b, 20bII, 22b, 23, 24, 26; €880 ($1,170). Scott $4,290
as pairs.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1050 )
Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands, 1932, Garibaldi issue complete from the 13 islands, each tied
on cacheted FDC's, addressed to Rome. Some on Coo cover with some perf tip toning, an attractive and scarce group
of FDC's, F.-V.F.; Sismondo photo certificate for each. Sassone €8,125 on cover ($10,810). Scott $3,900 as used.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1051

1052

1051 H
Italian Colonies: Eritrea, Postage Due, 1920-22, 5c overprint at bottom, numeral and overprint inverted (J1bc), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
1052 H
Italian Colonies: Libya, 1915, "Libia" overprint on 5L Victor Emmanuel III with shifted floral ornament
(14var), Very Fine; Signed Diena, Raybaudi & Sismondo, accompanied by 2008 Raybaudi certificate. Sassone 11a;
€1,000 ($1,330).
Estimate $500 - 750

KOREA (SOUTH)

1053 HH
Korea (South), 1951-52, Flags complete (132-173), o.g., never hinged (few with dry gum), includes both Italy, fresh; small tear green U.S.A., otherwise Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1054 E
Korea (South), 1957 New Year Souvenir sheets complete (265a-267a), o.g., never hinged, post office
fresh, Very Fine. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1055 (H)
Korea (South), Airmail, 1954, 25h-71h Souvenir Sheets complete (C12var.-C16var.), without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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LEBANON
1056 (H)
Lebanon, Airmail, 1948, Unesco souvenir sheet (C145 footnote), without gum as issued; small, light pen
mark at right edge, otherwise Very Fine, only 2000 produced. Scott $275 (photo on web).
Estimate $150 - 200

LIECHTENSTEIN

1057 H
Liechtenstein, 1912-15, 5h to 25h Prince Johan II, chalky & unsurfaced papers (1-3,1a-3a,3ab), group of
seven, comprising complete sets, plus 25h ultramarine on thin unsurfaced paper, o.g., some with hinge remnants,
F.-V.F. Zumstein 1x-3x,1y-3y,3ay; 2,050 SFr ($2,170). Scott $1,187.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

MONACO

1058 HH
Monaco, 1972, 2fr Albert Dürer, inscription error, “Albert” instead of “Albrecht” (817 var.), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Maury 915A; €5,500 ($7,320).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1059 H

Monaco, 1919, View semi-postals complete (B2-B8), o.g., a choice set, F.-V.F. Scott $1,603.
Estimate $600 - 800
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NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES

1060 HH/Ha Netherlands, 1928, Syncopated perfs, blocks of 4, o.g., hinged at top, never hinged at bottom, F.-V.F.
NVPH 33-56.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1061 Ha
Netherlands Colonies: Curaçao, 1892-96, Queen Wilhelmina, 25¢ brown orange (22), block of 4, o.g.,
hinge remnants re-inforcing separations, F.-V.F. NVPH 22; €560 ($740). Scott $400 as singles. Estimate $200 - 300

ROMANIA

1062 (H)
Romania, 1872, Paris Print, 1½b-50 complete imperforate (53-59 var.), horizontal pairs, without gum as
issued, large margins and bright colors, fresh, Very Fine. Michel 36U-42U; €1,200 ($1,600).
Estimate $300 - 400
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RUSSIA AND RELATED AREAS

1063

Ex 1064

1063 )
Russia, Germany & Austria, 1906, Three Emperors corner meeting, picture postcard with center stage of
Kaiser Wilhelm, Emperor Franz Josef & Tsar Nicholas in triptych illustration, accompanied by Myslowitz scene of the
three countries Germany, Austria & Russia where they all once met, near Katowicz for the 1906 three corner conference of the three European nations, each stamp used in their respective countries where boarders once were contiguous, addressed Switzerland with part of receiving postmark, F.-V.F., seldom seen.
Estimate $150 - 200
1064 HH

Russia, 1933, Philatelic Exhibition complete (487-488), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

1065

Ex 1066

1065 )
Russia, 1940, 1r Sedov Polar issue (775), two singles tied on “Opis” card by Sebezhskoye cds's 21 Dec
1940, Fine and quite rare postally used; signed Mikulski.
Estimate $200 - 300
1066 H

Russia, Airmail, 1933, Civil Aviation complete, unwatermarked (C45-C49), o.g., Very Fine. Scott $395.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1067

1068

1067 )
Russia: Army of the North, 1919, cover to Estonia, franked with first issue complete (1-5) tied by cds's, 6
Nov 1919, backstamped Tallin, 19 Nov, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1068 )
Russia: Army of the Northwest, 1919, registered cover to Latvia, franked with Scott #1-7, 10 & 14 tied by
Pskov cds's, 18 Aug 1919, with clear Leepaja receiver, 2 Sep, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1069

1070

1071

1069 E
Russia: Army of the Northwest, 1919, General Yudenich essay, 20k on 14k blue and rose, prepared but
never placed in use, F.-V.F., scarce, only 300 prepared. Michel V; €350 ($460).
Estimate $150 - 200
1070 Pa
Russia: Army of the Northwest, 1919, General Yudenich trial color overprint, 10k dark blue (3), block of
4, with black overprint instead of red, F.-V.F. Michel 4.
Estimate $300 - 400
1071 Pa
Russia: Army of the Northwest, 1919, General Yudenich trial color overprint, 10k dark blue (3), block of
4, with black overprint instead of red, F.-V.F. Michel 4.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1072

Ex 1073

Ex 1074

1072 H
Russia: Far Eastern Republic, 1923, Red airplane surcharge 20k on 50k violet and green, with overprint
in Cyrillic, and translating into English as “Vladivostok 1923”; few shorter perfs, F.-V.F.; 1988 P.F. certificate. Michel
56A; €1,200 ($1,600).
Estimate $500 - 750
1073 H
Russia: Kolchak Army, 1919-20, Kolchak Army surcharge varieties (1a//9a), scarce group of eight, including 35k on 2k (1a), 1r on 4k (4b), 3r on 7k (5b), 5r on 14k (6b) perforated examples with inverted surcharges, 50k on
3k (8a) & 70k on 1k (9a) imperforate examples with inverted surcharges, plus 3r on 7k (5a) & 5r on 14k (6a) perforated
stamps with double surcharges, F.-V.F.; two stamps with Soviet Philatelic Association backstamps. Michel
1A//6Avars,2B-3Bvars. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1074 H
Russia: Kuban Govt., 1918-20, Ekaterinodar issue with inverted and double surcharges (20a//31a),
scarce group of nine, including 25k on 1k, 50k on 2k, 1r on 3k, 25r on 3k, 25r on 7k, 25r on 14k & 25r on 25k with inverted
surcharges, plus 50k on 2k & 1r on 3k with double surcharges, F.-V.F. Michel 1Avar//11Avar. Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500

1075

Ex 1076

Ex 1077

1075 H
Russia: Priamur Govt., 1921, Nikolaevsk Army 20k on 7r dark green and pink with inverted surcharge
(63var), Very Fine; signed H. Bloch. Michel 20Avar.
Estimate $300 - 400
1076 Ha
Russia: Priamur Govt., 1922, Nikolaevsk Army (Diederichs) overprints (110-13), blocks of 4, with left selvage, including. 2k gray green, 4k rose, 5k claret & 10k blue, Very Fine. Michel 26,28-30; €124 ($160). Scott $320.
Estimate $150 - 200
1077 H
Russia: British Occupation of Georgia: Batum, 1919-20, 25r & 50r surcharges (34-36,38,4045), scarce
group of eleven stamps, including 25r on 5k, 25r on 7k x2, one black surcharge, other blue, 25r on 20k on 14k, 25r on
25k x2 with blue surcharges, 25r on 50k x2, one black surcharge, other blue, 50r on 2k, 50r on 3k & 50r on 4k, F.-V.F. SG
29//36. Scott $1,570.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1078 )
Russia (Soviet Republics): Georgia, 1923, registered cover to Germany, franked with 360,000 rubles
composed of Scott #36, 38 (4), 39 (2), 40 (2) & 44 (2) tied by Tblisi cds's, 30 May 1923, bears a Tiflis registry label and a
Leipzig backstamp (11 Jun), Fine, rare.
Estimate $300 - 400

RYUKYUS

1079 HH/Ha Ryukyus, 1948, 5s-1y first definitive complete, first printing (1a-7a), bottom margin blocks of 4 with imprints, o.g., hinge remnants, some stamps never hinged, an especially desirable group of matched blocks, all with gorgeous rich colors, an extremely undervalued group of this rarely offered first Printing issue, Very Fine. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1080 m
Ryukyus, 1952, 100y on 2y rose violet (17), neat face free black cancellation at upper right, a marvelous
100% sound example with brilliant color, rare and undervalued, Very Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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SAN MARINO

1081 HH
San Marino, 1932, G.P.O. complete (134-138), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 1.25L & 1.75L signed
Raybaudi. Scott $1,503.
Estimate $600 - 800

SAUDI ARABIA

1082 HH
Saudi Arabia, 1965-70, Redrawn Dam, King Saud Cartouche, 1pi-200pi complete (286-313), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,702.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1083 HH
Saudi Arabia, 1964-70, Redrawn Gas-Oil Plant, King Saud Cartouche, 1pi-200pi complete (314-341),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,685.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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SPANISH COLONIES

1084 )
Spanish Cuba, 1865, Paris to Habana, Cuba (27-28), folded letter franked with 40¢ orange pair & 80¢ rose
pair perforated Emperor Napoleon issue, prepaying the double-weight letter rate to Cuba, stamps tied by star of dots
cancels, adjacent Paris Jul. 7, 1865 circular datestamp, plus red "PP" & blue "NE2" handstamps; small portion of letter
missing, F.-V.F. Edifil 23-24.
Estimate $300 - 400

1085 H/(H)
Spanish Cuba, 1874, 10c, 1896, 2c-25c Revolutionary Government of Cuba Insurrection stamps, complete set, unlisted in Scott, o.g., hinge remnant except 10c green without gum; 10c green and 5c with thin spots, 10c red
with diagonal crease, otherwise Fine, very scarce as print quantity was between 25,000 and 52,000.
Estimate $150 - 200
Listed and described in the 2011 Handbook of the Stamps of Cuba.
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1086 )
Spanish Cuba, 1896, 5c Revolutionary Government of Cuba Insurrection stamp, unlisted in Scott, tied
by serrated circular handstamp of the agency of Cuban Revolutionary Party in Key West Fl on cover to doctor and Brigade Chief Sanitary Officer in the town of Trinidad, Purple flag handstamp of the Cuban Delegation at LL, Extremely
Scarce, this stamp is noted in the 2011 Handbook of the Stamps of Cuba, Very Fine, ex-Robertson, sold for $2,640.00 in
1988.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

SWEDEN

1087

Ex 1088

1087 )
Sweden, 1844, Feather folded letter cover to Stockholm, with feather (extremely urgent) embedded in
sealing wax on reverse, excellent state of preservation, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
As known Sweden instituted an express delivery system about two centuries ago.
1088 H
Sweden, 1924, U.P.U. Congress (197-211), 40ö is from the 2nd set (#220), o.g., F.-V.F. Facit 196-210 less
197cx; SKr 4,600 ($660). Scott $730.
Estimate $250 - 350
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SWITZERLAND

1089 HH
Switzerland, 1930, Jungfrau, 10fr gray green (185), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott
$225 for hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200

1090 m
Switzerland, 1912, 10c Pro Juventute forerunner, in Italian, neat Grafenried cds (back-dated, although
with the original canceller), perfectly centered; perfs at top just a tiny bit irregular, Very Fine, a lovely example of this rarity. Zumstein III. Zumstein 7,500 SFr ($7,930).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Latin America
ARGENTINA
1091 Pa
Argentina, 1864-67, 5c to 15c Rivadavia, Liechtenstein proofs, full sheets of 100, in black on white thick
paper, without gum as issued, Very Fine, only fifty sets of sheets of these proofs were produced (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Printed from the original plates cleaned of their protective covering by Perkins Bacon & Co. (London) under the
direction of Mr. Liechtenstein who had acquired the plates from the estate of Esteban Latour.

1092 )
Argentina, 1858, 15c blue (3), full margins to just in at right, tied on folded cover to Salta by Very Fine Rosario
double oval; bit of soiling, still Fine, quite rare. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

1093 H

Argentina, 1916, Independence Centenary complete (215-230), o.g., fresh and F.-V.F. Scott $429.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1094 HH
Argentina, 1944, 50p National Anthem souvenir sheet (B11), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully bright and
fresh, Very Fine. Scott $425 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300

1095 H
Argentina, Airmail, 1930, Zeppelin overprint in green, 20c-1.80p complete (C25-C29), o.g., F.-V.F.; all
but 1p signed “A.P. Farrari, Bs Aires”. Scott $766.
Estimate $250 - 350
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BOLIVIA

1096 H
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, First Zeppelin Issue, proofs of the overprints (C11-C18 vars.), a lovely and scarce
selection mounted on it's original exhibition page comprised of the overprint in blue (for C12), a bottom right corner margin block of 9 impressions, overprint in red (for C15), a horizontal pair and a bottom margin block of 6, plus in violet (for
C14) a horizontal pair and strip of 3, each printed on thin paper, F.-V.F., a very difficult specialist assemblage.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1097 H
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, First Zeppelin Issue, proofs of the overprints (C11-C18 vars.), lovely group of 3
items printed on thin paper, comprised of a single, pos. 1 overprint in blue, plus overprints in red (for C15) and gold (for
C18), in vertical pairs. Scarce exhibition pieces, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1098 H
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, First Zeppelin Issue, 5c on 10c vermilion and black, inverted surcharge (C11
var.), at right in horizontal pair with normal, o.g., very lightly hinged, a superb, eye-catching example of this major error,
Very Fine, a Gem pair! only 10 examples were printed.
Estimate $500 - 750
1099 H
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, First Zeppelin Issue, 10c vermilion and black, overprint in brown (C13), o.g.,
lightly hinged, fresh and sound, a wonderful example of this elusive and exceedingly rare regularly issued Zeppelin post
issue, Fine and choice, only 50 examples originally prepared; signed Sanabria and others. Sanabria 30.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1100 H
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, First Zeppelin Issue, 25c dark blue and black, overprint errors (C15 var.), horizontal pair, left stamp inverted overprint, right stamp double overprint, one inverted, with full o.g., a splendid example of
this, perhaps the most visually striking of the Zeppelin post overprint varieties, nicely centered; some shallow, trivial perf
tip thinning of little consequence, Very Fine, exceedingly rare, with only 5 pairs extant; signed Sanabria. Sanabria 25g.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1101 Ha
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, First Zeppelin Issue, proof of the overprint in brown, complete setting of 25
(C16 var.), used for the 50c value, printed on thin paper, fresh; few minor, inconsequential creases, Very Fine, a magnificent showpiece, rare; signed Beltran. Sanabria PP21.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1102 HH/H Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, Zeppelin LAB Issue, commas instead of period (C24b-26b), each variety in vertical pair with normal, o.g., lightly hinged or never hinged, fresh and Very Fine, attractive group. Sanabria 19b-21b. Scott
$590.
Estimate $200 - 300

1103 Ha
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, Zeppelin LAB Issue, 1.50b on 15c, tête-bêche surcharges, right stamps inverted (C24 var.), block of 4, o.g., a splendid example of this exceedingly rare block, fresh and F.-V.F.+, a striking block.
Sanabria 19c.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

COLOMBIA
1104 (H)a
Colombia: Antioquia, 1899, General Córdoba issue, imperforate vertically, rarely offered material, including large multiples of the ½c, 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c, 10c, 20c, 50c, 1p & 2p, plus Registration 2½c, without gum, F.-V.F.
(no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

CUBA
1105 P
Cuba, c. 1940 Documentary revenue proofs, 1¢, 2¢, 5¢ & 10¢ large die proofs in black, numbers
12044-12047 at bottom, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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HAITI

1106

1107

1106 )
Haiti, 1864, Marseille to Jacmel, Haiti (28), folded letter franked with 80c rose perforated Emperor Napoleon issue, prepaying the single-weight letter rate to Haiti, stamp tied by "2240" lozenge, adjacent Marseille Jul. 28,
1864 dispatch & London transit circular datestamps, plus "P.P." rectangular handstamp, and backstamped
Paris-Calais railroad datestamp, Very Fine, scarce destination.
Estimate $200 - 300
1107 )
Haiti, 1865, Le Havre to Jacmel, Haiti (28), folded letter cover franked with 80¢ rose perforated Emperor Napoleon issue, prepaying the single-weight letter rate to Haiti, stamp tied by indistinct lozenge and Le Havre May. 1, 1865
circular datestamp, adjacent red "PP" rectangular handstamp, and backstamped St. Thomas transit; stamp small
faults, Very Fine, scarce destination.
Estimate $200 - 300

1108 )
Haiti, 1870, Marseille to Jacmel, Haiti (36), folded letter franked with 80¢ rose perforated Napoleon III issue,
prepaying the single-weight letter rate to Haiti, stamp tied by "2240" lozenge, adjacent Marseille Apr. 14, 1870 circular
datestamp, red "PD" marking & London transit, backstamped Marseille-Paris railroad postmark, F.-V.F., scarce destination.
Estimate $300 - 400
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MEXICO

1109

1110

1109 )
Mexico, 1875, Le Havre to Veracruz, Mexico (59,62), folded letter cover franked with 30¢ x2 brown & 40¢
orange perforated Ceres issues, prepaying the single-weight letter rate to Mexico, stamps tied by multiple "1769" lozenges, adjacent Le Havre May 2, 1875 circular datestamp, plus red London transit & P.P. rectangular handstamp, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1110 )
Mexico, 1875, Paris to Guadalajara, Mexico (59,63), folded letter cover franked with 40¢ orange & 80¢ pair
perforated Ceres issues, prepaying the double-weight letter rate to Mexico, stamps tied by multiple "22" stars of dots
cancels and red British transit datestamp, adjacent Paris Jan. 1, 1875 circular datestamp, plus red "P.P." rectangular
handstamp & "35¢" Mexican postage due marking, and Veracruz transit backstamp, Very Fine. Estimate $200 - 300

1111

Ex 1112

1111 )
Mexico, 1875, Paris to Veracruz, Mexico (58,61,63), folded letter franked with 15¢ bister, 25¢ blue & 80¢ x2
perforated Ceres issue, prepaying the double-weight letter rate to Mexico, stamps tied by multiple "5" stars of dots cancels, adjacent Paris Jun. 18, 1875 circular datestamp, plus red "P.P." rectangular handstamp & "25¢" Mexican postage
due marking, backstamped with French packet line B, no. 4 datestamp; cover with some faults, including vertical fold
affecting 15¢, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1112 HH
Mexico, 1934, 5c-10p National University complete (698-706), o.g., never hinged, all with bright colors, a
choice F.-V.F. set. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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NICARAGUA

1113 m)
Nicaragua, 1879, Nicaragua-Great Britain mixed franking from Greytown to Nottingham, England (7),
with Nicaragua 25c tied by pen cancel & Great Britain 1sh plate 13 (Scott A17) tied by multiple "C57" obliterators used in
the British Postal Agency of Greytown, and Grey-Town circular datestamps, backstamped May 13, 1879 receiving
datestamp, small portion of address excised and small faults on top backflap, Fine; 1976 BPA certificate.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

PERU

1114 )
Peru, 1872, Peru-Great Britain mixed franking from Iquique to Glasgow, Scotland (14), with Peru 1d &
Great Britain 6d plate 11 (Scott A15) & 1sh plate 6 (A25)tied by "D87" obliterators used in the British Postal Agency of
Iquique, adjacent Iquique Dec. 6, 1872 dispatch circular datestamp, the postage was cut out of the cover and expertly
repositioned on a latter date, Fine; 1989 Holcombe certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
The full text of the Postal Convention signed between Peru & Great Britain on August 13, 1851 was published by A.
Linz in The Stamp Specialist Mahogany Book (1947), pages 117-28. The relevant article 14 stated "for all letters
which may be forwarded to or from Peru, whether by British packets or by private ships, whatever may be the
destination of such letters, inland postage shall be paid in the post offices of Peru according to a rate not exceeding
that now established in the Republic for inland letters…." The local rate of postage charged was 1r. In 1858 this rate
became 1 dinero. The cover was carried by steamer to Panama and then to London. From January 1, 1870 the British
packet rate to England from the west coast of South America had been reduced from 2sh to 1sh6d per 1/2oz.
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World Aerospace Covers
MISC. AIRMAIL POSTAL HISTORY

Ex 1115

1116

1115 )
Australia, 1934-86, commemorative aviation covers, 33 covers celebrating Ross Smith, Kingsford Smith
and Francis Chichester among others, some lovely frankings and cachets, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1116 )
Bolivia, 1925 (Aug. 14), LAB First Flight, Cochabamba - La Paz, franked with Bolivia red overprint airmail
stamp (Sanabria 3); light horizontal crease, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1117

1118

1117 )
Brazil, 1930 (Mar. 21), Condor First Flight, Rio de Janeiro - Berlin, air-sea (Cap Arcona) -air, surface Lisbon-Seville; franked with Brazil + Condor (San. C6) (2 stamps), with black flight cachet, Berlin backstamp 1.4.30; reverse bears manuscript notations on mail flown, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1118 )
Brazil, 1930 (June 13), Condor Rio de Janeiro - DLH Berlin, fourth scheduled connections and first completed connections with Cap Arcona at Fernando de Noronha (June 14) and DLH at Las Palmas (June 19). Airmail to
Berlin, arrived June 23, franked with 1 Brazil stamp + 3 Condor stamps (Sanabria C1-C3), Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1119 )
Brazil, 1933 (June 6), DLH South Atlantic Trial Flight, Natal - Westfalen - Bathurst, Gambia, post card to
Germany, with purple flight cachet, red obliteration bars, with Westfalen and Bathurst transit postmarks (G/D L T6), Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1120

1121

1120 m)
Colombia, 1921 Early SCADTA Airmail Cover Bogota-Barranquilla. (C20), Scott C20 and 363 frank
SCADTA cover flown in 1921. Onward by surface to New York. 30c stamp pays SCADTA airmail surcharge, 3c pays
surface to U.S., a Fine cover, Extremely scarce usage.; 1986 Rendon certificate. Sanabria 36.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1121 m)
Colombia, 1921 Nov. 24 SCADTA Airmail Cover Medellin-London. (C20), Opened cover flown internally
by SCADTA and then by surface means to London. C20 pays SCADTA air surcharge of 30c. Scott 365 pays 10c surface
postage to England.; Roughly opened and some usual wear., otherwise generally Fine, C20 usage on flown covers seldom seen.; 1990 PF certificate. Sanabria 36.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1122

1123

1122 m)
Colombia, 1927 Havana-Bogota combined sea and air. (C42), Cover sent by ship from Havana Jan 21 to
Barranquilla Jan 31 and then by SCADTA to Bogota, where backstamped Feb 2., Very Fine. Sanabria 62.
Estimate $200 - 300
1123 m)
Colombia, 1919 June 18 Experimental Flight Barranquilla-Puerto Colombia. (C1), American aviator
Enox Martin flew approximately 160 covers franked with C1, of which only 200 were overprinted, between these two cities., Very Fine and scarce; 1992 PF certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1124 m)
Colombia, 1920 June 9 CCNA Flown Airmail Barranquilla-Cartagena. (C4), Commercial cover flown on
semi-regular service for a short period where CCNA had the contract to fly mail in Colombia. (SCADTA soon took over!);
Cover reduced at left., Fine and scarce; 1992 PF certificate. Sanabria 4.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1125 m)
Colombia, 1920 Feb 22 CCNA First Flight Cartagena-Barranquilla. (C10), On this date CCNA began service on this route. Both regular postage and the special airmail stamp were required. Feb 23 Barranquilla back stamp.,
Very Fine, Exceptionally rare usage.; 1977 Friedl certificate. AAMC 2. Sanabria 10.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1126

1127

1126 )
Cuba, Roessler Covers with Cuban SCADTA Consular Ovpts., Roessler Folly?? Two covers, with
Roessler cachets (note misspelling "COLUMBIA") bearing Cuban 2c stamps and SCADTA consular ovpts, one a Registry stamp. Apparently never mailed., Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
1127 )
Cuba, 1928 Aug 15 Letter recovered from "General Machado" which crashed into Gulf of Mexico., Pilot
Fatt, carrying mail from Havana to Key West on Aug 15, 1928, couldn't find Key West, and crashed into Gulf of Mexico.
He was rescued by crew of the SS Legionnaire. Recovered mail was taken to St. Petersburg, where 3-line black cachet
was applied. Back flap closed with two official USPOD seals., a Very Fine cover. Edifil H4; €1,000 ($1,330).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1128

1129

1128 m)
Cuba, 1928 Aug 15 Letter recovered from "General Machado" which crashed into Gulf of Mexico., Pilot
Fatt, carrying mail from Havana to Key West on Aug 15, 1928, couldn't find Key West, and crashed into Gulf of Mexico.
He was rescued by crew of the SS Legionnaire. Recovered mail was taken to St. Petersburg, where 3-line black cachet
was applied. Back flap closed with three official USPOD seals.; Very heavily damaged and waterlogged., Very Fine for
this. Edifil H4; €1,000 ($1,330).
Estimate $500 - 750
1129 m)
Cuba, 1928 Feb 24 W.I.A.E. First Flights from Santiago de Cuba., Four(4) covers flown on first flight by
West Indian Aerial Express from Santiago de Cuba; two to San Juan, one each to Port-au-Prince and to Santo
Domingo. One cover to San Juan postmarked on 23rd, other three on 24th. Two covers signed by pilot Basil L. Rowe.
Various cachets., Very Fine. AAMC WI-8,a,b.
Estimate $150 - 200

1130

1131

1130 )
Cuba, 1929, FAM 5 and FAM 9 Connecting Service, First Trans-Andean Flight, Buenos Aires - Havana,
Buenos Aires to Cuba, Panagra Inaugural flight to Canal Zone then on to Cuba via FAM 5, backstamped in Buenos Aires and Havana, Very Fine, Very Rare and Unlisted. AAMC F9-47 var.
Estimate $300 - 400
1131 )
Cuba, 1931, Experimental Hydroplane Route, lovely pair of covers, Baracoa to Antilla and Antilla to
Baracoa, Route tested for service to towns along Cuba's far eastern coast, fresh and Very Fine. Edifil N17, N18.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1132

1133

1132 )
Cuba, 1931, CNCAC, Return Flight Antilla to Holguin, tested as a branch of Route 1 service, Very Fine, 1
of 31 covers carried.
Estimate $200 - 300
1133 )
Cuba, 1931, CNCAC, Holguin to Baracoa, tested as a branch of Route 1 service, Very Fine, 1 of 54 covers
carried.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 1134

1135

1134 )
Cuba, 1935, International Glider Flight from Miami to Havana, three covers, two are special covers with
Union League Club of Chicago corner cards, first postmarked at 8:30 PM second which is franked by airmail special delivery (US#771) and postmarked at 10:00 PM, each with appropriate cachets and marked "Nulo" by Cuban officials as
the flight was not sanctioned in advance, last cover is the flight with the Cuban stamp eradicated (cut out) by Cuban authorities, interesting group, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1135 m)
Ecuador, 1929 Jan 29 SCADTA Airmail Guayaquil-Barranquilla. (C4), C4 Provisional airmail pays 1.5
Sucre SCADTA fee to Colombia. Scott 170 pays 10c surface rate to U.S. Barranquilla Jan 31 airmail transit stamp on
back., a Very Fine cover, Scarce flight cover. Sanabria 4.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1136 m)
France, 1927 Oct 10 Record Flight Paris-Buenos Aires., French aviators Coste and LeBrix successfully
crossed the South Atlantic in the plane "Nungesser Coli." 17 covers were flown all the way from Paris to Buenos Aires
and have Paris aviation postmark of Oct 10 and Buenos Aires receiving stamp of Oct 20. Signed by Coste., Extremely
Fine, Extremely rare and key to South Atlantic Airmail exhibit., John Heinmuller collection. AAMC TO 1063.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1137 m)
French Guiana, 1921 July 25 T.A.G. Commercial Mail Cayenne-St. Laurent. (CL2), Societe des Transports Aeriens flew early airmail on a regular basis between these two cities. The air fee was a surtax of 75 centimes.;
Roughly opened at top., Fine and rare, Extremely rare usage. Sanabria 1. AAMC 1a.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1138 m)
French Guiana, 1921 July 15 T.A.G. Experimental Flight Cayenne-St. Laurent. (CL5), Societe des
Transports Aeriens Guyanais (T.A.G.) flew mail in 1921 on an experimental regular basis between these two cities.;
Roughly opened at top. Light vert fold., Fine and scarce, Extremely scarce usage.; 1990 APEX certificate. AAMC 1a.
Sanabria 3.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1139 )
Germany, 1930 (Nov. 13-Aug. 27, 1931), Do-X America Flight, Friedrichshafen - New York, cover to
U.S., water damaged during suppression of wing fire at Lisbon, with red German flight cachet, black Brazil flight cachet,
Do-X postmark, New York backstamp, franked with Sc. C32-C34, Mi. 382-384, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1140

1141

1140 )
Germany, 1933, DELA German Air Fair, 30pf Semi-Official Balloon Post (Michel 21aI), Special card (unaddressed) franked with 30pf red label with broken top on “D” of “Der Luftschutz”, tied by green Balloon Flight c.d.s.
(25 Aug), Very Fine and exceedingly rare. Only 490 of the normal label were issued; the broken “D” variety is priced only
on cover. Michel €1,500 ($2,000).
Estimate $600 - 800
1141 )
Germany, 1933 (June 6), DLH South Atlantic First Trial Flight, Westfalen - Natal, Brazil, postal card to F.
Hammer, with purple flight cachet, Pernambuco arrival postmark (G/D L T3a), Extremely Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1142

1143

1142 )
Great Britain, 1934 (Apr. 14-18), DLH South Atlantic 6th Flight South, Stuttgart - Natal, registered cover
from Great Britain (first acceptance) to Recife via Berlin, with red Berlin airmail confirmation cachet and red Stuttgart
staging cachet, franked with 2 GB stamps (G/D L 11GB), Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1143 )
Great Britain, 1937 First Flight London-Capetown and Return, cover franked with 1½d KGVI tied by London machine cancel (13 Nov) with “Capetown Municipal Airport, Wingfield, 16. Nov. 1937” receiver and additional
Capetown Post Office c.d.s. the same day; another 1½d for return postage was canceled London (21 Nov) upon return
and a third was added on reverse and canceled Plymouth (23 Nov) for delivery to Mrs. Betty Kirby Green, the flight's
co-pilot; the back of the cover bears a special label reading “London - Cape - London Record Round Flight by F/O A.E.
Clouston and Mrs. Kirby Green, November, 1937”, Very Fine and rare.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1144 )
Italy, Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight covers & Collateral (C49), three items: 1). A 5.25L+44.75L Balbo triptych (C49) tied by Milan airmail c.d.s.s, 29 May 1933, on registered cacheted Balbo Flight cover, Rome to New York,
backstamped Rome (30 May & 2 June), and New York (19 July); includes the original enclosure in which the sender,
one Alfredo Dorlatti, tells of sending two identical covers to the recipient, a Mario Cremona, so that Cremona can return
one to Dorlatti; stamp with a heavy pre-use crease, cover is Fine. 2). A cacheted Balbo Return Flight cover from New
York to Rome, franked with $3.62 postage, canceled 23 July and backstamped Rome (12 Aug); the cover is signed by
Balbo and is accompanied by a letter from the Secretary of the Italian Air Ministry, A. Pischedda, and the cover in which
Pischedda returns the flight cover to the sender, the same Mario Cremona to whom the first cover (item 1) was sent; the
letter, apparently in response to Cremona's request, acknowledges that Pischedda has had Balbo sign the cover. 3).
New York's Official Souvenir Program, a 24-page B&W magazine with a 3-color cover, that depicts the Italian pilots
and flight crews, their planes and various dignitaries; overall Fine condition. A fascinating group. Sassone 52 var.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1145 )
New Zealand, 1931-1940, Survey Flights from New Zealand, 15 covers include AAMS TO 1151, 1203,
1206, 1210a, 1292 (2 + 2 round trips), 1292a (4) & 1344 (2), a very difficult lot to assemble, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1146

1147

1146 )
Switzerland, 1930 (6 Jun) Catapult Cover Bremen-Boston, 2¢ U.S. legal size stamped envelope franked
with 1.36fr postage (including a 3c Tell's son block of 32) tied by Basel c.d.s.s (29 May) with red flight cachets, Very Fine
and quite scarce; only 18 Swiss mail pieces were carried.
Estimate $250 - 350
1147 )
United States, 1929 Los Angeles Times Air Mail Derby Cover, one of the 6 covers entered into the derby,
this one flown to Seattle, then steamer to Yokohama etc. with a well worn example of the Times article noting the start of
the "race". An interesting and Rare cover, with expected travel wear for a early around the world air-mail cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex1148

1149

1148 )
United States, 1934-54, Crash covers, AAMS 34.6, 37.4 (2); 38.1 & 54.6 (CV $375), usual condition for
crash covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1149 )
United States, 1918, first trip cover from Washington to New York, 24¢ tied by “Air Mail Service Wash NY
Phila/Washington,May/15/1918/First Trip” handcancel repeated on reverse, on small cover Washington to New York;
light toning at top, F.-V.F. Scott C3. AAMC 101.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1150

1151

1150 )
United States, First Flight Chicago IL to New York (C1), 6¢ tied by "Chicago IL 1918/Dec 18" machine cancel on ad cover for stamp & coin dealer addressed to Nassau Stamp Co in NYC, typed "Via 1st Aeroplane Mail", AAMC
flight #110, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1151 )
United States, First Transcontinental Flight San Francisco CA to New York (C3), 24¢ tied by "San Francisco CA 1924/Jul 1" slogan machine cancel on cover addressed to Jersey City NJ, purple boxed "Via Air Mail/On first
trip of through schedule/involving night flying on Trans-/continental Air Mail Route", F.-V.F. AAMC 167.
Estimate $150 - 200

1152 m)
United States, 1926 Dec 21-1927 May 2, U.S. Army Good Will Flight through Central and South America., Major Dargue led a squadron of six Army planes on a Good Will Tour through Central and South America, visiting
every country on the way. Began in San Antonio, Tex. Dec 21. At each stop a local stamp was added to the souvenirs
and postmarked there. This cover was on the entire trip, as evidenced by the franking and postmarks., F.-V.F. AAMC
SH568a.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1153

United States, 1928 (Lindbergh, Charles), custom textile produced by AVION, lavender with repetitive
caricature designs of The Spirit of St. Louis, 88 x 106 inches, lobed edges, good condition, also included are two additional textiles, one 12½ x 20 inches, the other 18 x 38 inches, both featuring The Spirit of St. Louis themed designs, three
letters attesting to the presentation and provenance from previous owner.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
This textile was presented to P.R. Weddell, the superintendent of the Corona Tire Company in Butler, Pa., in 1928.
The previous year, the company produced the tires for The Spirit of St. Louis. Also present is a typed letter signed
("Wm. A. Maguire"), dated January 18, 1928, from Manville Jenkes Company to P.R. Weddell. In full: "We are
sending you under separate cover one of our AVION bedspreads. This spread was manufactured by our organization
to commemorate Lindbergh's flight and other aviation achievements that have taken place the last year. You might be
interested to know that we have already sent spreads to every person in the news today, to the King and Queen of
every reigning house in Europe, to Mr. and Mrs. Coolidge, Mrs. Lindbergh, Ambassador Houghton, Ambassador
Schurman, Mr. Orteig of the Brevoort Hotel, who was really responsible for Lindbergh's flight, and last but not least,
Col. Lindbergh has slept under one of these spreads at the Premier's house in Ottawa, Canada. We have had replies
from all of these notable people thanking us for the Spreads. I might add that this spread cannot be bought in the
stores at any price, as we only made, for our friends, a limited amount, which is rapidly being exhausted. We hope you
will get as much pleasure out of this Spread as we do in sending it ".
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1154

1155

1154 )
United States, 1929 (May 14), First Amphibian Mail Flight, Detroit-Cleveland, Amelia Earhart Pilot,
franked by 5¢ (#650), Detroit May 14th machine cancel and Cleveland May 15 receiving postmark on reverse, Very
Fine. AAMC 27E27.
Estimate $150 - 200
Earhart Flown Covers are scarce and most sought after.
1155 )
United States, 1931 (April 1), Flown on Five Flights with 65¢ Zeppelin Franking (#C13), April 1st Florence, SC to Atlanta GA (April 2), to Los Angeles, CA (April 4), to New York, NY (April 6), to Richmond, VA (April 7), to
Jacksonville, FL (April 8 receiving), a well-traveled item which shows the indications of wear which includes soiling and
faults to the stamp, a most unusual item.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1156

Ex 1157

1156 )
United States, 1940 onwards, FAM 19 to Australasia, 42 covers with all stages included, with Canton Island, Suva and others, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1157 )
United States, 1941 onwards, FAM 22: Wartime Route to Africa, 41 covers with all stages present, 3
signed, inspect, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1158 )
United States, 1992, Chrysler Transatlantic Challenge balloon flight, September 16, 2 covers: U.S. to
Spain carried on Belgium Balloon G--BUFA, Chrysler 1 signed by the 3 pilots [#119 of 900} & American balloon Team
USA to Morocco, first US to Africa flight {#572 of 1000], signed by the two pilots, scarce items, Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1159

1160

1159 )
Albania, 1933 (6-9 May) 1st South America Flight (Michel 294), registered cover to Santos, Brazil franked
with 85q postage tied by Vlone c.d.s.s (27 Apr), Friedrichshafen departure c.d.s. (6 May) with blue flight cachet,
backstamped Tirane (27 Apr), Milan (30 Apr) and Santo (10 May) with illegible Pernambuco receiver, Very Fine. Michel
€450 ($600).
Estimate $250 - 350
1160 )
Argentina, 1935 (Nov. 22-24), Second Graf Zeppelin Shuttle Flight, Recife - Bathurst, registered picture
post card from Argentina to Germany, via DLH from Bathurst, with Green staging cachet, franked with 7 stamps, Extremely Fine. Michel 500I.
Estimate $150 - 200

1161

1162

1161 )
Austria, 1913 (20 Oct) Airship Sachen Dresden Flight (Michel 17Gc), special Sachen picture postcard with
imptd 5h stamp with purple onboard cancel and special Haida c.d.s., Very Fine. Michel €850 ($1,130).
Estimate $600 - 800
1162 )
Austria, 1913, 3h Newspaper Wrapper with a large printed illustration of an Airplane, sent to Aussig,
postmarked Vienna, 28.III.13, tiny edge tear at top, still Very Fine; quite rare and very attractive.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1163 )
Austria, 1929 (25-28 Mar) Orient Flight (Michel 18Ia, b), two covers to Palestine, each franked with 3.60s
postage tied by Vienna c.d.s.s (22 Marl), one with rubber Flight cachet the other metal, both backstamped 28 Mar, first
Haifa, second Jaffa, Very Fine. Michel €265+ ($350) (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1164

1165

1164 )
Austria, 1930 (26 Apr) England Flight, Orly Drop (Michel 58I), card franked with 1.90s postage tied by Vienna c.d.s.s (23 Apr), red flight cachet and Orly & Paris receivers, Very Fine. Michel €400 ($530).
Estimate $250 - 350
1165 )
Austria, 1930 (May 18-24), Graf Zeppelin Flight, Friedrichshafen - Bahia (Drop), post card from Vienna to
Buenos Aires, with red flight cachet, Bahia postmark May 24, Buenos Aires arrival postmark June 5, Extremely Fine.
Michel 64I. Sieger 57L.
Estimate $150 - 200

1166

Ex 1167

1166 )
Austria, 1936 (1 Aug) Hindenburg Olympic Flight (Michel 32), picture postcard franked with 1.17s postage
tied by Vienna Olympic torch race cancel (29 Jul) and by magenta flight cachet with Berlin Central Airport receiver.
Michel €500 ($660).
Estimate $300 - 400
1167 )
Benelux, 1930-1933 Zeppelin Treaty Mail, eight covers or cards comprising (Mi. numbers) Belgium: 1932
4th & 6th South America flights (241, 275); Luxembourg: 1931 Magdeburg, Austria & 1932 4th South America flights
(182, 198, 241); Netherlands: 1930 South America, Netherlands & 1932 3rd South America flights (62, 150, 239);.
Michel €1,680 ($2,230).
Estimate $600 - 800
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1168 )
Bolivia, 1930 (May 25-June 6), Graf Zeppelin South America Return Flight, La Paz - (Rio de Janeiro Lakehurst - Seville -) Friedrichshafen. Cover from La Paz to Liverpool, with black 2-line "script" cachet, black boxed
flight cachet, US violet diamond flight cachet, Friedrichshafen backstamp; franked with Zeppelin set Scott C8-C10 and
complete AERO set plus 10c brown overprint (trial color) C11, C12, C13, C14, C15, C16, C18 (Sanabria 19-21, 22-27,
30); light vertical creases, otherwise Very Fine. Michel 68Cabc. Sieger 60D.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1169 )
Bolivia, 1930 (May 25-31), Graf Zeppelin South America Return Flight, La Paz - (Rio de Janeiro -)
Lakehurst. Cover from La Paz to New York, with black 2-line "script" cachet and black boxed flight cachet (reverse),
green Lakehurst backstamp, franked with Scott C8, complete AERO set including one bronzed overprint C11-12,
14-16, 23, 24 (San 19, 23, 26, 33, 35, 37), Extremely Fine. Michel 66Ca. Sieger 60A.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1170 )
Bolivia, 1930 (May 25-June 6), Graf Zeppelin South America Return Flight, La Paz - (Rio de Janeiro Lakehurst - Seville -) Friedrichshafen. Cover from La Paz to Paris, with black 2-line"script" cachet (both sides), purple
boxed flight cachet, US violet diamond flight cachet, Friedrichshafen backstamp; franked with Scott C9, C12, C14, C15,
C17, C18, C19 (Sanabria 20, 23, 24, 25, 27, 31, 33), Very Fine. Michel Mi 68Cb. Sieger 60B.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1171 )
Bolivia, 1930 (May 25-June 6), Graf Zeppelin South America Return Flight, La Paz - (Rio de Janeiro Lakehurst - Seville -) Friedrichshafen. Cover from La Paz to Liverpool, with purple (face) and black (reverse) 2-line
"script" cachet, purple boxed flight cachet (both sides), US violet diamond flight cachet, Friedrichshafen backstamp;
franked with Zeppelin set Scott C8-C10 and complete AERO set including 2 inverted overprint C11, C12 inverted overprint, C14, C15, C16 inverted overprint, C18 (Sanabria 19-21, 22, 23a, 24, 25, 26a, 27), Very Fine. Michel 68Cabc.
Sieger 60D.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1172 )
Bolivia, 1930 (May 25-31), Graf Zeppelin South America Return Flight, La Paz - (Rio de Janeiro -)
Lakehurst, May 25-31, 1930. Cover from La Paz to New York, with black 2-line "script" cachet and black boxed flight cachet (reverse), green Lakehurst backstamp, franked with Scott C8, C11 invert overprint, C12, C14, C15 inverted overprint, C16, C18 (Sanabria 19, 22, 23a, 24, 25, 26a, 27); light horizontal creases, otherwise Very Fine. Michel Mi 66Ca.
Sieger 60A.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1173 )
Bolivia, 1930 (May 25-June 6), Graf Zeppelin South America Return Flight, La Paz - (Rio de Janeiro Lakehurst -) Seville. Cover from La Paz to Cataluña, Spain, with black 2-line "script" cachet (both sides), black boxed
flight cachet (both sides), US violet diamond flight cachet, and large green boxed airmail cachet (reverse); Seville machine backstamp; franked with Scott C9, C10, C12, C14, C15, C16 inverted overprint, C19 inverted overprint (Sanabria
20-21, 23, 24, 26a, 33a, 36); cover was opened and fortified with card stock using an adhesive that migrated through the
envelope and aged as dark stains, Fine appearance, rare cover via Seville (22 pieces flown) "preserved" physically
sound. Michel Mi 67Cbc. Sieger 60BC.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1174 )
Bolivia, 1930 (May 25-June 6), Graf Zeppelin South America Return Flight, La Paz - (Rio de Janeiro Lakehurst - Seville -) Friedrichshafen. Cover from La Paz to Dessau, with black 2-line "script" cachet, purple boxed flight
cachet, US violet diamond flight cachet, Friedrichshafen backstamp; franked with Zeppelin set Scott C8-C10 and complete AERO set C11, C12, C14, C15, C16, C18 (San 19-27); two light horizontal creases, otherwise Very Fine. Michel
68Cabc. Sieger 60D.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1175 )
Brazil, 1930 (25 May-6 Jun) South America Flight (Michel 65-68), group of nine cards or covers franked
with Brazilian Semi-Official Zeppelin stamps; comprises Michel numbers 65Ba (with Zp. 1), 65Bc (Zp. 8), 66Ba (Zp. 4),
66Bb (Zp. 5), 66Bd (Zp. 4), 66B var. (Zp. 10), 66IBa (Zp. 4), 67Bc (Zp. 3) and 68Ba/c (Zp. 1 & 3); also includes a mint NH
Zp. 6; F.-V.F. Michel €2,000 ++ ($2,660).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 1176

1177

1176 )
Brazil, 1930, South American Flight, cover set with special stamps, a remarkable group of 8 covers, each
franked with one of the special stamps produced for this flight. Very difficult to assemble., Very Fine. Sieger 57A-57H;
€1,625 ($2,160).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1177 )
Brazil, 1932 (1-4 Oct) 7th South America Flight, Recife-Friedrichshafen (Michel 281A), card originating
in Peru(and addressed to Sieger) with 7c postage tied by 7 Sep Lima c.d.s.s; then franked with Brazil postage tied by 29
Sep Rio de Janeiro c.d.s.s with Brazilian Condor-Zeppelin cachet and Friedrichshafen receiver (4 Oct), F.-V.F. 184A;
900. Michel €250 ($330).
Estimate $300 - 400

1178

Ex 1179

1178 )
British Offices in Morocco, 1933 (6-9 May) 1st South America Flight (Michel 294b), registered cover
franked with 1s5d postage tied by Tangier ovals (27 Apr) with red Berlin connecting flight cachets and blue Zeppelin
flight cachet, backstamped Pernambuco (9 May); very minor toning, otherwise Very Fine. Michel €450 ($600).
Estimate $200 - 300
1179 )
Europe, 1930-1933 South America flights, group of nine cards or covers, all incoming Zeppelin Treaty
Mail, comprising 1930 flight (Danzig), 1931 Third flight (Hungary); 1932 Third flight (Yugoslavia with Berlin connecting flight cachet), Fifth Flight (Czechoslovakia with Berlin connecting flight cachet), Monaco & Russia; Eighth flight
(Czechoslovakia with Berlin connecting flight cachet); 1933 Third flight (Ireland & Turkey, both with Berlin connecting
flight cachets); a Very Fine and scarce group. Michel €2,650 ($3,520).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Ex 1180

1181

1180 )
Europe, 1930-1933 Zeppelin Flight covers, group of 23 cards or covers, mainly return flights to
Friedrichshafen from various Zeppelin landings; countries comprise Austria, Danzig (with C31-35), Egypt (with C3a &
C4), Finland (with C1, crease in card only), Hungary (3), Russia (5), Spain (7), Switzerland (2) and U.S.A. (with C13);
F.-V.F. Michel €2,270 ($3,020).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1181 )
Finland, 1932 (29 Aug-1 Sep) 5th South America Flight (Michel 273), card franked with 21½m postage
(170, 178 (2)) tied by Helsinki c.d.s.s (23 Aug), Stockholm (24 Aug), Berlin (25 Aug) & Friedrichshafen transits (29 Aug),
purple Flight cachet and Recife receiver (1 Sep), Very Fine. Michel €500 ($660).
Estimate $250 - 350

1182

Ex 1183

1182 )
France, 1932 (9-13, Oct) 8th South America Flight (Michel 282), card franked with 9.50fr postage (250, C5
(3)) tied by Mulhouse c.d.s.s (6 Oct), Friedrichshafen transit c.d.s. (10 Oct) and red Flight cachet, Curitiba (Brazil) receiver (14 Oct), Very Fine. Michel €380 ($500).
Estimate $200 - 300
1183 )
Germany, 1912-1928 Zeppelin Flights, group of 15 different cards or covers including three 1912
Schwaben cards and four U.S.S. Los Angeles covers (Mi. 4B, 5a, 6Aa & 7); also includes several high quality black &
white photogravure photos of early airships including LZ3, LZ4 & LZ5; F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1184

Ex 1185

1184 )
Germany, 1929 (25-28 Mar) Orient Flight, “Wild” drop over Jerusalem (Michel 18II), 1m Eagle tied by 24
Mar c.d.s. on card with red violet rubber Flight cachet and clear “Jerusalem/A/27 MR/29” receiver, Very Fine and rare.
Michel €1,500 ($2,000).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1185 )
Germany, 1929 Zeppelin Flight covers, group of 18 comprising Michel numbers 18Ia (3, 1st addressed to
Japan, 2nd to Turkey, 3rd (Roessler) with red and black flight cachets, 18If with Er Ramele receiver, 19c, 19e, 20Ic,
20Iia from Austria, 21Ia, 33Ia, 34In, 38Ie, 41Ig, 42Ic, 42Iib, 43Ic, 44c, 47, 48b, 50Ie, F.-V.F. Michel €2,255 ($3,000).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 1186

Ex 1187

1186 )
Germany, 1929 (May/Aug) Interrupted and Continued America Flights (Michel 23, 27), group of eight
covers: Michel numbers 23a & b plus Austria & Danzig incoming lines and 27b & c plus incoming treaty mail from Austria
& Netherlands, Very Fine. Michel €1,160 ($1,540).
Estimate $350 - 500
1187 )
Germany, 1929 (7 Aug-4 Sep) Round-the-World Flight (Michel 29-32), group of seven covers or cards
comprising Michel numbers 29a, 29c, 30a, 31, 32a plus Friedrichshafen-Los Angeles from Austria and Tokyo-Los Angeles (Japanese mail); Very Fine. Michel €925 ($1,230).
Estimate $350 - 500
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1188

Ex 1189

1188 )
Germany, 1929 (11 Nov) Böblingen Landing Flight (Michel 46II), picture postcard prepared for planned
Breslau Flight with 50pf in adhesives tied by onboard c.d.s.s (20 Oct), Böblingen receiver alongside, Very Fine; card depicts Zeppelin outside of hanger. Michel €380 ($500).
Estimate $150 - 200
1189 )
Germany, 1930-1933 Zeppelin Flight covers, balance of 30 cards or covers from 1930 (12), 1931 (12),
1932 (3) and 1933 (3); includes 1931 Polar Flight (Friedrichshafen-Malyguin) with two 1m Polar Flight Zeppelins (perf
faults) and a 1933 Chicago Flight with a 2m Chicago Flight Zeppelin; F.-V.F. Michel €2,940 ($3,910).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1190

1191

1190 )
Germany, 1930 (18-31 May) South America Flight (Michel 62, 64), two covers with appropriate markings:
Friedrichshafen-Seville with 2m C38 and Friedrichshafen-Rio de Janeiro with 4m C39, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
1191 )
Germany, 1930 (18-25 May), South America Flight, Friedrichshafen-Rio de Janeiro (Michel 64a), cover
franked with a 4m South America Flight Zeppelin (C39) with “flash” near the eagle, tied by Friedrichshafen c.d.s. (18
May) with red flight cachet and Rio backstamp (25 May), Very Fine. Michel €525 ($700).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1192

1193

1192 )
Germany, 1930 (20-21 May), South America Flight, Praia Drop (Michel 63Id), picture postcard (portrait of
Eckener) addressed to Casablanca, Morocco franked with a 2m South America Flight Zeppelin (C38) tied by onboard
c.d.s. (type b, 21 May), red flight cachet, Praia c.d.s. (21 May) and Casablanca receiver (15 Jun); some edge flaws,
Fine; a very rare destination. Michel €500+ ($660).
Estimate $250 - 350
1193 )
Germany, 1930 (28-31 May) South America Flight, Friedrichshafen-Lakehurst (Michel 66), card with
printed Lindman cachet franked with 4m South America Flight Zeppelin (C39) tied by Friedrichshafen c.d.s. (18 May),
bearing both German and American Flight cachets, Very Fine and attractive.
Estimate $200 - 300

1194

1195

1194 )
Germany, 1930 (18-25 May), South America Flight, Friedrichshafen-Rio de Janeiro (Michel 64a), cover
franked with a 4m South America Flight Zeppelin (C39) tied by Friedrichshafen c.d.s. (18 May) with red flight cachet and
Rio backstamp (25 May), F.-V.F. Michel €400 ($530).
Estimate $200 - 300
1195 )
Germany, 1930-1931 Zeppelin Flight covers, group of eight different flights, all on illustrated G.A.G.
Thoolen formular Zeppelin cards; comprises Michel numbers 163Ab, 175b, 176b, 177Ia, 178b, 192, 194b & 195a; a
Very Fine group of these attractive cards. Michel €545 ($720).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1196

1197

1196 )
Germany, 1930, South America Flight (Sieger 57K), Cover franked with C39 and flown from
Friedrichshafen to Pernambuco, original instructions for Canary Islands "Throw off at Santa Cruz", Franking postmarked in Friedrichshafen May 18. Backstamped Pernambuco May 27th. Various forwarding and return markings. Interesting cover., Very Fine. Sieger €550 ($730).
Estimate $400 - 600
1197 )
Germany, 1931 (24-27 Jul) Polar Flight, Friedrichshafen-Icebreaker Malyguin (Michel 204a), cover
franked with a 4m Polar Flight Zeppelin (C42) tied by Friedrichshafen c.d.s. (24 Jul) with red flight cachet and Malyguin
receiver (27 Jul), Very Fine. Michel €775 ($1,030).
Estimate $500 - 750

1198

1199

1198 )
Germany, 1931 (26-27 Jul) Polar Flight, Friedrichshafen-Icebreaker Malyguin (Michel 204a, b), two
cacheted covers franked with 4m Polar Flight C42, one postmarked Friedrichshafen, the other Berlin, each with
Malyguin receiver; each stamp with a nearly invisible flaw, otherwise Very Fine. Michel €900 ($1,200).
Estimate $200 - 300
1199 )
Germany, 1931, 4m Polar Flight Zeppelin (C42), tied by July 25 1931 cancel and red Graf Zeppelin
Polarfahrt cachet on cover addressed to Pottsdam PA, with Polar Flight handstamp, Very Fine. Michel 458. Sieger
119H.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1200

1201

1200 )
Germany, 1931 Jul 26-27, Polar flight, Friedrichshafen-Icebreaker Malyguin (Michel 204d), cover
franked with 4m Polar Flight C42 tied by purple onboard c.d.s. (26 Jul), red flight cachet and Malyguin receiver, F.-V.F.
Michel €1,500 ($2,000).
Estimate $500 - 750
1201 )
Germany, 1933 (14-25 Oct) Chicago Flight (Michel 352a), registered cover franked with complete Zeppelin
set (C43-45) tied by Leipzig c.d.s.s (10 Oct), Friedrichshafen departure c.d.s. (14 Oct) and red flight cachet,
backstamped Chicago (26 Oct), Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1202

Ex 1203

1202 )
Germany, 1934 South America Flights, six covers and a card comprising the June Argentina Flight plus the
5th, 6th and 9th-12th flights, the last Recife-Seville; all with onboard cancels, postage includes #400, C35 (2), C36 (3),
C56; Michel numbers 371, 385e, 389e, 406e, 410e, 414e & 421, Very Fine. Michel €680 ($900).
Estimate $200 - 300
1203 )
Germany, 1936-1939 Hindenburg and LZ 130 Flights, Collection balance comprising 26 Hindenburg and 10
Graf Zeppelin II covers or cards; includes Hindenburg treaty mail from Austria (2), Czechoslovakia, Netherlands (2) &
Sweden plus mail from Brazil, Liechtenstein and the U.S (4); the LZ 130 flights are all German origins; F.-V.F. Michel
€2,500+ ($3,320).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1204

Ex 1205

1204 )
Germany, 1936 Hindenburg First North America Flight (Michel 12), illustrated 12-page Zeppelin Transport
Co. promotional pamphlet entitled “2½ Days to Europe”, signed “Clara Adams, Cabin 19, Hindenburg”, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
Clara Adams (1884-1971), a renowned “First Flighter”, became fascinated with aviation when, in March of 1914 in
Eustis, Fla., she flew on a Thomas flying boat piloted by Army Captain Walter E. Johnson. In 1924 she obtained a
letter of introduction to Dr. Hugo Eckener from Field Marshal Paul von Hindenburg, a cousin of her maternal
grandmother, thus beginning a life-long love of the Zeppelin. In addition to the inaugural North American flight of the
Hindenburg, she was the first woman to fly across the Atlantic as a passenger on the 1928 return flight of the Graf
Zeppelin. Among many record flights on which she was a passenger, Mrs. Adams also flew on the 1931 flight of the
Do.-X from Rio de Janeiro to New York and on the first transpacific flight of the China Clipper in 1937.
1205 )
Germany: Saar, 1930-1933 Zeppelin Treaty Mail, eight cards or covers comprising Michel numbers 60I,
87I, 114, 154, 173, 203, 237 (edge flaws) and 352, plus the 1933 Saar Flight (313A) franked with C4; F.-V.F. Michel
€1,985 ($2,640).
Estimate $600 - 800
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1206

1207

1206 )
Gibraltar, 1933 (19-22 Aug) 5th South America Flight (Michel 327b), registered cover franked with 1s3d
postage (96, 98, 99 block) tied by Gibraltar ovals (2 Aug), red Berlin connecting Flight & Zeppelin Flight cachets,
backstamped Recife (22 Aug), Very Fine. Michel €350 ($460).
Estimate $250 - 350
1207 )
Greece, 1933 (29-30 May) Rome Flight (Michel 303G), registered cover franked with complete Zeppelin set
(C5-7) and two additional stamps tied by Athens c.d.s.s (27 May), red Greek connecting flight and blue Zeppelin flight
cachets, backstamped Friedrichshafen (30 May), Very Fine. Michel €600 ($800).
Estimate $350 - 500

1208

Ex 1209

1208 )
Guatemala, 1936 (21-23 May) Hindenburg 1st North America Flight, Lakehurst-Frankfurt (Michel 15A), legal size registered airmail cover (addressed to Sieger) franked with 75c postage (front & back) tied by Guatemala City
c.d.s.s (18 May) with typed endorsement “from New York-Lakehurst by Airship Hindenburg”, backstamped Frankfurt
(23 May), Very Fine. Only about 50 pieces of mail from Guatemala were carried. Michel €400 ($530).
Estimate $300 - 400
1209 )
Iceland, 1931 Iceland Flight, group of five covers comprising incoming Treaty Mail from Danzig, Liechtenstein (including Scott 106), Netherlands & Switzerland, plus return flight franked with Iceland C9 & C11, F.-V.F. Michel
€905 ($1,200).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1210

1211

1210 )
Italy, 1933 Rome Flight, four cards and a cover comprising Rome-Rome card w/3L Zeppelin (Mi. 303A),
Rome-Friedrichshafen cover with 5L Zeppelin (304Aa, San Marino Rome-Friedrichshafen card with 3L Zeppelin
(304Ca), Tripolitania Rome-Friedrichshafen with 3L Zeppelin (304Fa); also German frei-Rome card posted onboard;
Very Fine. Michel €780 ($1,040).
Estimate $300 - 400
1211 )
Italian Occupation of Rhodes, 1933 (29-30 May) Rome Flight/3rd South America Flight (Michel 304Dc),
registered card franked with a 10L Zeppelin (C22) and four additional stamps tied by Rhodes c.d.s.s (24 May), green
flight cachets, Pernambuco receiver (6 Jun), Very Fine. Michel €700 ($930).
Estimate $350 - 500

1212

1213

1212 )
Italian Colonies: Cyrenaica, 1933 (6-9 May) 1st South America Flight (Michel 294), registered cover to
Recife franked with 10L postage (C9-11, It. Cols. C14 (2)) tied by Bengasi c.d.s.s (30 Apr), Friedrichshafen departure
c.d.s. (6 May) with blue flight cachet, backstamped Rome (2 May), Milan (3 May) and Pernambuco (9 May), Very Fine.
Michel €380 ($500).
Estimate $250 - 350
1213 )
Italian Colonies: Eritrea, 1933 (3-6 Jun) 2nd South America Flight (Michel 305), registered card (Zeppelin real photo) to Santos, Brazil franked with 11.75L postage (124, 125, 128, 153) tied by Asmara c.d.s.s (17 May),
Friedrichshafen departure c.d.s. (3 Jun) with green flight cachet, transit c.d.s.s of Port Taufiq (22 May) and Brindisi (25
May) with Santos receiver (7 Jun), Very Fine. Michel €380 ($500).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1214

1215

1214 )
Italian Colonies: Somalia, 1933 (6-9 May) 1st South America Flight (Michel 294), registered cover to
Santos, Brazil franked with 8.75L postage (141, 142, 145, 146, 151, 152) tied by Mogadiscio c.d.s.s (17 Apr),
Friedrichshafen departure c.d.s. (6 May) with blue flight cachet, backstamped Milan (3 May) and Santos (10 May), Very
Fine. Michel €850 ($1,130).
Estimate $400 - 600
1215 )
Liechtenstein, 1929 (1-5 Aug) Continuation of America Flight (Michel 27a), cover franked with 5.10fr
postage (69 (3), 80, 85) tied by Vaduz c.d.s.s (17 Jul), blue Flight cachet, Friedrichshafen c.d.s. (31 Jul), backstamped
New York (5 Aug), Very Fine and very rare; includes original collector's letter datelined Bern, Switzerland. Michel
€4,800 ($6,380).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 1216

1217

1216 )
Liechtenstein, 1930-1933 Zeppelin Treaty Mail, six cards or covers comprising Michel numbers 62
(franked with #69 & 80!), 154, 198, 207, 224, and 321Ia, plus the 1932 Liechtenstein Flight (250IAb) franked with C1-6;
among the other stamps used for franking are the 2fr #107 (2) & 107b; F.-V.F. and attractive; Scott value is $1,785.
Michel €760 ($1,010).
Estimate $400 - 600
1217 )
Liechtenstein, 1931 (10 Jun) Liechtenstein Flight, Lausanne Drop (Michel 185Ii), card addressed to Munich franked with 1fr postage (C2, C4, C5) tied by Vaduz c.d.s.s (10 Jun), “Nur vollständig…” (incorrect—non-Zeppelin— franking) handstamp on reverse, St. Gallen receiver (10 Jun), Zurich airpost (11 Jun) and Munich airmail transit,
Very Fine. Scott $495 for the stamps on cover. Michel €700 ($930).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1218

1219

1218 )
Liechtenstein, 1931 (10 Jun) Liechtenstein Flight (Michel 185Ia, b), card and cover franked with 1fr & 2fr
Zeppelins respectively (C7-8), each tied by red Flight cachet, Very Fine. Michel €540 ($720). Estimate $250 - 350
1219 )
Liechtenstein, 1931 (11 Oct) Meiningen Flight (Michel 224), cover franked with 2.70fr postage (96b, 99,
101, 104 & C6) tied by Triesenberg c.d.s.s (2 Oct), Friedrichshafen transit c.d.s. (11 Oct) and red Flight cachet,
backstamped Meiningen, Very Fine. Scott $525 for 104 on cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1220

1221

1220 )
Liechtenstein, 1931 (9-11 Apr) Egypt Flight (Michel 164), cover franked with 2.70fr postage (105b, 106a)
tied by Triesenberg c.d.s.s (7 Apr), Friedrichshafen transit c.d.s. (9 Apr) and red Flight cachet, Cairo receiver on front
(11 Apr), Very Fine. Scott $495 for the stamps on cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
1221 )
Mexico, 1936 (21-23 May) Hindenburg 2nd North America Flight, Lakehurst-Frankfurt, registered cover,
addressed to Sieger, franked with 2.05p tied by Mexico City c.d.s.s (18 May); without flight cachet (as always),
backstamp New York (20 May) and Frankfurt (23 May); light damp stain due to affixing of a Post Office seal on the flap,
Very Fine. Michel 15A; €420 ($560).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1222

1223

1222 )
Netherlands, 1931 (24-27 Jul) Polar Flight, Friedrichshafen-Icebreaker Malyguin (Michel 204), card
franked with 1.25g postage tied by Amsterdam c.d.s. (21 Jul) with Friedrichshafen transit c.d.s. (24 Jul), red flight cachet
and Malyguin receiver (27 Jul), Very Fine. Michel €400 ($530).
Estimate $200 - 300
1223 )
Netherlands, 1931 (24 Jul) Polar Flight, Friedrichshafen-Berlin (Michel 202), card franked with 62½c
postage tied by Rotterdam c.d.s. (19 Jul) with Friedrichshafen transit c.d.s. (24 Jul), red flight cachet and Berlin receiver,
Very Fine. Michel €450 ($600).
Estimate $250 - 350

1224

1225

1224 )
Romania, 1932 (2-5 May) 4th South America Flight (Michel 241), cover franked with 74L postage tied by
Bucharest c.d.s.s (28 Apr), Friedrichshafen transit c.d.s. (2 May) and red Flight cachet, backstamped Pernambuco (5
May), Very Fine. Michel €450 ($600).
Estimate $250 - 350
1225 )
San Marino, 1932 (17-27 Apr) 3rd South America Flight (Michel 239), card franked with 10L blue (C10)
tied by San Marino c.d.s.s (14 Apr) with Friedrichshafen transit c.d.s. (18 Apr), brown flight cachet and Pernambuco
backstamp (20 Apr), Very Fine; the 10L Airmail is quite rare on cover. Sassone 150; €1,500 ($2,000). Michel €500
($660).
Estimate $600 - 800
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1226

Ex 1227

1226 )
Scandinavia, 1932 Zeppelin Treaty Mail, three cards, all with Berlin connecting flight cachets, comprising
(Mi. numbers) Denmark: 3rd South America flight (239b); Norway: 4th South America flight (241b); Sweden: 9th South
America flight (286b); Very Fine. Michel €790 ($1,050).
Estimate $300 - 400
1227 )
South America, 1930-1933 Zeppelin Flight covers, group of 21 cards or covers from Argentina (3), Bolivia
(1), Brazil (9), Chile (4), Paraguay (3) and Uruguay (1), F.-V.F. Michel €1,405 ($1,870).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1228

1229

1228 )
Switzerland, 1929 (26 Sep) First Switzerland Flight, Basel Drop, Delayed Mail (Michel 35Ib), picture
postcard (real photo Zeppelin in flight), addressed to Sieger, franked with 35c Winged Letter (C13) tied by Basel c.d.s.
(18 Oct) with red flight cachet and onboard postmark (26 Sep); purple handstamp “Verspätet aufgefunden” (found later)
explaining the 3-week delay between the date of the flight and the Basel postmark; slight mounting damage on picture
side, still Very Fine and rare; illustrated in the 2003 Michel Zeppelin Catalogue, p. 83. Michel €750 ($1,000).
Estimate $500 - 750
1229 )
Switzerland, 1929 (15-17 Oct) Balkan Flight, Bucharest Drop (Michel 42I), picture postcard (Zeppelin
over Lake Constance) franked with 95c postage (C4, C11) tied by Zurich c.d.s.s (14 Oct) with Friedrichshafen transit
c.d.s. (15 Oct), red flight cachet and oval Bucharest receiver (16 Oct), Very Fine. Michel €500 ($660).
Estimate $300 - 400

1230

1231

1230 )
Switzerland, 1929 (15-26 Aug) Round-the-World Flight, Tokyo - Los Angeles (Michel 30), cover franked
(front & back) with 10fr postage (206, C6, C9-14) tied by Zurich c.d.s.s (13 Aug), red Flight cachet, Friedrichshafen
c.d.s. (15 Aug), backstamped Los Angeles (26 Aug), Very Fine. Michel €450 ($600).
Estimate $200 - 300
1231 )
Switzerland, 1929 (15-17 Oct) Silesia Flight, Breslau Drop (Michel 42 II), 20c view card with additional 75c
C11 tied by Zurich c.d.s. (15 Oct) with Friedrichshafen transit c.d.s. (15 Oct), red flight cachet and Breslau receiver (17
Oct), Very Fine. Michel €750 ($1,000).
Estimate $400 - 600
1232 )
Switzerland, 1930-1931 Zeppelin Treaty Mail, eight cards or covers comprising Michel numbers 54, 58, 63,
64, 128III, 154, 168, 198, 203, 215I, 216b, 219 and 229; the usual marvelous frankings include C11 (3), C12 (10), C13
(5) & C15 (9); F.-V.F. Michel €1,495 ($1,990) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1233

1234

1233 )
Switzerland, 1930 (21 Jun) Germany Flight, Friedrichshafen-Munich (Michel 73), card franked with
1.40fr postage (B49-52, C7, C13) tied by Romanshorn c.d.s.s (1 May), red flight cachet and Munich receiver, Very Fine.
Michel €500 ($660).
Estimate $300 - 400
1234 )
Switzerland, 1930 (24 Jun) Germany Flight, Breslau Drop (Michel 80I), card franked with 1.70s postage
(C16 & two each C20-21) tied by c.d.s.s (18 Jun) with red flight cachet and Breslau receiver (24 Jun), Very Fine. Michel
€500 ($660).
Estimate $300 - 400

1235

1236

1235 )
Switzerland, 1931 (19 Sep) 2nd South America Flight, Drop over Cape Verde (Michel 221Ib), cover
franked with 3.20fr postage (C8, C11, C15) tied by Romanshorn c.d.s.s (15 Sep), red Berlin connecting Flight and purple Zeppelin Flight cachets, backstamped “S. Vincente, 19 Set 31, Cabo Verde”, Very Fine; not listed by Michel with the
connecting flight cachet. Sieger €800 ($1,060).
Estimate $400 - 600
1236 )
Switzerland, 1936 (1 Aug) Hindenburg Olympic Flight (Michel 32), cover franked with 1.50fr postage (C4,
C8, C9, C11) tied by Basel c.d.s.s (27 Jul) with Frankfurt transit and magenta flight cachet, Very Fine. Michel €450
($600).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1237 )
United States, 1919, R-34 Return Flight Cover to London, with "Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of America" corner card, franked with 2¢ Washington, and tied by New York Jul. 7, 1919 duplex postmark, adjacent Hempstead
N.Y. Jul. 9, 1919 departure duplex postmark, and London R-34 Jul. 13, 1919 arrival datestamp, endorsed "Per Airship
R-34" (AAMC Z-461), Very Fine, an extremely rare cover. It is our understanding after conversations with experienced
zeppelin collectors that only ten to fifteen Marconi covers flown.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
R34 dirigible left Britain on July 2, 1919 and arrived at Mineola, Long Island, United States on July 6 after a flight of
108 hours with virtually no fuel left. This was the first successful trans-Atlantic crossing by lighter-than-air craft of any
nation. The return journey to Pulham in Norfolk was from July 10 to 13 and took 75 hours.
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Ex 1238

1239

1238 )
United States, 1929 (7 Aug-4 Sep) Round-the-World Flight (Michel 28-32), group of 10 covers or cards
originating in the U.S. comprising Michel numbers 28Aa, 29Aa, 31Aa, 31Ab (4), 32Aa (3); nice variety of frankings including one cover bearing a 2¢ Black Jack & a 50¢ Trans-Mississippi (plus others) and another #568 & C11 plate
blocks. Michel €1,210 ++ ($1,610).
Estimate $500 - 750
1239 )
United States, 1929 (1-4 Sep) Round-The-World Flight, Lakehurst-Friedrichshafen/Los Angeles-Lakehurst (Michel 28A/31Ab), cover franked with $1.05 postage tied by South Orange, N.J. duplexes (5 Aug)
and flown Lakehurst-Friedrichshafen with Friedrichshafen backstamp (10 Aug); then 60¢ postage added and tied by
Los Angeles duplex (26 Aug) with purple Los Angeles “Z.R.W.” and green Lakehurst Zeppelin backstamps; small tear at
top, otherwise Very Fine and quite rare; 2002 Bach/Eichele Certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

1240

1241

1240 )
United States, 1929 (1-4 Sep) Round-The-World Flight, Lakehurst-Lakehurst (Michel 31Aa), 1¢ postal
card franked (front & back) with $1.75 postage including two 50¢ perf. 12 (420 or 421), either of which catalog $2,000
on cover, stamps tied by Denver c.d.s.s, purple flight cachet and green Lakehurst receiver on front; one 50¢ is a straight
edge, Very Fine and very rare franking, despite being a late use.
Estimate $350 - 500
1241 )
United States, 1930 (18-31 May) South America Flight, $1.30 & $2.60 Zeppelins tied by 1930 "New York
Varick Sta./May 7/930 AM" duplex to cover addressed to Medford WI, with purple diamond round flight cachet, red
South America flight handstamp, and purple "This article made the complete round trip/via Graf Zeppelin" handstamp,
Friedrichshafen receiver on reverse, reduced at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1242

1243

1242 )
United States, 1930 Graf Zeppelins complete (C13-C15), on dual-cacheted Zeppelin cards (2) and cover:
65¢ (card) Lakehurst-Friedrichshafen, $1.30 (card) & $2.60 (cover) Friedrichshafen-Lakehurst; matched addresses,
Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1243 )
United States, 1930 Graf Zeppelins complete (C13-C15), on cacheted Zeppelin cards (2) and cover: 65¢
(card) Lakehurst-Seville, $1.30 (card) & $2.60 (cover) Friedrichshafen-Lakehurst; matched addresses, Very Fine.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1244

Ex 1245

1244 )
United States, 1930 Graf Zeppelins complete (C13-C15), on dual-cacheted Zeppelin card and covers (2):
65¢ (card) Lakehurst-Friedrichshafen, $1.30 Friedrichshafen-Seville and $2.60 Friedrichshafen-Lakehurst, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800
1245 )
United States, 1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), on dual-cacheted card and two covers: 65¢ (card
with First Day cancel) & $1.30 flown Lakehurst-Friedrichshafen, $2.60 flown Friedrichshafen-Lakehurst; covers with
slight flaws, stamps are Fine. Scott $2,225.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1246

1247

1246 )
United States, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), plate no. single tied by Washington, D.C. First Day machine cancel (and by German Flight cachet) on dual-cacheted Zeppelin card flown Friedrichshafen-Lakehurst, Very
Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1247 )
United States, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), plate no. single tied by Washington, D.C. First Day machine cancel on dual-cacheted Zeppelin cover flown Friedrichshafen-Lakehurst, Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 1248

Ex 1249

1248 )
United States, 1933 Chicago Century of Progress Flight, six covers franked with C18:
Friedrichshafen-Recife
(New
York
FDC),
Friedrichshafen-Chicago,
Miami-Chicago
(3
singles),
Friedrichshafen-Friedrichshafen (block of 4 w/minor flaws one stamp), Chicago-Friedrichshafen (2, one an FDC),
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1249 )
United States, 1933 Chicago Century of Progress Flight, six covers franked with C18: Miami-Chicago
(Linprint cachet), Akron-Chicago, Akron-Akron (Crosby cachet), Chicago-Akron, Friedrichshafen-Friedrichshafen (legal size, block of 4) and Chicago-Friedrichshafen (legal size, World's Fair Chicago-American Group cachet), Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1250

Ex 1251

1250 )
Vatican, 1932 (26-29 Sep) 7th South America Flight (Michel 279), cover to Montevideo, Uruguay franked
with 11L postage (6 pair, & 13) tied by Vatican c.d.s.s (19 Sep), Friedrichshafen transit (26 Sep), brown flight cachet and
Argentine Condor-Zeppelin cachet, F.-V.F. Michel €600 ($800).
Estimate $350 - 500

Group Lots and Zeppelin Collection Balances
1251 )
Austria, Zeppelin Flight Covers, 1929-1936. Dealer's selection of 34 different covers comprising Michel
numbers 18Ia, 18Ic, 30, 58, 62-64, 69, 73 & 75 (eye appeal an FDC of C18, 19 & 22), 85I, 87Ib, 97, 99, 107, 108, 128III,
135, 136, 139, 168, 176, 200Aa, 200Ab, 204a, 207, 208a, 219, 273, 362 and Hindenburg 41 & 45; few with flaws, but the
large majority are F.-V.F.; an exceptional lot. Owner's retail over $7500. Michel €6,100 ($8,110).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Ex 1252

Ex 1253

1252 )
Germany, Zeppelin Flight Covers, 1912-1934. Small dealer's selection of 19 covers comprising Michel
numbers 7b, 18I (2), 23a, 23b (2), 31a (w/C36 & two C37), 41Ia, 56c, 74b, 121a, 169a, 204a (2) & 204b (all three with 4m
Polar Flight C42), 239a and 418a; also two 1912 Gelber Hund cards, each with two of the semi-official Airmails 13Aa;
few minor flaws, but just about all F.-V.F. Owner's retail $3750. Michel €3,100 ($4,120).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1253 )
Liechtenstein, Zeppelin Flight Covers, 1930-1936. Dealer's selection of 19 different covers comprising
Michel numbers 136, 138, 139, 139A, 150, 171Ia, 176a, 182, 185Ia-b (C7-8 Fdcs), 193I, 241, 273, 275, 292, 312, 366
and Hindenburg 12A (2, one C15, other with/Official stamps) & 41; few minor flaws, mostly F.-V.F. with the usual marvelous frankings. Owner's retail over $4000. Michel €2,825 ($3,760).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 1254

Ex 1256

1254 )
Switzerland, Zeppelin Flight Covers, 1930-1936. Dealer's selection of 14 different covers comprising
Michel numbers 54, 64, 69, 71, 99, 127 (flaws), 132 and Hindenburg 6, 12b, 16, 35, 41, 43 & 49; couple with flaws, but
otherwise Very Fine; a nice clean lot. Owner's retail $2850. Michel €2,400 ($3,190).
Estimate $600 - 800
1255 )
United States, Zeppelin Flight Covers, 1928-1936. Small dealer's selection of 14 covers comprising
Michel numbers 8Ac, 31Aa (3 including a $2 #547), 31Ab, 32Aa, b, 348C, 353Ca, 355Cd (2) and Hindenburg 13Aa (2,
one signed by “First Flighter” Clara Adams, the other a registered commercial usage); few faults among the C18s, otherwise F.-V.F. Owner's retail over $2,600. Michel €2,165 ($2,880) (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
1256 )
Worldwide, Zeppelin Flight Covers, 1934. Group of 7 covers including 1st South America Flight incoming
from Great Britain, 8th South America (Czechoslovakia) and 10th South America (Great Britain (faulty) & Italy, both
commercial); Michel numbers 362, 370, 375A, 401, 404C & 410 (2);. Michel €1,535 ($2,040). Estimate $500 - 750
1257 )
Worldwide, Zeppelin Flight Covers, 1929-1936. Small dealer's stock of 38 covers; 12 are Brazil and 10 are
Germany, the balance comprises Denmark, Hungary, Iceland (2), Netherlands (5), Saar, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland; condition is rather mixed, but generally Fine. Owner's retail over $3100 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1258

Worldwide, Zeppelin Collateral Material. Small dealer's selection of about 35 items including, early labels
and picture postcards as well as medals & tokens, some early pricelists — even a two watch fobs. A very interesting
group. Owner's marked retail prices total about $2,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1259 )
Worldwide, Zeppelin Flight Cover Balance, 1928-1936. Balance of 20 cards or covers, mostly Germany
but also including Austria, Brazil, Chile & Liechtenstein (1936 Hindenburg cover with/C15-16); also includes a 1935 Estonian cover Airmail cover to Buenos Aires and three real photo Zeppelin picture postcards (2 mint); in addition, there is
a small group of collateral material used to illustrate the collection including 12 photos and two small fliers. An
interesting group (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1260

1261

1260 )
Charles Conrad Jr & Gordon Cooper autographed cover, both signatures in black marker on cacheted
cover cancelled by USS Lake Champlain Aug 29 1965 cancel with synopsis of Gemini 5 flight, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1261 )
Frank Borman, James Lovell, Walter Schirra and Thomas Stafford autographed cover, all four autographs in black marker on U550 cancelled with Dec 15 1965 postmark with manuscript "G.T.6- Rendevous with G.T.T.
12/15/65", Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1262

1263

1262 )
Frank Borman, James Lovell, Walter Schirra and Thomas Stafford autographed cover, all four autographs in black marker on U544 cancelled with USS Wasp Dec 16 1965 postmark, with Gemini GTA-6 cachet in purple,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1263 )
Frank Borman, James Lovell, Walter Schirra and Thomas Stafford autographed cover, all four autographs in black marker on U544 cancelled with USS Wasp Dec 18 1965 postmark, with Gemini GTA-6 cachet in purple,
ink smear on end of Schirra and Borman signature, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1264

1265

1264 )
Neil Armstrong Autographed Gemini 8 splash down cover, typewritten synopsis of splash down on U550
envelope with March 16 1966 cancel, autographed by Neil Armstrong and David Scott, Armstrong is a very difficult signature to obtain, this is a particularly nice one, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1265 )
Neil Armstrong Autographed Gemini 8 splash down cover, typewritten synopsis of splash down on envelope franked with C69, with March 16 1966 cancel, autographed by Neil Armstrong and David Scott, Armstrong is a very
difficult signature to obtain, this is a particularly nice one, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1266

1267

1266 )
Gene Cernan & Thomas Stafford autographed cover, both autographed in black marker on cacheted
cover for recovery of Gemini 9 with Cape Canaveral Jun 3 1966 cancel, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1267 )
Gene Cernan & Thomas Stafford autographed cover, both autographed in black marker on cacheted
cover for recovery of Gemini 9 with Cape Canaveral Jun 3 1966 cancel, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1268 )
Michael Collins and John Young autographed cover, cacheted cover for the Gemini 10 splash down with
July 21 1966, autographed by both astronauts in black marker, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1269

1270

1269 )
Michael Collins and John Young autographed cover, both autographed in black marker on cacheted
cover for Gemini 10 with Cape Canaveral Jul 18 1966 cancel, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1270 )
Michael Collins and John Young autographed cover, both autographed in black marker on cacheted
cover for Gemini 10 with Cape Canaveral Jul 18 1966 cancel, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1271

1272

1271 )
James Lovell autographed cover, autographed in blue marker on cacheted cover for recovery of Gemini 12
with Cape Canaveral Nov 15 1966 cancel, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1272 )
James Lovell autographed cover, autographed in blue marker on cacheted cover for recovery of Gemini 12
with Cape Canaveral Nov 11 1966 cancel, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1273 )
James Lovell autographed cover, autographed in blue marker on cacheted cover for recovery of Gemini 12
with USS Wasp Nov 15 1966 cancel, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Saturday, April 13, 2013 at 1:00 P.M.
Lots 2001-2359
The "Carlton" Collections and Stocks
New Yorker Hotel, Herald Square Suite, 481 Eighth Avenue at 34th Street, New York, NY

U.S. and Possessions
2001 Hm
U.S. Outstanding Collection (1//C15). A remarkable high quality United States collection neatly
housed in a single red stockbook, nearly all issues present
from 1847 to 1930 with some decent duplication of many
better items; with a Scott catalog value in excess of
$110,000, this remarkable collection is loaded with many
unpicked GEM quality stamps that would really dress up
any dealer's inventory; beginning with nice 1847 issues two Scott #1's and a four margin #2; the 1851 imperforates
include numerous examples of the 1c type II and IV's, a
choice #12, five 10¢ greens - different types, and a choice
317; the 1857 perforated issue include select examples of
#'s 18, 20, 22-26, 29-337 used, #38 regummed, and #39 no
gum; the rare 1875 reprints include #'s 40 and 41 with brilliant colors; 1861 regular issue includes 63-73, and 75-78
including several nice shades of the 24c Washington; the
1867 grills include scarcer examples of 84 and 85B, along
with 86-90, and 91-101 used; there's a 1875 re-issue #102
no gum; 1869 Pictorials are complete less the 30¢; 1875
Pictorial re-issues include 123-124, and 133; 1870's Banknote issues include scarcer grills 134-138, 145-55 complete, 156-66, 182-91, and 205-218 many unused with o.g.;
1890's small Banknote issue complete 219-229 unused
o.g.; 1893 Columbians complete to the 50c value, plus a
choice used $4 value; 1895 Bureau issues complete mint or
used 246-63 with a select o.g. $5 Marshall; 1895 Bureaus
complete to #276A, plus a nice used #278; 1898 Trans-Mississippi issues are complete to the 10¢, 1901 Pan-Americans are complete 294-99; 1902-03 Regular issues
complete 300-313 mostly o.g., used on the high values;
1904 Louisiana and 1907 Jamestown issues complete
323-30; A really outstanding selection of Washington-Franklin issues, most all of these are o.g. with choice
centering, includes complete sets of 331-42, 343-47,
348-55, 373-82, 414-21, 424-39, 441-48, 450-58, 462-75
(including the 5c perf 10 carmine error of color), 479-80,
506-518, 524, 525-30, and 545-47; the 1922 Flat plates are
choice and complete 551-73, plus 581-91, a nice 630 White
Plains sheet; 1929 Kansas-Nebraska issues complete
658-79; complete 1938 Presidentials 803-34; this collection
is topped off by a quality Airmails - a complete set of 1930
Graf Zeppelins, C13-15 o.g.; Fine to Very overall with many
better stamps, a great lot, worthy of a serious bid (photo on
web site).
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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2002 Hm
U.S. Cut Square and Postal Entire Collection. Hundreds of cut squares and postal entires in two
Scott Specialty albums, better mint include UC7, UC21,
W57, U175 entire, U382, used includes UC26, UC27,
U198, with many full corners and entires, nice group for expansion, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2003 HH
U.S. Modern Mint Sheets in Bulk. Comprises
1976 State Flags (22) & Bicentennial Sheets (22), 32¢
Classic Comic Strips (200), 32¢ Dinosaurs (17), 33¢ Legends of Baseball (119), 2001 Pan-American souvenir sheet
(100) and 2002 Hawaiian Missionary souvenir sheet (100);
also includes a stockbook of about $40 scrap face and 150
Canadian CAPEX souvenir sheets; all clean and VF. Face
value is $2,935 plus $253 Canadian.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2004 HH
U.S., 1998 Trans-Mississippi Miniature
Sheets. Scott #3209-3210, 200 of each, Very Fine NH.
Face Value $2,560.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2005 HH/Hm U.S. Huge Catalog Value Dealer Stock. A few
thousand stamps on album and stock pages, better used includes 1, 17, 37, 38, 70 (x3), 71 (x3), 72 (x3), 151, 152, 153,
154, 155, 218, 229, 240, mint includes Prexies complete
with set of guide line pairs, mint plate block collection
1932-1960 with Washington Bicentennials complete, National Parks and Farleys complete, C7, QE1 & QE2, plus a
few hundred dollars in face, a little something for everyone,
perusal is strongly encouraged, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2006 Hm)
U.S. Powerful Dealer Stock. Mint & used
dealer stock on display cards, with mint 30, 37, 73, 221,
224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 230-240, 328-330, C4 (x20), C18
(x4), E3, E8, F! J1, used includes 1, 17, 116, 121, 153,
230-240, E1-E6, and plate proofs of E1 & E2, most of the
items could be lotted individually, few condition issues with
some no gum, some NH, please spend sufficient time evaluating this lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2007 HH/Hm U.S. Dealer Stock of Mint & Used. Hundreds
of stamps in three stockbooks, better used includes 24 with
red cancel, 35, 69 (x2), 73 (x6), 76, 88 (x5), 119 (repaired),
useful Washington Franklins, 479 (x2), better mint includes
325, C7-C9, C18 (x2), a few condition issues, inspection is
advised and will be worth the effort, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2008 HH/H
U.S. and Canada, Dealer Stock, 1940-1965.
Mint dealer stock of United States and Canada, US in
blocks of four, plate blocks and unexploded booklets including airmails, Canada in blocks of four and inscription blocks,
better US plate blocks include 657, 694, 745, airmail complete booklets C39a (x2), C51a, C60a, probably 200.00
face in US and 300.00 face in Canada, good lot for internet
dealer, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2009 H
U.S. Possessions, Mint and Used Collection,
1868-1978. Solid representations of Canal Zone, Danish
West Indies and Hawaii, neatly arranged in a small
stockbook; all relatively complete up to about $100 or so
with such highlights as (mint unless noted) Canal Zone
49-51, 58-59 (used), 120-135, C15-20, J1-3, D.W.I. #1,
31-39 and Hawaii #32, 42-52C, 67-73 & O1-5 (no gum);
also includes Guam E1 (used); condition is a little mixed, including some gum problems; but is generally F-VF. An excellent starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth
2010 HH/H
Ascension, Mint Collection, 1922-1984. Very
nearly complete for the period, neatly arranged in a
16-page stockbook; missing only #10-21 and one later set
and includes all the souvenir sheets; uniformly clean and
F-VF with virtually all of the QEII period being NH.
Estimate $500 - 750
2011 H
Ascension, Mint Collection, 1922-1984. Almost complete for the period neatly arranged in a 16-page
stockbook; includes #2, 3, 8, 9, 10-36, 48-49, 52-74, 75-88
(NH), and most to #348 including lots of souvenir & miniature sheets; all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2012 Hm
Australian States, Dealer Stock. Intriguing
group of states, better includes New South Wales used 1, 2,
3, 6, 9, 13 (x2), 17 (x4), 27 (x2), 31, 41 (x4), 72, 73, 85 (x3),
108B, B1 with three mint, Tasmania includes mint 4 OG, 11
no gum, used 11 (x2), 12 (x2), 14, 16, 34, few scattered in
other states, please evaluate, may be a few more hidden
gems to be found, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2013 Hm
Australian States: New South Wales, Mint &
Used Collection, 1850-1907. An impressive showing of a
few hundred arranged according to Scott in a 16-page
stockbook; starts with 14 Sydney Views and is solid
throughout; many both mint & used as well as duplicates,
many of which are perf varieties; we note mint # 75, 76c,
76d, 88, O14-19, O24-29 and used O8, O11d and much,
much more; there are also several Specimens including
O23 & O33; condition is a bit mixed, especially on the best
stamps, but is well above average and includes lots of F-VF
better material in the $25-$100 range. All-in-all, a terrific lot.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2014 Hm
Australian States: Queensland, Mint and
Used Collection, 1860-1907. About 200 mostly different
arranged by Scott number in a 16-page stockbook; highlights include unused #74-78 (78 Fine, o.g.), 142 and used
#30, 83 & 127, plus lots of $25-$50 stamps; condition is
somewhat mixed, but generally Fine. A useful starter collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2015 Hm
Australian States: South Australia, Mainly
Used Collection, 1855-1912. About 200 mostly different
arranged by Scott number in a 16-page stockbook; loaded
with $25-$50-&-up stamps including mint #52, 141, 142a
and used #3, 5, 8 & 9; condition is somewhat mixed, but
generally Fine. A great starter collection (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2016 Hm
Australian States: Tasmania, Interesting
Collection 1853-1880. About 165 mostly different (many
both mint & used) arranged by Scott number on four 2-sided
stock sheets; loaded with $25-$50-&-up stamps beginning
with #1, 2 & 4; condition is mixed especially on the higher
values, but generally Fine. A useful starter collection.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2017 Hm
Australian States: Victoria, Mainly Used Collection, 1850-1912. A couple hundred stamps arranged by
Scott number in a 16-page stockbook; loaded with
$25-$50-&-up stamps including (mint unless noted) #229,
229a, 230, B1-2 (used), B3-4, J7 & J18-23; condition is
somewhat mixed, but generally Fine. An excellent starter
collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2018 Hm
Australian States: Western Australia, Excellent Starter Collection, 1854-1912. About 100 mostly different arranged by Scott number on four 2-sided stock
sheets; starts with a VF 4-margin #1 followed by an unused
#3, a used #4 & an XF unused #15; other highlights include
mint # 26, 29, 40, 61, 73-87, 93-98 and more; condition is
generally clean and F-VF. An outstanding lot. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2019 HH/Hm Australia,
Comprehensive
Collection,
1913-1998. Several hundred different neatly arranged by
Scott number in 4 stockbooks; Kangaroos & KGV issues
are mixed mint & used, the high values (to 10s) all being
used, with some duplication, but from 1932 to about 1994
it's just about all mint and nearly complete (plus there are
some 1997-98 issues); early Postage Dues are mostly
used, later mainly mint, again including duplication for
shades and perforations; there's also some value in the Officials plus there's also some A.A.T. and B.A.T.; condition
on the earlies is somewhat mixed, especially on the better
values, but everything else is F-VF and there's plenty of NH,
even some earlier issues e.g. #95a & the 5s Sydney Harbor
Bridge (which has a bit of virtually unnoticeable soiling).
All-in-all, a very nice starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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2020 HH/Hm Australia, Dealer Stock, 1913-2000. A few
thousand stamps in three stockbooks, better used includes
excellent 'Roos with 4, 5 (x2), 6 (x2), 7, 8 (x4), 9 (x3), 10, 12,
then 18, 37 (x2), 39, 41, 48 (x6), 54, 99 (x2), 126 (x2), 127,
154, 179, CO1 (x2), better mint includes 18, 37, 95a NH,
122, 144 (x2), 149 (x2), 151, 154 (x2), 179, C4 (x5), with
much more including BOB, a good deal of the mint material
is NH, very few condition issues, well worth viewing, as this
is an opportunity presenting a wide range of potential for
both collectors or dealers, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2021 m
Australia, Accumulation of Used Kangaroos, 1913-1936. About 330 stamps, including about 38
“OS perfins, sorted by Scott number (including die varieties) in a stockbook, mostly 5-10 and up to 20 of a number;
best items are #53, 127 (3) & 128 (2); condition is mixed
with faults scattered throughout, including the previously
mentioned better stamps, but there are also plenty of F-VF
stamps. An interesting lot for the specialist. Scott value is
about $9,000, not counting the perfins.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2022 HH/Hm Australia, Mint & Used Collection,
1913-1990. Mint & used group in Minkus album, better
used includes 19-34, 66-76, 96-99, 142-144, 179, O10,
better mint includes 147-149, 150-151, 152-154, and basically complete to 1985, with useful airmails, postage dues
and officials, also includes some Australian Antarctic Territory material, all in all a pleasing group that will attract heavy
bidding, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2023 Hm
Australia, Mostly Used Collection to 1996. In
two Davo albums, and beginning with 1913-35 Kangaroo
examples, 1914 Kookaburra 6d & 1914-36 King George V
issues showing distinctive shades useful for comparison,
followed by many sets & part sets in the modest range with
some better such as 1938-42 (177-79) & 1949-50 (218-21),
viewing invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2024 Hm
British Borneo, 1883-1953. Collection of
Brunei, Labuan, North Borneo and Sarawak; several hundred stamps arranged by Scott number in a 16-page
stockbook; loaded with $10-$100 sets and singles with
some better; a few highlights include used Labuan #10, 56
(tied on piece by Rabaul c.d.s., 7 Dec 1897) and mint North
Borneo #7, 124-135, Sarawak 135-154, etc. condition is
generally F-VF throughout. A very solid starter collection.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2025 HH/Hm Canadian Provinces, Dealer Stock. Excellent
stock of several hundred in stockbook of Canadian Provinces, mint & used, with Newfoundland better used includes
24 (x6), 27 (x3), 32, 59, 123, 124, 126 (x2), better mint includes 211 (x6), 229 (x11), C9 (x2), British Columbia mint
11, New Brunswick mint 8 (x5), 11, Nova Scotia used 2,
mint 8 (x5), 11 (x14), plus much more, examination suggested, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2026 H
Canadian Provinces, Mint and Used Collection, 1857-1943. Newfoundland is mostly mint and nearly
complete from 1860 onward, neatly arranged in a 16-page
stockbook; 19th century condition is pretty mixed, but the
20th is mostly o.g., F-VF; a few MNH highlights include
#92Ab (natural paper wrinkle), 183-199 blocks of 4 &
212-225; the other Provinces include used Nova Scotia
#1-5, but the quality is only average. Still, for the Newfoundland alone, a useful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2027 H
Canada, Mint & Fresh Collection. In two Scott
specialty albums, highlights include 1897 Jubilee (50-58 &
60), 1897-98 Maple Leaf (66-73), 1908 Quebec Tercentenary (96-103), 1912-25 Admiral (104-22), 1913 Coils perforated 8 horizontally (123-24), 1912-24 Coils perforated 8
vertically (125-30), 1930-31 KGV Arch/Leaf (162-77), 1932
KGV Medallion (195-201), 1935 KGV Pictorial (217-27),
1938 Pictorial (241-45), 1942-43 KGVI War Issue (249-62),
and many other regular sets issued in the 1940s-80s period, plus some semipostals, useful airmail & special delivery sections, postage dues & officials, also as a bonus
Canada Post Millennium booklet issued in 2000. A nice
clean collection with substantial catalogue value that deserves your attention and a spirited bid! F.-V.F. Scott
$11,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2028 H
Canada, Mint & Fresh Assortment,
1897-1981. In two old-time Ka-Be stock books with some
useful duplication, we noted 1897 Jubilee (50-52, 53 x3, 54
x2, 56, 58 & 60), 1898-1902 QV (74, two blocks of four),
1903-08 (89 block of four, NH), 1908 Quebec Tercentenary
(101), followed by Admiral issue examples up to 50¢, including some coil examples, then by many other sets such
as 1927 (141-45 x3 & 146-48 x4), 1928-29 KGV "Scroll" Issue (155-57 blocks of four, NH, plus $1 Parliament, mint),
1930-31 KGV "Arch/Leaf" Issue (162-77), 1930 KGV "Medallion" Issue (195-201 x3), 1933 Grain Exhibition (203
x10), plus airmails (C1 x2, C2, C3 x5, C4 block of four), special delivery (E3 block of four) and postage dues, a pleasure
to see and highly recommended for dealer, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2029 Hm
Canada,
Representative
Collection,
1852-2006.
Nice collection neatly arranged in 5
stockbooks; starts with two 4-margin #4s, then jumps to the
1859 Cents issue and is fairly solid after that; mostly used
through the Small Queens with some duplication for cancels and such; from there on it's virtually all mint including
Jubilees to the 50¢ plus the $4 & $5, complete Maple Leafs
& Numerals, nearly complete KEVII & Admirals, etc.; very
little missing to the late 1990s then sporadic issues until
2006; Back-of-the-Book is also fairly complete including
O1-10 NH. As to condition, 19th century is mixed, especially on the best stamps, but there is much F-VF and the
later is virtually all F-VF with plenty of NH. A very nice starter
collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2030 Hm
Canada, Mint & Used Assortment,
1870s-1975. In a large Ka-Be stockbook with much duplication, starting with Queen Victoria Issues, followed by Admiral stamps up to $1 value, and then by a large number of
XX Century sets, part sets & singles, including some airs,
war tax & special delivery examples. A lot that should be
viewed to be fully appreciated, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2037 HH/Hm Ceylon, Dealer Stock. A few hundred mint &
used stamps in a stock book, better used includes 3, 4 (x2),
14, 40, 45 (x4), 45a (x3), 72 (x2), 73 (x2), mint 14 (x3), 45
(x3), 45a (x3), 162 (x3), 163 (x2), 193, 194, 213, 257, better
mint includes 124, 127, 142, 162, 163, also includes useful
officials, nice lot, please investigate, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

2031 HH/Hm Canada, Collection, 1859-1971. A few hundred mint and used stamps mounted on Leuchtturm hingeless pages, better used includes 14-15, 17, 19, 20, 29,
34-40, 46, 47, 84, 94-95, F3, better mint includes 30, 50-51,
54-57, 73, 85-86, 101-103, 123-124, 158, with an exceptional selection of BOB, condition is a little mixed on some, a
few no gum, ideal for the dealer looking to replenish stocks
inexpensively, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2038 Hm
Cyprus, Mint and Used Collection,
1880-1982. Solid collection if a few hundred diff neatly arranged in a small stockbook; highlights include (mint unless
noted) #1, 2 (plate. 205, plate. 181 used), 6 (used), 8 plate.
208, 11, 12 (no gum), 16-17 (used), 37, 46, 59, 89-108,
114-123, 125-218, etc.; few minor faults early but otherwise
virtually all clean and F-VF with NH beginning in 1962. A
great lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2032 m
Canada, Outstanding Dealer Stock Used.
Extensive used stock of several hundred in stockbook with
14, 21, 24, 26 (x3), 27 (x4), 28 (x2), 47, 57, 46, 95, 158 (x2),
C2 and much more, many complete sets, neatly arranged
by number, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2033 Hm
Canada, Mint and Used Collection,
1859-1977. Small collection neatly arranged in a 16-page
stockbook; mostly used through the Admirals and mainly
mint thereafter; value mostly in mint including #149-159,
176-177, 211-230, 249-267, C1-CO1, E3, etc.; condition is
mixed early, but otherwise generally F-VF.
Estimate $600 - 800
2034 Hm
Canada, Mint and Used Collection,
1859-1977. Small collection neatly arranged in a 16-page
stockbook; mostly used through the Admirals and mainly
mint thereafter; value mostly in mint including #158, 177,
184-216, 226, 249-281, C1-9, E1, etc.; condition is mixed
early, but otherwise generally F-VF. Estimate $350 - 500
2035 HH/Hm Canada & Provinces, Valuable Dealer Stock.
A thousand stamps on album and stock pages, an incredible selection of better mint includes 50-57, 70, 83, 96-103,
104-122, 158, 195-201, 249-262, 268-273 (x3), E2, NH
blocks of four 162-174, 268-273, C2,used includes 47, 59,
with good provinces, and this is only a small part of this lot,
moderate duplication of even better items, some mixed
condition but generally, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. with a good portion NH, viewing is advised (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2036 Hm
Ceylon and Sri Lanka, Mint and Used Collection, 1857-1990. Several hundred stamps neatly arranged
by Scott in a 32-page stockbook; lots of better first issues including unused #4, 14, 17, 25, 34, 42, 46 & 55; also better
values in the 1885 surcharges and stamps to $100 or so
throughout and the collection is nearly complete from KGVI
onward; early 19th century condition is mixed quality, but
there is a lot of F-VF and attractive material; later is nearly
all F-VF. A very useful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2039 Hm
Fiji, Nice Starter Collection, 1871-1982. A few
hundred different arranged by Scott in a 16-page
stockbook; starts with a mint #15 and used 18 & 20; then
mint 50, 52, 53-58, 59-68, 70A-76, 89-90, 93-106 and apparently from there through 1982; we note a couple minor
flaws early, but otherwise just about everything is clean and
F-VF with nearly all of the QEII being NH. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2040 Hm
Gibraltar, Mainly Mint Collection, 1886-1982.
A couple hundred stamps neatly arranged in a 16-page
stockbook; primarily singles and short sets through #114,
but virtually complete after that including several souvenir &
miniature sheets; there are slight faults on some of the QV
issues, but the later is all F-VF and mostly NH (including
#121-160). The very definition of a starter collection. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2041 Hm
Great
Britain,
Valuable
Collection,
1840-1980s. Highly complete for the period neatly arranged in six stockbooks; starts with the 2d blue then is
missing very few stamps, most notably the 1878 10s & £1,
the £5 orange, and the £1 Seahorse & P.U.C.; 19th century
includes most identifiable plate numbers and is mostly
used, while the 20th century is mainly mint; also includes
some booklets, complete Postage Dues, a nice group of Officials and nearly complete Offices Abroad (except for
China, which consists only of a mint 1922 $2); condition of
the 19th century is extremely mixed, with many F-VF
$50-$100 stamps, but with all of the best stamps having
faults (mostly not obvious); the 20th century has some
faults on the best stamps, but is otherwise F-VF, the Queen
Elizabeth II being mostly NH. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2042 HH/Hm Great Britain, Collection, 1840-1973. A couple of hundred stamps in a Scott album, mint & used, better
used includes 1 with red cancel, 4, 5, 10, 25, 27, 28, 34, 39,
40, 44,48, 52, 57, 60, 181, better mint includes 185-186,
187-200, 210-220, some condition issues, high catalog
value, a highly enjoyable viewing, please inspect, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2043 Hm
Grenada, Mint and Used Collection,
1867-1977. Excellent starter collection neatly arranged in a
16-page stockbook; includes lots of $25-$50 stamps, but
few higher; highlights include mint #39-46, 79-88 and used
#114-123, then just about complete to 1972 and scattered
to '77; nearly all clean and F-VF with NH beginning in the
1960s. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2044 Hm
Hong Kong, High Catalog Collection,
1862-1997. Several hundred stamps neatly arranged by
Scott number in two stockbooks; Queen Victoria period is
mainly used and includes up to ten or so of a number including several Treaty Port cancels; Kings Edward VII & George
V mixed mint and used, KGVI onward just about all mint and
fairly complete; loaded with $25-$50 & up singles, sets &
souvenir sheets; condition on the 19th century is pretty
mixed, but 20th is generally F-VF (NH from the late '70s
plus a few earlier like 147-150, 180-183, 196-198 &
203-217). A useful lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2045 Hm
India, Mint and Used Collection, 1854-1990s.
Fairly complete for the period (no States issues) neatly arranged in two 16-page stockbooks; starts with some early
forgeries for reference and has a nice group of #2-5 and a
reasonably attractive #6; mostly used, especially the high
values into the 1940s and mint after that; also includes
some better Back-of-the-Book, but not much above $50 or
so; mixed condition early and generally F-VF later, with NH
beginning in the 1960s, though we do note that the 1948
Gandhi set is also NH. A useful starter collection. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2046 Hm
Indian Convention States, Excellent Starter
Collection, 1885-1947. Several hundred mostly different
mainly mint neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; not including many rarities but lots of $50-$100-&-up singles and
sets; we note, for instance mint Chamba #87B-100, Gwalior
#2, 4, O30-39, Jind O60, O75, Nabha #6, 22, O3 (no gum),
Patiala #4a, 6, 88-93, etc.; few minor flaws, but generally
F-VF throughout. A great base upon which to build. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2047 HH/H
Iraq, Nearly Complete Mint Collection,
1918-1989. A marvelous, virtually complete 1923-1989,
with the missing item of any significance being the rare
1931 25r violet (27); includes the 1948 & 1949 perf & imperf
souvenir sheets (NH) and virtually complete Officials (a few
are used) including O1-291, as well as Mesopotamia
N28-53, N56 & NO1-22; condition, with very few exceptions
(141b is faulty), is all clean and F-VF, with NH beginning in
the mid-1950s (plus a few earlier NH surprises, like 61-78).
A tremendous opportunity. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2048 HH/H
Ireland, Mint Collection, 1922-1985. An excellent, fairly complete for the period neatly arranged in two
stockbooks; includes #1-10, 15-22, 39-57, 63-77, 80-90,
99-104, 106-120 and apparently 124-625 and a few later,
with a large percentage of the 1957-82 issues being in
blocks of 4 (including 163-168, 171-172); also includes
C1-7 & J5-36; all clean and F-VF and all NH from 1937. A
great lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2049 H
Jordan, Mint Collection, 1920-1990s. Several
hundred different neatly arranged in a stockbook and loose
album pages; starts with #1-11 but most of the value is in
post-1925 issues including #145-157, 169-184, B1-14 and
fairly complete from 1952 to the mid-70s including lots of
imperfs and souvenir sheets; then jumps to the mid-80s
through the early '90s; also includes decent
Back-of-the-Book with C26-28 (NH) and Palestine N1-17,
N15a & NJ6a; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF with a
good bit of NH (though the 1980s-90s issues are hinged on
album pages. An excellent starter collection.,
socked-on-the-nose neat Prag postal money order cancel,
28 Sep 1882 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2050 HH/H
Kuwait, Nearly Complete Mint Collection,
1923-1983. Neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; comprises #1-14, 17-33, 45-57 and virtually complete to #932;
then C1-8 (C1-4 used), J1-11, O1-12, O15-24; also includes #134a and inverted overprints on #1 & 6; All clean
and F-VF, with NH beginning in the early '60s (plus a few
earlier like #59-71 & 82-82). A great lot., o.g. (1p, 1.26p &
3.60p NH) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2051 Hm
Malaya & Straits Settlements, Mint and Used
Collection, 1867-1979. Several hundred different neatly
arranged in three 16-page stockbooks; nothing high priced
but a few highlights include mint Federated States #14-16,
34-35, Penang 3-22 NH, Perak 33, 38, 56, Selangor 29-34,
42, etc.; straight edge in mint #1, used 19 & 63 and also
Bangkok #4 used; 1949-59 issues are complete for most
states and Malaysia is virtually complete to 1979; condition
is a bit mixed on the earlies, but is otherwise F-VF with a few
NH surprises. An excellent starter collection. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2052 HH/H
Maldive
Islands,
Mint
Collection,
1906-1990s. Fairly complete through the mid-1980s in two
32-page stockbooks; virtually all complete sets and souvenir sheets; clean and F-VF throughout and mostly NH,
bright, fresh and well centered.
Estimate $400 - 600
2053 HH/H
Malta, Mint Collection, 1904. Solid starter collection of a few hundred different neatly arranged in a
16-page stockbook; includes #15-59, 116-147, 148-164,
167-181, then fairly complete to the late 1980s including
Postage Dues and many souvenir & miniature sheets; QV
material is mixed quality, but later is nearly all F-VF and NH
from about 1960. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2054 Hm
Mauritius, Mint and Used Collection,
1848-1984. Fairly completely for the period neatly arranged in two 16-page stockbooks; includes used #5b (2),
6b, 9, 11, 12, 14Bc, 17 (XF w/1967 PFC), 21, 23 and mint
41, 65, 68-75, 91-111, etc.; Queen Victoria period mixed
condition, though there are many F-VF stamps; later virtually all clean and F-VF with much NH including #211-22 &
235-265. Nice lot., beautifully centered with absolutely brilliant color and lightly hinged original gum (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2055 HH/Hm New Zealand, Vast & Diverse Stock,
1862-2000.
A few thousand stamps in four large
stockbooks, better used includes 12, 13 (x2), 14 (x3), 15,
37, 54 (x3), 60, 77 (x3), 120, 183, better mint includes 139
(x2), 133e, 137e, 165-170 (x2), 179-181 (x5), 182 (x2), 301
(x2), B2 (x3), C1 (x5), C2 (x4), C3 (x3), C5 (x2), E1 (x2),
plus many modern souvenir sheets and some better used
Postal Fiscals, strong postage dues and officials, and includes first two series of Ross Dependency, and that is just
a small part of this stock, hundreds of lottable material, as
always, viewing suggested for full appreciation of the opportunity afforded, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2056 Hm
New Zealand, Impressive Collection,
1874-1999.
Mainly mint intact collection in three
stockbooks; the 19th century is mostly used and arranged
according to Gibbons, while the 20th, which is arranged by
Scott, is just about all mint and nearly complete; highlights
include (mint unless noted) 66, 67, 70-83 (82 no gum), 97,
98 (used), 102-120, 122-125, 132-139 (2), 133e, 144-159
(including 146-151 combination pairs) and virtually everything from there forward (including #200); Semi-Postals are
also complete, but the other types are scattered (though we
note used AR67, 73 & 74); condition is virtually all clean and
F-VF with the QEII being mostly NH. A fantastic lot. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2057 Hm
New Zealand, 19th Century Collection. Small
stockbook containing a couple hundred, mostly used
stamps arranged in Scott order; starts with more than 80
Chalon Heads including #4-6, 7, 8 (2), 9/9c (3), 11 (2), 12
(3), 13 (2), 14 (2), 14d (2), 15, 18, 19 (2), 27 (2), 33b (used
single) 34, 35, 37, 37b, 38, 44 (2), and mint #36, 37, 39, 40
&49; the 1874-95 issues are sorted by perforation and they
are followed by used 1882 Postal-Fiscals including AR9,
AR10 (2) & AR13; then there are the 1899 Postage Dues including mint J1-11, followed by the 1891 Life Insurance
stamps and the 1873-92 Newspaper stamps. As for condition, it is very mixed, ranging from repairs (the #6) to Very
Fine and everything in between, with the average being
Fine. Should be a fruitful lot for a specialist. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2058 HH/Hm New Zealand, Mint & Used Collection,
1855-2000. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets
mounted in s Scott Specialty album, better used includes 8,
13, 14, 30, 73, 77, 82, 170, with good mint & used complete
sets, very little BOB, great beginner lot or for breakup on the
internet, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2059 Hm
New Zealand, Mint and Used Collection,
1864-1977. Small collection of a few hundred dill neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; mostly used to the 1930s
and mainly mint from there on; not much over $25 or so, but
a pleasant starter collection with lots of mint sets.
Estimate $300 - 400
2060 HH/Hm New Zealand, Collection, 1882-1983. A few
hundred stamps on White Ace pages, better used includes
66, 196-198, better mint includes 229-241, 301, B1, B2,
B3-B4, B16-B17, mixed condition on some, a great lot to
build upon, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2061 Hm
Pakistan, Mainly Mint Collection, 1947-1985.
A few hundred stamps neatly arranged in a 16-page
stockbook; fairly complete to the 1970s and somewhat
scattered after that; includes used #1-19, 43 and mint 47-54
& O27-31 (both NH) and Bahawalpur #2-15; all clean and
F-VF and mostly NH.
Estimate $300 - 400
2062 H
Papua New Guinea, Mainly Mint Collection,
1901-1985. A pleasant, semi-specialized collection of a
few hundred stamps neatly arranged in a 16-page
stockbook; the 1901-32 Lakatoi issues are fairly complete
and include numerous watermark, shade and perf varieties;
from 1934 onward, just about everything is here; condition,
with only a few exceptions, is clean and F-VF with NH beginning in the mid-1960s; also includes a small collection of
New Guinea, which includes an attractive mint C44 with a
little gum toning. Would make an outstanding starter
collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2063 Hm
St. Helena, Mint and Used Collection,
1856-1983. Fairly complete for the period neatly arranged
in a 16-page stockbook; mostly used to #32 and all mint
from there; includes #1, 2B, 4-6, 9, 11-16, 18-21, 24-26,
32-58, 71-93, 95-98, then virtually complete from
#111//398; condition, with few exceptions, is clean and
F-VF, the Queen Elizabeth II being all NH. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2064 Hm
Seychelles, Fairly Complete Collection,
1890-1981. Neatly arranged on eight 2-sided stock sheets;
includes #1//19, 22-34, 36, 38-46, 48, 49-59, 63-73,
74//87a, 91//113 and 118//490 including souvenir & miniature sheets; a few QV & KEVII used (including some better,
like 18, 26, 28 & 36), otherwise mint and F-VF with nearly all
QEII being NH. Also includes British Indian Ocean Territory
1968-76 issues. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2065 Hm
Singapore, Mint and Used Collection,
1948-1980s. Fairly complete for the period neatly arranged
in a 16-page stockbook; includes MNH #1/20 (perf. 14 complete), 21-22 (LH), and 28-100; later relatively complete (no
better souvenir sheets) to the mid-'80s, mixed mint and
used, though mostly MNH; all clean and F-VF. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2066 HH/H
Solomon
Islands,
Mint
Collection,
1907-1982. Nice, clean collection neatly arranged in a
16-page stockbook; includes #28-40, 43-55 and is then just
about complete to 1982, including J1-8; all clean and F-VF,
NH beginning with the 1949 Silver Weddings.
Estimate $250 - 350
2067 H
South Africa, Exceptional Mint Collection,
1910-1976. Fairly complete for the period neatly arranged
in a 16-page stockbook; highlights include #1-14, 23-32
(plus 30c, 31c (vertical) & 32c), 43, 43c, 44, 45-67 and then
nearly complete to #468; Semi-Postals & Airs are complete
and Dues & Officials are nearly so (including O12-20,
O21-36 & O41-54); condition is all o.g. (a couple are used),
clean and F-VF and, though mostly LH, included among the
NH are #90-213, 254-277 & 317-342. An outstanding lot.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2068 Hm
Zanzibar, Mainly Mint Collection, 1895-1967.
About 270 different neatly arranged on three 2-sided stock
sheets; highlights include used #14, 31, 34, 53, 108-112,
and mint 38-52, 53, 62-78 less the 4r, 81-93 (2r used) &
134; condition is just about all F-VF, the mint o.g. A nice
starter collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2069 Hm
British
Africa,
Attractive
Collection,
1850s-1960s. Several hundred different stamps neatly arranged in three 16-page stockbooks; runs from Basutoland
through Zululand with the greatest catalog value in
Bechuanaland, Cape of Good Hope (an above average
group of triangles includes a 4d Woodblock), Sierra Leone
and Rhodesia; there are lots of $50-$150 sets & singles
throughout, and some even better; we note, for instance Nigeria #38-49 and No. Rhodesia #1-16 (no 20s), among
many, many others. As for condition, other than some,
mainly unobtrusive faults on some of the higher priced 19th
century material, just about everything is F-VF (photo on
web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2070 Hm
British America, 1859-1970s. Nice collection
of several hundred stamps neatly arranged by Scott number in five 16-page stockbooks; comprises British West Indies plus Bermuda, British Guiana, British Honduras &
Falkland Islands; lots of clean KEVII through QEII with
plenty of $50 & up sets and singles, but the 19th century is a
mixed bag with lots of nice, F-VF stamps hidden among
slightly off-quality higher catalog value items. A worthwhile
lot, but inspection is recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2071 Hm
British Commonwealth, Potent Mint & Used
Assortment. Housed in 46 stockbooks with some duplication, and many useful sets, part sets & singles in the $20 to
$100 range, including Antigua, Ascension, Bahamas, Barbados, Bechuanaland, Bermuda, British Guiana, British
Honduras, Cayman Islands, Cook Islands, Cyprus, Dominica, Falkland Islands & Dependencies, Fiji, Gilbert Islands,
Gibraltar, Grenada, Hong Kong, Kenya - Uganda Tanganyika, Nigeria, Norfolk Island, Nyasaland, Malta,
Montserrat, Papua New Guinea, Pitcairn Islands, St. Helena, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Samoa, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Solomon Islands, South Africa,
Southern Rhodesia, Swaziland, Tristan Da Cunha, Trinidad-Tobago, Turks-Caicos Islands, Virgin Islands. An excellent lot for the dealer that shouldn't be passed over!
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2072 H
British Commonwealth, Impressive King
George VI Collection. Highly complete mint collection of a
several hundred stamps, mainly in complete sets, neatly arranged in three 32-page stockbooks; loaded with better
items, all in clean F-VF condition with a surprising amount
of NH, including the Great Britain, Hong Kong & Singapore
Silver Weddings, as well as Hong Kong #166A & Singapore
#19a, etc. A fabulous collection of this popular collecting
field. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2073 HH/Hm British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock. Few
thousand stamps on album and stock pages, better includes British Honduras mint 28-32, 117-126, Fiji mint
147-162, Great Britain used 1, 4, 28, 40, 42, 48, 53, 57,
Hong Kong used includes 11, 24, 52, 55, Ireland, Malta
used 14, mint 17, Penrhyn Island mint 160-172, Pitcairn
Islands mint 1-8, 11-12, New Hebrides mint 50-61,
Queensland used 79-83, Trinidad & Tobago, a delightful
holding sure to please, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2074 Hm
British Commonwealth, Group of Six Small
Collections. Five 16-page stockbooks comprising collections of Australia, Malta (two, one including unused #3, 3a,
mint #184-244), Gulf States (Kuwait, Muscat) and a small
stock of mint sets of Bangladesh, including 139-144 (4),
159a (5), 229-231 (5); all composed mainly of modern sets,
generally clean and F-VF. Also a small collection of Canadian & British Empire Revenues, 150-200 stamps including
minor duplication.
Estimate $600 - 800
2075 HH/H
British Oceania, Mainly Mint Collection,
1877-1980s. Five stockbooks containing neatly arranged
collections of Christmas, Cook & Cocos Islands, Aitutaki,
Niue, Penrhyn, Samoa & Tonga; no rarities, but lots of
$25-$50 stamps, all generally clean and F-VF. A useful
starter collection of this popular area. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

General Foreign
2076 Hm)
Albania,
Comprehensive
Collection,
1919-2003. A marvelous, fairly complete collection in five
stockbooks; the first four volumes are the main collection of
stamps, beginning with a used cut square of the 1913 Provisional stamped envelope canceled Shijak and signed by A.
Diena; this is followed by 11 mint or used First Issue overprints, and from there forward nearly everything is mint with
virtually complete including the modern imperfs & souvenir
sheets, C22-28, etc. The fifth stockbook contains specialist
material including 20 covers (mid-20th century), mint C8a &
C9b, a mint block of C60, and more. Condition throughout is
F-VF with lots of NH. A extraordinary holding of this scarce
and seldom offered country. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2077 Hm
Albania, Valuable Mint & Used Assortment.
In seven stockbooks with a lot of easy-to-sell duplication, including 1913 (5 x2, used), followed by 1913 (27-33), 1913
Skanderberg (35-40 x6), 1914 (47-52 x10), 1914 (Michel
Ia-g x3, unissued), followed by Korce Issues, and then by
many saleable sets such as 1920 (120-22 & 124 x2), 1920
(125-28 x4), 1920 (129-34 x2), 1923 (147-53 x4), 1924
(158-62 x3), 1924 (164-70 x5), 1925 (171-77 x6 & 178-85
x7), 1928 (210-16 x7), 1934 (261-70), plus many other sets
in the $20 to $80 range, also useful semipostals & airmails
1928 (C15-21 x3) & 1940 (C47-53 x7), plus special delivery
& postage due examples. We also noted an album with duplicates, gutter blocks of four, imperforates & shifted overprints, plus an extra album loaded with souvenir sheets, a
marvelous offering that you shouldn't miss! F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2078 Hm
Albania, Mint & Used Collection, 1913-1995.
An excellent starter collection of several hundred different,
neatly arranged in two stockbooks; includes used #21-23,
27-33, 52A-53 & 48a, but is otherwise mostly mint; nearly
complete from 1920 to about 1982 (a few sets c.t.o.), including several imperfs from the 1960s and lots of souvenir
sheets; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. An outstanding lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2079 H
Algeria, Mint Collection, 1924-1988. Very
nearly complete for the period, neatly arranged in two
stockbooks; includes #1-881 less 771/783 (#55 used),
B14-104, C1-19 less C12 and J1-59 less J32; also includes
25 different sheet margin imperfs from the 1940s & '50s; all
clean and F-VF with many NH.
Estimate $600 - 800
2080 H
Andorra
(French),
Mint
Collection,
1931-1991. A fairly complete collection in a 16-page
stockbook; the only missing stamps of any significance are
#17-22, 54 & J14, with everything being F-VF and, from
1950, mainly NH; also includes small collections of
Alaouites, Alexandretta & Latakia. An excellent lot.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2081 Hm)
Argentina,
Impressive
Collection,
1858-1996. Highly complete collection, neatly arranged in
three stockbooks; missing many key items and sets, but including some nice earlies (we note a F-VF o.g. #88) as well
as most sets cataloging to $200 and some higher; also includes the 1930 Revolution sets overprinted both “Muestra”
& “Specimen” (no gum, 50p missing corner), a very strong
section of Officials, decent Buenos Aires & Corrientes and
about 25 covers & picture postcards; early 19th century
condition is mixed, but later is virtually all F-VF. Very high
catalog value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2082 Hm
Argentina, Mint and Used Collection,
1858-1980. Relatively complete for the period neatly arranged in a 32-page stockbook; mostly used to the
mid-1930s with most high values having punch cancels;
mainly mint and almost complete from there; Semi-Postals
& Airs are also just about complete (including C1-19,
C25-28 & C30-37), followed by Officials and a few Buenos
Aires & Corrientes; condition is just about all clean and
F-VF with lots of later NH. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2083 Hm
Argentina, Mint & Used Collection,
1858-1989. In a Scott specialty album with good XIX Century representation, including 1858 (1-3), 1867 (15), 1877
(30-32), 1884 (47-51), 1888-90 (57-67), 1899-1903
(122-42), 1923 (323-38), 1930 (389 & 391), 1935 (452),
plus many other sets, singles & souvenir sheets, incl.
semipostals & airmails, a collector's collection, offered intact as received from consignor, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2084 HH/Hm Argentina, Dealer Stock, 1858-1988. Hundreds of stamps in two KaBe stockbooks, better used includes 3, 7C, 7F, 22-26, 30, 32, 48 (x2), 106-121, 122-141,
mint includes 615-618, C35-C37, C38-C42, CB1-C B5,
CB6, useful officials, excellent opportunity to acquire stock
of this popular country, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2085 Hm
Argentina, Mint & Used Assortment. Comprising a stockbook with XIX Century representation, including 11, 11B, 12, 18A, 19, 30, 32, followed by an
abundant amount of sets, part sets & singles in the modest
range, plus some airmails such as 1928 (C1-19, used),
1932 (C35-37, used), semipostals & modern souvenir
sheets. We also noted a well-filled three-ring binder with unchecked official issues. Quality is overall nice, worth the
time, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2086 Hm
Argentina, Mint and Used Collection,
1899-1989. Fairly complete for the period neatly arranged
in a 32-page stockbook; mostly used to the mid-1930s and
mainly mint from there on; includes mint C1-19 & C30-34;
apparently complete mint from the mid-1950s with NH beginning in the 1960s; just about all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2087 Hm
Argentina, Mint & Used Assortment to 1989.
In three stockbooks with duplication; first with sets, part set
& singles issued in the 1862-1957 period; second with sets
to 1981 & third stockbook with a few regular issues, followed by some semipostals & airmails, unchecked in detail,
and recommended for dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2088 Hm
Austria & Area, Comprehensive Collection,
1850-1996. Very nearly complete for the period, neatly arranged in two stockbooks; missing the Dollfuss and the
WIPA & Renner souvenir sheets, but nearly everything else
is here; in addition, the first few issues have a good bit of
cancellation interest; includes strong Back-of-the-Book and
a nice section of Reprints, plus excellent Lombardy-Venetia
and Bosnia & Herzegovina; condition on the earlies is well
above average, being nearly all F-VF; and of course the
later issue are all F-VF with many NH. A terrific lot. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2089 Hm
Austria, Mint and Used Collection,
1850-1969. Relatively complete for the period neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; highlights include (mint unless noted) #110-127, 303-337, B110a (used), C12-46 and
much more; condition, with very few exceptions, is clean
and F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2090 HH/Hm Austria, Dealer Stock, 1867-1977. Few thousand mint and used stock in a stock book, better used includes 110-126, mint includes 565-567, 570 (x3),
B179-B183 (x2), B245-B251 (x2), B260-B263, plenty of
complete sets, we suggest examination, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2091 HH/Hm Austria, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Several
hundred stamps in stock book, 1850-1980, better used includes 1-6, 12-13, 33, 127, P1, better mint includes
354-373, 559, 565-567, B50-B56, B146-B151, B167-B170,
B179-B183, B252-B259, B260-B263, B277, excellent
starter collection, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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2092 Hm
Belgium, Impressive Collection, 1849-1977.
Intact and nearly complete for the period, arranged according to Scott in three stockbooks; just about the only missing
items of any significance are B46-47; virtually everything
else is here; used prior to 1893 and mint thereafter, except
for the Parcel Posts, which are mostly used through Q361B
and then all mint; condition is generally F-VF throughout including some nice duplicates of the 19th century imperfs
and a nice 1878 5fr with a roller cancel, more modern material is mostly NH including some nice surprises back into the
mid-1950s. All-in-all, a terrific lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2093 Hm
Belgium, Mint and Used Collection,
1849-1980. Excellent starter collection neatly arranged in
three 16-page stockbooks; mostly used to the mid-1920s
and primarily mint and prob 90% complete thereafter (Parcel Posts mostly used until the '50s); highlights include
(mint unless noted) 102, 121, 136-137 (used), C1-12, E1-6,
etc.; condition is generally F-VF with lots of later NH (and
some earlier NH like B492-94 & B532-37).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2094 Hm
Belgium, Pleasing Mint & Used Collection,
1849-1962. Mounted in a Scott specialty album with duplication, and many sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets,
including many better (used unless denoted) such as 1849
(1), 1849-50 (3-5), 1851-54 (6-8), 1858-61 (9-12), 1863-65
(13-16), 1870 (31 x2), 1883 (47 x2 & 48), 1886-91 (59 x2),
1905-11 (82-91) & 1912 (92-102), followed by a well-filled
section of regular issues for the period, then by useful
semipostals such as 1936 souvenir sheets (B178 & B179),
plus postage dues, officials & parcel post stamps, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2095 Hm
Belgium, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1968.
In a Scott specialty album with sets, part sets, singles &
souvenir sheets, including many highlights (used unless
denoted) such as 1849 King Leopold I (1-2), 1851-54 (6-7 &
8x2), 1858-61 (9-12), 1863-65 (13-16), 1893-1900 (60//75),
1905-07 (82-91), 1929 (212-15), also 1936 Charleroi (B179
x2, mint & used), 1937 Music Congress (B199), 1939
(B256-63) & 1960 World Refugee (B662a), plus some airmails, postage dues & parcel post examples, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2096 Hm
Belgium, Mint & Used Assortment. In two
stockbooks, including XIX Century representation, incl.
1884-85 (54 x6, used), 1886-91 (59, used), and many other
sets, part sets & singles in the modest range. We also noted
a fair amount of semipostal sets, plus some parcel post &
airmails, inspection of this useful stock a must, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2098 Hm
Belgium,
Semi-Postal
Collection,
1910-1970s. Several hundred different, relatively complete for the period, neatly arranged in a 16-page
stockbook; includes used B9-16, B538-543, mint
B78-105, B107-113, B152-155 and just about complete to
the mid-1970s, except for the souvenir sheets; condition,
with only a few exceptions, is F-VF with much NH, including
B485-491, B495-497, B503-510 & B532-537. A very useful
lot.
Estimate $400 - 600
2099 Hm
Belgium, Mint & Used Assortment,
1849-1971. In a stockbook with many useful sets, part sets
& singles (used unless noted) such as 1849 (2), 1861
(10-12), 1865 (13-16), 1883 (47-48), 1886-91 (55-59),
1893-1900 (60//75), 1905-11 (82-91) & 1925 (172-84), plus
semipostals, airmails and back-of-the-book examples, an
interesting holding at a reasonable estimate, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2100 Hm
Belgium & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1975. Mostly used collection of several hundred
stamps neatly arranged by Scott in two stockbooks; Belgian
highlights include mint #56, 71-72, B107-113 and used #1,
2, 8, 9, 36, 74, etc.; fairly complete from the 1920s, but
better sets tend to be short or mixed mint/used; Colonies include mostly used Belgian Congo, Ruanda-Urundi, plus
some G.E.A., Katanga and Zaire with several $25-$50
stamps; overall condition is generally F-VF, the mint being
o.g. with some NH. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2101 Hm
Belgian Colonies, Collection, 1886-1999. Excellent, mostly mint collection neatly arranged in 3
stockbooks; the Belgian Congo is just about complete from
#1 including #5, 11, 12 (used) and 13 plus the 1908 overprints both printed and handstamped, as well as used Q4 &
Q6; the Ruanda-Urundi is missing only two stamps, there is
a good showing of Katanga and South Kasai, and a nice
collection of Burundi nearly complete to 1977 plus the
1993-99 issues. As to condition, other than minor flaws on a
couple of early Congo, everything is o.g. and F-VF. A great
lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2102 Hm
Bolivia, Highly Complete Collection,
1867-1998. Neatly arranged in three stockbooks; begins
with a nice group of Condors (including reprints), then is just
about complete for the period; includes a pen-canceled
#14, but is otherwise virtually all mint; nothing rare, but lots
of nice overprint varieties and sets and singles cataloging to
$50 and more; also includes a small group of Revenues and
non-Scott material; and even an 1836 partly-printed document signed by General José Ballivián, President of Bolivia
from 1841 to 1843; condition generally F-VF with a good bit
of NH. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2097 Hm
Belgium,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1890s-1970s. In a three-ring binder with mint & used parallel sets in the 1930s-60s period, better (mint unless otherwise noted) include 1893-1900 (60-75, used), 1912
(92-101), 1925 (172-84) & 1952 (435-45 x2, mint & used),
plus many other sets, part sets & singles in the modest
range, not perfect but a good deal for the money, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2103 Hm
Brazil,
Nearly
Complete
Collection,
1843-2000. A couple thousand different mounted in four
stockbooks; starts with the three Bull's Eyes, all with large
margins, and, except for rarities, is just about complete to
#2765 plus Back-of-the-Book (with C1-16), plus about 30
covers (late 19th/20th century, including Zeppelins) and a
nice group of about 50 diff. Semi-Official Airs. Condition of
the earlies is mixed, with faults on most of the best stamps,
as well as a few early forgeries/fake perfs; but, from the late
19th century onward, virtually everything is mint and F-VF,
with lots of NH. A valuable lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2109 Hm
Brazil, Mostly Used Collection, 1844-1986. In
a Minkus album, including 1844-46 "Inclinados" (7-10),
1866-79 Dom Pedro Issues (53-60, 61-67, 68-75 & 77-78),
followed by small & large heads examples, and then by
many sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, plus
some newspaper stamps & 1927-30 Condor air set, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2104 Hm
Brazil, Mint & Used Assortment, 1843-1989.
In seven thick stockbooks with duplication and XIX Century
representation mostly used, including 1843 Bull's Eye 60r
(2), 1844-46 "Inclinados" (7 x2, 9 x2 & 10 x2), 1850 (21, 23
x5, 24 x13, 26 x2 & 28 x2) & some "coloridos". We also
noted a nice section of Dom Pedro perforated & rouletted issues, plus small and large heads, followed by a wealth of
sets, part sets & some souvenir sheets in the modest range
with several better such as 1931 (342-55 x4), 1932
(364-74), 1934 700r (393a tete beche pair, used), 1939
(467-74), 1965-66 (989-92A x5). Also semipostals, airmails
such as 1944 (C55-59 x4) & Condor Issues. This description is just an outline of what is here, definitely a fantastic
opportunity for the intrepid dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2111 H
Bulgaria, Virtually Complete Mint Collection,
1879-2002. Neatly arranged by Scott in five stockbooks;
what is there to say besides the fact that we found nothing of
significance missing and there are even a few duplicates of
some of the better earlies; also included are some issues of
Eastern Rumelia, South Bulgaria & Thrace. Condition is not
a problem either—there may be a few no gum/regums or
minor flaws in the 19th century, but this is certainly not a
second quality collection. If you're interested in this area,
this is collection is extremely worthwhile. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2105 Hm
Brazil, Mint and Used Collection, 1843-1990.
Representative collection of many hundreds neatly arranged in two stockbooks; starts with the three bull's eyes
and is fairly complete from #53, the 20th century being
mostly mint; a few mint highlights include #342-355,
364-374, 498a, 578, etc.; Airs & Back-of-the-Book also
fairly complete; condition is mixed early, especially on the
best stamps, but is otherwise generally F-VF with lots of
NH, some as early as the 1920s. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2106 Hm
Brazil, Mint and Used Collection, 1843-1990.
Many hundreds, all different, neatly arranged in three
16-page stockbooks; starts with the three bull's eyes and is
fairly complete from #53, including Back-of-the-Book, the
19th century being mostly used and the 20th mainly mint;
condition is very mixed early, especially on the best stamps,
but is otherwise generally F-VF, NH beginning in the late
1960s (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2107 Hm
Brazil, Mint and Used Collection, 1843-1990.
Excellent starter collection neatly arranged in two
stockbooks; starts with #1-2 and is relatively complete, the
19th century being mostly used, the 20th primarily mint;
condition is a little mixed early, but is otherwise just about all
clean and F-VF and virtually all NH from the late 1940s
onward (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2110 Hm
Brazil, 20th Century Commemoratives. Almost complete from #162 to 2238, neatly arranged in a
32-page stockbook; nearly all mint, clean and F-VF, with
NH beginning in 1940.
Estimate $200 - 300

2112 H
Central African Republic, Mint Collection,
1959-1980s. Several hundred post-independence stamps,
nearly complete for the period in two stock books; all clean
and F-VF and mostly NH from the 1970s.
Estimate $400 - 600
2113 H
Chad, Mint Collection, 1959-1980s. Several
hundred post-independence stamps, nearly complete for
the period in two stockbooks; all clean and F-VF and mostly
NH from the 1970s.
Estimate $400 - 600
2114 Hm
Chile, Mainly Mint Collection, 1854-1974.
Fairly complete and neatly arranged in two 16-page
stockbooks; starts with a nice used #1 and includes a Very
Fine unused #13 and plenty of nice $25-$50 singles and
sets; also include a small group of Revenues and Telegraph stamps; condition is nearly all clean and F-VF. A very
nice starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2115 Hm
China, Interesting Collection, 1878-1949.
Several hundred, mostly different stamps arranged by
Scott number in a stockbook; starts with nine used Large
Dragons, then includes #13-15, 17-20, 22-24, 178-186,
191-199, 202-217, 276-279, 307-310, 326-329 & 331-38;
also includes a good number of Provincial Issues (up to
about $25 or so), a nice collection of Manchukuo (including
#1-35 less 30) and a few Shanghai; condition is just a bit
mixed early, but otherwise F-VF. A nice showing of the earlier issues of ever-popular country. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2108 Hm
Brazil, Mint & Used Assortment, 1844-1981.
In a stockbook, including 10r, 60r & 90r "Inclinados", Dom
Pedro perforated & rouletted examples, and many sets,
part sets & some souvenir sheets issued in the XX Century.
We noted 1931 (342-55), 1932 (364-74) & 1938 (466),
worth viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2116 Hm)
Colombia, Excellent Collection, 1859-1992.
Several hundred stamps neatly arranged in two large
stockbooks; no rarities but loaded with $50-$150 stamps
and some better including the 1935 National Olympics to
the 5p; solid value right from the beginning, generally F-VF,
with the 20th century being 99% mint; Also includes a nice
group of about 20 Airmail covers, mainly from the 1920s &
'30s, as well as a small collection of 15-20 Revenues from
the late 19th and early 20th centuries. All-in-all, a terrific
starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2123 H
Czechoslovakia, Mint Collection, 1918-1998.
Nearly complete collection neatly arranged by Scott number in five stockbooks; a few highlights include #45a, 80a,
81a, B137-143, C1-6; in fact, there is very little missing that
catalogs less than $100 and there are several somewhat
better 1919 overprinted Semi-Postals (some signed), nice
Slovakia and Eastern Silesia. Condition is uniformly clean
and F-VF, the modern material is virtually all NH and includes most of the souvenir & miniature sheets. An outstanding collection of this increasingly popular country.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2117 Hm
Colombia, Mint & Used Assortment,
1859-1975. In two Ka-Be stockbooks with saleable duplication, starting with a nice selection of used earlies such as
1859 (2, 6-7), 1861 (16-17 & 18 x2), 1862 (19), 1863 (28),
followed by XIX Century representation. We also noted
1935 Olympic Games (421-33), 1937 (448-50 x2), 1938
(457-63 x2, mint & used), and some useful airmails
(C25-32, C38-45 & C47-50), plus registration, officials &
postal tax, a nice offer of this increasingly popular country,
viewing extremely recommended, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2124 HH/H
Czechoslovakia,
Mint
Dealer
Stock,
1952-1982. Few thousand mint stamps in a stock book,
hundreds of mint sets and souvenir sheets such as 482-486
(x5), much of it NH, great opportunity for topical dealer,
please examine, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2118 Hm
Colombia, Mint and Used Collection,
1860-1980. Several hundred different, neatly arranged in a
32-page stockbook; mostly used to the 1930s, mainly mint
and just about complete from the 1930s; nothing rare but
lots of $10-$25 singles and sets and the condition is generally F-VF (NH from the mid-1960s). Estimate $300 - 400
2119 Hm
Colombia, Mint & Used Assortment,
1871-1959. Thousands of stamps mounted in Lighthouse
stock pages, including definitives, airmails and
back-of-the-book issues, plus some souvenir sheets & Colombian States representation, careful viewing required to
properly evaluate, a good lot for the collector, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2120 HH/H
Comoros, Mint Collection, 1950-1977. Nearly
complete for the period neatly arranged in a 32-page
stockbook; also includes a few imperfs, a couple deluxe
proofs and some Grand Comoro; all clean and F-VF, mostly
LH to 1975 (a few used). Nice lot., o.g., hinged or never
hinged.
Estimate $250 - 350
2121 Hm
Costa Rica, Mainly Mint Collection,
1863-1998. Nearly complete for the period arranged by
Scott in two stockbooks; highlights include #15 (no gum),
19 (no gum), 68b (single) & 94, but not really much missing
including fairly nice Back-of-the-Book; condition is a little
mixed early but is generally clean and F-VF. An except
starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2122 Hm
Cuba, Mint and Used Collection, 1898-1959.
Fairly complete collection neatly arranged in two 16-page
stockbooks; first few issues mint & used, later mainly mint
with highlights including unused #7, 46, 62 and mint #57,
77, 89, 105, 117 and nearly complete 20th century; condition is a little mixed early, but otherwise virtually all clean
and F-VF. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2125 Hm
Czechoslovakia, Mostly Used Collection,
1918-75. In a Minkus album, including used early representation, followed by many sets in the modest range with
some better such as 1922 (C7-9, mint) and a couple of
sheetlets issued in 1968, recommended as a starter collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2126 Hm
Denmark, Nearly Complete Collection,
1851-1989. A marvelous collection neatly arranged by
Scott in a 16-page stockbook; mostly used to 1926 and
nearly all mint and virtually complete from #192 onward;
highlights include mint #9, 5a (no gum), 34, C1-5 and used
#1a, 6, 17 (2), 20, 33a, 97-131, 145-154, 181-191, Q11,
etc.; Back-of-the-Book also fairly strong, though mostly
used; a few of the best stamps with very minor flaws, but
otherwise al clean and F-VF. A great lot. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2127 Hm
Denmark, Mint and Used Collection,
1851-1986. Several hundred stamps, fairly complete from
the 1870s, neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; mostly
used to the mid-1930s and mainly mint from there; highlights include (used unless noted) #25-34, 65-69, 79-81
(mint), 131, 142, 153, 164-177, 210-219 (mint), B1-2, Q8-9,
Q12-14; condition mixed on the earlies, but otherwise just
about all clean and F-VF, with NH beginning about 1960.
Estimate $400 - 600
2128 Hm
Dominican Republic, Representative Collection, 1866-1995. Solid, mostly mint starter collection arranged by Scott in three 16-page stockbooks; nothing high
priced but fairly solid for the period and virtually all F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2129 Hm
Ecuador, Mainly Mint Collection, 1865-1986.
Several hundred stamps neatly arranged in two
stockbooks; nearly complete for the period including lots of
souvenir & miniature sheets; also includes small collections
of Telegraph and Revenue stamps; generally clean and
F-VF. A great starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2130 Hm)
Egypt, Powerful Mint & Used Assortment,
1879-1966. Highly recommended for dealer, and housed in
stockbook with useful duplication, starting with 1879 (27
x8 & 28 x9), 1879-1902 (29//41), 188-1906 (43//49b), 1914
(50//59), 1922 (90-91), 1926 (108-13 x4), 1926 (118-120
x6), 1927 (125-27 x8), 1927 (150-52 x8), 1929 (155-58
x12), 1931 (163-65 x10), 1933 (168-71 x6), 1933 (172-76
x8), 1936 (198-202 x10), 1936 (203-05 x10), 1938 (222
x10), 1947-51 (267-69D x4), 1952 (299-316 x5), 1953-56
(322-40 x2) & 1953 (359-60 x3), plus many other sets in the
modest range. We also noted a 1937 first day registered
cover to Fiji, a great deal of value here and should be
viewed to be fully appreciated, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2131 Hm
Egypt, Mainly Mint Collection, 1866-1965. A
few hundred stamps in order by Scott in two 16-page
stockbooks; scattered early issues, but fairly complete from
1879 to 1965 (and a few later) with the high values tending
to be used; mint highlights include #114, 224 & C3-4;
Back-of-the-Book issues are sparse, but include N1-19 &
NC1-12; conditions includes a few minor flaws early, but is
otherwise clean and F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2132 HH/Hm Ethiopia, Dealer Stock. A few hundred mint &
used stamps in two stock books, better mint includes 8-10,
11, 57 (x2), 74, 75, 108-115, 120-134, 155-164, 165-174,
175-179, with many other mint and used complete sets,
easily worth more than our low estimate, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2133 Hm
Finland, Mint and Used Collection,
1856-1992. A fairly complete collection neatly arranged in
two stockbooks; pre-independence issues mainly used,
later just about all mint and virtually complete; highlights include used #2 (2), 4-11 & varieties, 24, 29e, 44, 45, 56, 58,
82, 140 and mint #19 (2, one no gum), 106, 215-218 booklet, B8 NH plate block of 10, C1-3 NH, etc.; condition of the
serpentine roulettes is very mixed, but the later issues are
generally clean and F-VF with some nice cancels on the
1860-85 issues. A great lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2134 Hm
Finland, Mint & Used Assortment,
1866-1978. In a large Ka-Be stockbook with duplication,
starting with some earlies such as 1866-74 (10 x4), and
then followed by 1870-90s issues. We noted many saleable
sets issued in the XX Century such as 1941 (227-38 x5),
1954-59 (312-23), and many useful semipostal sets, plus
some airmails, a good opportunity to buy an original holding, offered intact as received from consignor, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2135 Hm
Finland, Mint and Used Collection,
1866-1980s. Several hundred stamps, fairly complete to
the early 1980s, neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook;
mostly used to 1930 and mainly mint from there; highlights
include (used unless noted) #6-10, 23, 38-45, 75 & 106
(mint); Semi-Postals almost complete, mostly used to the
early '50s; condition of the serpentine roulettes is only average, later is generally clean and F-VF; NH from about 1960
with some as early as #153-154 and including C4 & two
C9a. A useful lot.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2136 Hm
France, Mostly Mint Assortment. In six
stockbooks with duplication, starting with XIX Century representation, followed by some Sage type examples, and
then by a wealth of fresh sets, part sets & singles issued in
the 1902-1950 period such as 1924 Olympic Games
(198-201 x6), 1924-25 (220-25 x3), 1936 (308 x6), 1936
(311-12 x8), 1936 (313-14 x3), 1936-37 (321 x10 & 322 x8),
1937 (327-28 x8), we also noted 1914 (B1-2 x4), 1935
(B42-43 x3), 1936-37 (B44-46 x8), 1936-37 (B48-53 x3,
incl. several extra high value examples), 1938 (B54-59 x7),
1938 (B70 x7), 1938 (B74 x10 & B76 x8), 1939 (B83 x8),
1939-40 (B86-89A x2), 1940 (B97-100 x6), 1940
(B104-107 x7), plus many other easy-to-sell semipostal
sets and some airmails. We also noted a binder with modern sheets & part sheets, an unrepeatable holding with high
catalogue value, useful to the dealer of this country, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2137 Hm
France, Powerful Mint and Used Collection,
1849-1980s. Relatively complete for the period neatly arranged in two stockbooks; nearly all used to 1875 with the
Sage issue mixed mint/used and the balance nearly complete, just about all mint from there through the late 1980s;
Semi-Postals are lacking only B10 and the Airs lack C3-4 &
C14; a few highlights include (mint unless noted) #131, 132,
137, 175b, 246 (used), etc.; the 19th century is mixed quality, though there are several XF appearing stamps; 20th
century is nearly all clean and F-VF and mostly NH from
about 1933 (and a few earlier like B35-41). An outstanding
lot., o.g., never hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2138 HH/Hm France, Mainly Mint 20th Century Collection.
Impressive collection neatly arranged in three 16-page
stockbooks; Regular Issues & Commemoratives to 1979,
Semi-Postals to 1989; highlights include #131, 136, and the
following NH: 197, 329, 348a, B24-26, B34, B54-59,
B68-85, B157a, B249-290, etc.; condition is just about all
clean and F-VF and mostly NH from the 1940s. An outstanding lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2139 H
France, Fresh Assortment. Mostly issued in
the XX Century and housed in a well-filled Ka-Be
stockbook, including many attractive sets, part sets & singles such as 1886 (100, block of four), 1924 (198-201),
1936 (320), plus many regular sets, incl. art stamps to 1978,
viewing is a pleasure, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2140 H
France, Fresh Semi-Postal Assortment.
Housed in stockbook with many desirable sets, part sets &
singles in mint condition, highlights include 1918 (B11),
1922 (B12-18), 1927 (B24-26), 1929 (B31-33), 1935
(B42-43), 1936-38 (B48-59), 1937 (B66-67), 1952
(B267-72), 1953 (B275var, imperforate), 1954 (B285-90),
1955 (B294-99), and many other sets to 1988, plus some
booklets issued in the 1980s, viewing it's a pleasure for the
eyes, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2141 Hm
France, Mainly Mint Collection, 1853-1977.
Several hundred Regular Issues & Commemoratives
neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; starts with a scattering of used 19th century, but the value is in the mint 20th
century, including #118, 119, 119a, 123 and pretty solid
from the 1930s onward; just about all clean and F-VF, the
mint being mostly NH from the '60s with a few earlier NH
surprises, like #348-49, 700-705, etc. A very nice lot. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2142 Hm
France, Mainly Used Collection, 1870-1970s.
Several hundred different running through the
Back-of-the-Book issues, neatly arranged in two 16-page
stockbooks; short on high values and complete sets, but
loaded with useful $10-$25 items and including lots of modern Commemoratives & Semi-Postals, which are seldom
seen used; generally F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2143 Hm
French Africa, Outstanding Collection,
1859-1957. Several hundred different pre-independence
stamps from Anjouan through Upper Volta; highlights include (mint unless noted) Dahomey 17-30 (no 5fr), Diego
Suarez 7-9 (used), Fr. Eq. Afr. C9 & 16, Gabon 3, 13 (used),
31 (used), Ivory Coast 1-17 (10c red used), Madagascar
15, Obock 29-30 (used), strong Reunion (including Fr.
Cols. Eagles canceled Reunion, Senegal J1-3 (J3 no gum),
Somali Coast 21 (used, small thins), etc.; also includes
French P.O. in Egypt & Zanzibar, as well as French Colonies general issues; condition is a bit mixed, with small
flaws on some of the best stamps, but is otherwise generally
F-VF. All-in-all, a terrific lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2144 Hm
French Asia, Mint and Used Collection,
1894-1949. A few hundred stamps neatly arranged in a
stockbook; Most of the value in a fairly complete collection
o.g. Indo-China including #1-38 & 40-57, but also includes
French India with #1-19, Ile Rouad #4-16, French Offices in
China #13 pair tied on piece plus Offices in Egypt & the
Turkish Empire; condition is generally F-VF. A nice starter
collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2145 Hm
French Polynesia, Mainly Mint Collection,
1892-1986. A couple hundred stamps neatly arranged on
six 2-sided stock sheets; fairly complete to 1962 and scattered after that; value all in mint including #1-12, 126-135,
and NH C24-27, C33, C37 imperf, C47a, C54, C63-67,
C77a, C78-82 and C85; couple first issue with minor faults,
but otherwise all clean and F-VF with a good bit of NH.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2146 HH
French Southern & Antarctic Territories,
Mint Collection, 1956-1989. Fairly complete for the period
neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; comprises #2-23,
24 imperf, 29-44, 53-53, 57, 66, 69-150, C1-2, C4-6, C6
imperf, C8, C11-12, C15-16, C18, C20, C26-27, C37-38,
C46-47, C49-83, C85-97, C99-108 plus miniature sheets of
C58, C59 & C102; #23 is Lh and C2 has a light crease, otherwise everything is NH and Very Fine. A marvelous lot.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2147 HH/H
French Southern & Antarctic Territories,
Mint Stock, 1956-1989. Small mint stock including NH
#8-10 (4), 33 (8), 69-79 (blocks of 4), 89-93 (17), C4 (2), C5,
C11, C16a (2), C49-53 (2), C54-70 (3-17 each), etc.; all
clean and Very Fine and virtually all NH.
Estimate $400 - 600
2148 Hm
French West Indies, Outstanding Starter
Collection, 1884-1964. Several hundred stamps from
French Guiana, Guadeloupe, Inini, Martinique and St. Pierre & Miquelon neatly arranged in a 32-page stockbook;
highlights include (mixed mint/used unless specified) Fr.
Guiana #30 mint, Guadeloupe #1-25, 27-44, J1-12 used,
Martinique 23 diff. between #1 (used)//32 including mint
#18, St. Pierre 29 diff. between 2//59 including used #10 &
18 used, 36-44, mint 46-51 & 52, B9-10 favor-canceled on
unaddressed envelope, mint C25 NH, J21-31 & Q1; condition, as usual, includes some minor flaws, but is overall generally F-VF. A very nice collection of this popular area.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2149 Hm
French Colonies: New Caledonia, Mainly
Mint Collection, 1859-1970. Fairly complete for the period
neatly arranged in a stock book; begins with an unused #1
and includes several normal & inverted overprints #4//13,
then 23-30 (mixed mint and used), #33 used, 34-58 mint,
and just about complete from there to 1970 (plus a few later
issues) with the only missing items of any substance being
#180-81 & 217-251; also includes a very small group of
French New Hebrides; condition is just a little mixed early
but is otherwise clean and F-VF. An excellent lot (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2150 H
French Colonies: New Hebrides, Mint Collection, 1908-1980. Scattered to 1941, but complete from
1949 through 1980 including J16-25; all neatly arranged in
a 16-page stockbook; LH and Very Fine throughout, remarkably well centered with immaculate, never hinged original gum.
Estimate $200 - 300
2151 HH/H
French Colonies: Wallis & Futuna, Mint Collection, 1920-2007. A couple hundred stamps neatly arranged in a 32-page stockbook; fairly solid in 1970s-90s
issues, but some earlier including “France Libre” overprint
complete but for the 60c; all clean and F-VF, NH from the
'70s with a few earlier, like C13-25. Nice lot. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2152 Hm
German Area, Assortment, 1872-1981. In five
large stockbooks with duplication, including German Empire & Federal Republic, starting with a few earlies, and
then followed by XX Century representation, incl. Inflation &
Third Reich (regulars, semipostals & airmails) Issues, Federal Republic section with a large number of sets, part sets
& singles in the modest range, incl. many blocks of four,
could be a great group for the internet and well worth exploring, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2153 Hm
German States, High Catalog Collection,
1849-1920. Powerful collection of several hundred different, neatly arranged by Scott number in two stockbooks;
loaded with $100-&-up stamps including a lot of shades and
cancellations; condition is the usual mixed quality, especially on the best stamps, but the collector frequently chose
stamps for their appearance, so there are many very attractive examples of higher priced stamps and even more lower
priced stamps that are both exceptional looking and sound.
This one should be viewed carefully—you'll find some nice
surprises., Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2154 HH/H
Germany, Exceptional Pre-World War II Mint
Collection, 1872-1944. Fully intact and relatively complete
for the period, neatly arranged according to Scott in a
32-page stockbook; starts with 18 large & small Shields and
is fairly solid from there on; includes, among other things,
#323-529, Semi-Postals complete less B58, Airmails complete, several World War II Fieldpost locals, and more; condition is mixed in the 19th century, but is otherwise, with only
a few exceptions, generally clean and F-VF; there is also a
good bit of NH including B33, B104 & B106. An outstanding
lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2155 m
Germany, Used Collection, 1872-1956. Solid
used collection neatly arranged by Scott in a 32-page
stockbook; starts with attractive large & small shields and is
fairly complete for the period; there are no 1900 5M's or
pre-1936 souvenir sheets, but includes 1936-37 souvenir
sheets, nearly complete Semi-Postals and complete Airmails; condition includes a few hidden flaws and the usual
questionable cancels, but overall, is clean and F-VF. An excellent lot., bright and fresh (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2156 HH/H
Germany, Mint and Used Collection,
1872-1983. A fairly complete collection neatly arranged in
two 32-page stockbook; Regular Issues and Commemoratives are mostly used to 1919 and mainly mint and almost
complete thereafter; the Semi-Postals are all mint and are
also almost complete; highlights include mint #330-414 (3
stamps used), 634-661, B33 and the following NH: B42-43,
B69-89, B105, B119-122, B160-168, B294-295, B314-315
& B334-337; condition is just about all OG (B34-37 & the
Wagner set are without gum), clean and F-VF with lots of
NH. An excellent lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2157 Hm
Germany & Berlin, Mint and Used Collection,
1872-1982. An excellent, fairly complete collection neatly
arranged in a 48-page stockbook; starts with average quality Eagles, but then includes such highlights mint #74,
398-400, 585A-599, 658-661, 702-721 (NH), C27-42,
C45-60, 9N70-74, 9N84-93 & 9N99-100 (last two NH) and
used #667-669, B59-67, B119, B309-324, B327-330,
B334-41, C43-45 & 9N75-79; other than the aforementioned Eagles, almost everything is F-VF becoming NH in
the early 1960s. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2158 Hm
Germany, Mint and Used Collection,
1872-1983. Several hundred different in neatly arranged in
a 48-page stockbook; mostly used to the mid-1950s, mainly
mint and almost complete from there to 1983; highlights include (used unless noted) B19-22, B68a-d (unused block),
B69-78, B119, B160-170, C44, C46-56 (mint), 1N25-58
(mint except 4 low values used), etc.; mixed condition early
and some unused without gum, otherwise generally F-VF,
mostly NH from the 1960s. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2159 HH/Hm Germany, Collection, 1872-1945. Extensive
mint and used collection of several hundred stamps in a
Lindner hingeless album, better used includes 1-5, 7, 9-11,
14-24, 27, B68 Ostropa Sheet, B72-B78, B91-B92, B102,
B103, B141-B143, C27-C34, C37, mint includes 28, B105,
with much more to be investigated, few condition issues, a
nice holding that will break up into decent suction lots, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2160 Hm
Germany, Mostly Used Collection. In a
Lindner album, beginning with 1872 Eagle Issues, followed
by XIX Century representation, and then by a many sets,
part sets & singles issued in the 1900-1940 period, including many better (mint unless otherwise noted) such as 1912
10Pf, 20Pf & 30Pf Rhein-Main Flight (Michel I-III), 1928
(Scott B23-27), 1926-27 (C27-34), 1928 4m zeppelin (C37)
& 1933 (C45), plus Danzig 1939 (241-54, used) & some officials, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $600 - 800
2161 Hm
Germany, Mint & Used Collection,
1875-1945. In three Davo hingeless albums with highlights
such as 1872 (12-13 with manuscript cancels), 1875-77 set
(29-35, used), 1875 (36 x8; shades listed in Michel as 37a,
37b, 37c, 37d & 37e), followed by 1880 & 1889 issues depicting color varieties listed in Michel, Inflation & Third
Reich issues, latter including 1930 IPOSTA se-tenant block
of four from souvenir sheet, plus other semipostal sets, officials & fieldpost examples. We also noted as a bonus
French & Russian Zone useful representations, viewing
recommended for full appreciation, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2162 Hm
Germany, Mint & Used Collection. In a Safe
hingeless album with some earlies, followed by XX Century
representation, including Inflation & Third Reich issues. We
also noted some Wurttemberg examples, unchecked in detail, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2163 HH/Hm Germany, Collection, 1872-1945. Mint and
used collection of a few hundred stamps in a Lindner hingeless album, better used includes 24, C33, C46-C56, mint includes B91, B92, B102-B103, B105, B134-B136,
B141-B143, B106, some material NH, few condition issues,
please evaluate, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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2164 Hm
German Colonies and Offices Abroad, Mint
and Used Collection, 1884-1919. A few hundred stamps
neatly arranged in a 32-page stockbook; very few high values but plenty of catalog value with many stamps both mint
and used plus additional used for different cancels; condition is generally F-VF throughout with just a few minor flaws.
A great starter collection or a lot from which to fill in spaces
in an existing collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2165 H
Germany: Saar, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1920-1959. Including the two souvenir sheets and
lacking only #19-20 (and the First printing of the 1947 surcharges), neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; the
1920 5m overprint (38) is signed “A. Burger BPP”, the 10m
(39) “G. Reine”; virtually all F-VF with a few NH like B76-81
(B9-15 looks NH, but is regummed). An excellent lot. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2166 Hm
Germany: Danzig & Memel, Mainly Mint Collection, 1919-1939. Fairly complete collection neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; missing the best stamps,
but including most stamps up to about $50 or so; also includes Allenstein #1-28 and Marienwerder #1-53; condition, virtually without exception, is F-VF. An excellent
starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2167 H
German Occupation of Croatia, Complete
Mint Collection, 1941-1945. Neatly arranged in a 16-page
stockbook; also included, besides the regular numbers,
most of the tête-bêche pairs and several miniature sheets;
condition, other than the Storm Trooper souvenir sheet,
which has small faults, is clean and F-VF with a surprising
number of NH (including the Storm Trooper singles. An excellent lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2168 HH/Hm German Democratic Republic, Dealer Stock,
1948-1972. 1948-1972, couple of thousand stamps in
three KaBe stockbooks, generally parallel mint & used sets,
begins with 10N1-10N16, then 10N22-10N47, then used
48, 49-50, mint 51-52, 53, used to 74, mint 76-77, used
78-79, mint 80-81, then parallel for the balance, a great collection with many extras, much better than the usual DDR
stock, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2169 HH/H
German Democratic Republic, Mint Collection, 1948-1990. A virtually complete collection, neatly arranged in four 16-page stockbooks; all clean and F-VF,
mainly LH to the mid-1960s and NH from there on, though
there are a few better earlier NH like 10NB11 and the 1953
Marx souvenir sheets, both perf & imperf. A very nice lot.
Estimate $500 - 750
2170 m
German Democratic Republic, Used Collection. Few hundred stamps in an album, collection
1949-1960, fairly complete with extensive officials, includes
Mao set, 85-88, 144a and 146a perf and imperf, 288a, great
lot for the beginner collection or topical dealer, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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2171 Hm
Germany: Berlin, Mint & Used Assortment.
In large Ka-Be stockbook with duplication, including some
"Berlin" black & red overprints, followed by Architecture &
Freedom Bell Issues, plus many sets, part sets & singles in
the modest range, including modern semipostals in blocks
of four, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2172 Hm
Germany: Berlin, Mint and Used Collection,
1948-1982. Relatively complete for the period neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; mainly used to about 1960
and mostly used after that; includes used 9N35-100 (few
mint) & 9NB3-11; also includes mint 5NB8a-b, 6NB6a &
8NB4a (last two NH); generally F-VF with NH beginning in
about 1961., brilliant color and huge, well balanced margins
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2173 Hm
Greece, Outstanding Collection, 1861-1992.
Intact collection of several hundred mint & used neatly arranged by Scott number in a stockbook; starts with about 80
Large and 70 Small Hermes Heads including duplicates for
shades and cancels; then includes (mixed mint/used unless specified) complete 1896 Olympics (1d & 2d mint, 5d
unused, 10d used), 159-163, 165-178 (mint), 184-197 (2d
& 5d used), 321-363 (mint) then very nearly complete including MNH #416-424, 427-436, 535-538, 545-567 &
582-585; Airmails include C1-21 & C38-42 and
Back-of-the-Book issues are also solid, though not including much over $50 of so (though we do note Ionian Is. N1-2
& N4-7); condition is a bit mixed, especially early, but is generally clean and F-VF with lots of exceptional stamps
among the Hermes Heads. A great lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2174 H
Greece, Mint Dealer Stock, 1924-67. In
glassine envelopes with many Never Hinged and some duplication, we noted 1939 (421-24 x5), 1945 (469-71 x25,
incl. blocks of four), 1947 (498-500, blocks of four), 1959
(657-63 x8), 1960 (677-87), 1961 (708-15, blocks of four),
plus many other useful sets, part sets, blocks of four & singles, recommended for the approval/internet dealer,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2175 HH/H
Greece, Mint Dealer Stock. 1936-1977, several hundred stamps in a KaBe stock book, better mint includes 421-424 (x2), 459-466 (x2), 624-631 (x2), 639-648,
649-655, 657-663 (x2), 677-687 (x2), with loads of mint
complete sets, much useful with good catalog value, so
please do view, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2176 Hm
Greece: Crete, Mint and Used Collection,
1899-1910. About 120 different mainly mint, plus a few duplicates, French & Italian Offices in Crete and some
non-Scott, all neatly arranged on 5 stock sheets; highlights
include (mint unless noted) 15, 16, 19, 20 (used), 25, 28, 31,
63 (no gum), 64-71, 74-82, 85-95, 97, 101c, 103-110,
118-19, 120 (used); also French Offices #1-18 mostly mint;
generally clean and F-VF throughout. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2177 HH/H
Greenland, Virtually Complete Mint Collection, 1938-1989. A marvelous intact collection comprising
#1-176, 22a-27a and B1-13; also includes Q4, Q6, Q6a,
Q7, Q7a, Q8, Q8a, Q10 & Q11; all neatly arranged on
stocksheets; condition is F-VF throughout, and, with the exception of #19-27, 22a-27a, 39-40 & Q7a, all never
hinged! (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2178 HH
Greenland, Mostly Never Hinged Dealer
Stock, 1938-71. In glassine envelopes with Never Hinged
duplication, and housed in small box, including 1938-46
(1-7 x2), 1950-60 (28-38, used), 1957-69 (41-45 x5, blocks
of four & singles), 1958 (46 x18), 1963-68 (48-65 x20,
blocks of four), plus 1958 (B1 x44, blocks of four), also
Thule Region 1935-36 (Facit T1-5 x8), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2179 Hm
Greenland, Mint & Used Assortment. In two
stockbooks with duplication, including 1938-46 (1-7 & 9 x4),
1950-60 (28-32 & 34-38 x7), 1958 (46 x7, NH), 1963-68
(48-65), also 1958 (B1 x18, incl. four blocks of four), recommended for internet seller, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2180 Hm
Guatemala, Mint & Used Assortment. In
three stockbooks with duplication, and many better such as
1873 (5 x6, incl. one unused), 1873 (6, used), 1878 Indian
Woman & 1881 Quetzal issues, plus XIX Century representation, including some blocks of four, followed by
provisionals issued in the 1900-22 period. We also noted
1935 (264-72) and several 1950s issues printed in Guatemala, plus useful airmails such as 1935 (C66-69), some officials & postage dues, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2181 Hm
Guatemala,
Mainly
Mint
Collection,
1871-1982. Nearly complete for the period neatly arranged
in four stockbooks; highlights include #5 mint & used, 179a
mint block of 4, 182, etc.; loaded with overprint varieties,
both listed and unlisted and also including about 75 “Oficial”
perfins and handstamps from 1912-1926; condition is generally clean and F-VF with a good bit of NH (e.g. #290 &
291); also includes about 15 mint/used 19th century Postal
Stationery and 30 covers including an 1839 Guatemala City
stampless, though most are more modern. An outstanding
basis upon which to start a specialized collection. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2182 Hm
Haiti,
Nearly
Complete
Collection,
1881-1980s. Very nearly complete for the period and virtually all mint neatly arranged in two 16-page stockbooks;
missing some of the rarities, but including #125-144, 242
(signed G. Reine), etc; includes lots of souvenir sheets,
some imperfs and strong Back-of-the-Book; generally
clean and F-VF. An excellent lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2183 Hm
Honduras, 1865-1991. Nearly all mint and fairly
complete to the 1970s with scattered issues from the 1980s
& '90s, neatly arranged in two stockbooks; missing most of
the rarities, but including #C30 & C34 (both signed Victor
Fox), C187a, etc.; also strong Back-of-the-Book and a
small group of specialist material that includes a registered
FDC of C15-17 to Cristobal, C.Z. and a mint block of 40 of
C56 showing the constant overprint varieties; condition is
generally clean and F-VF. An outstanding collection. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2184 Hm
Honduras Mint & Used Assortment. In two
stockbooks with much duplication, including mint or unused
earlies to the 1960s, plus some souvenir sheets issued in
the 1945-49 period. We didn't check every page so check it
out in the chance we miss something valuable! F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2185 Hm
Hungary, Impressive Collection, 1871-1991.
An intact collection, relatively complete into the 1980s, but
with lots of issues continuing into the 1990s, all neatly arranged, apparently according to Michel, in seven
stockbooks; starts with very nice mint/used First Issue and
specialized 1874-1908 Issues, then, as far as we could tell,
the only missing items of significance are the 1949 Chain
Bridge and 1950 U.P.U. souvenir sheets; loaded with
imperfs as well as souvenir and miniature sheets and the
last volume is a very nice collection of Occupation issues
with several of the best numbers signed; condition is generally clean and F-VF throughout. A tremendous collection.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2186 Hm
Hungary, Old-Time Collection to 1940s.
Mostly used in a Schaubek album, starting with XIX Century
representation, followed by several useful semipostals
such as 1913 (B1-16), 1914 (B19-34) & 1925 (B80-85 &
B87), plus some postage dues, truly a bargain, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2187 Hm
Iceland, Nearly Complete Collection,
1873-1989. An exceptional, mainly mint and completely intact collection neatly arranged on stock sheets; highlights
include mint #10, 12, 18, 19, 34-44B, 52 (w/ L. Nielsen certificate), 71-139, 152-166, O2 & O6a (both no gum) and
used #14, 16, 40a, 140, O3, O28, O30, O53-62; regular issues and commemoratives are virtually complete from
1931- through 1989 and Airs are complete less the Hópflug
overprints; few flaws in some early high catalog items, e.g.
#1 unused and #7 used, but otherwise virtually everything is
clean and F-VF NH beginning in the late 1950s (plus some
earlier, like #240-252, 273 & C3-8). A marvelous collection.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2188 H
Iceland, Mint Assortment. In a large Ka-Be
stockbook with useful duplication and including Never
Hinged sets, starting with earlies in the $5 to $10 range, followed by 1930 Parliament examples, and then by many
easy-to-sell sets such as (195-98 x3), 1937 (199-201 x10),
1938-47 (203-208B x4), 1939 (213-16), 1944 (240-45 x2),
1948 (246-52 x7), 1950-54 (257-68 x2), 1953 (278-82 x2),
1954 (284-86 x2), plus many other regular sets to 1988. We
also noted some semipostals and a nice airmail section with
1930 (C3 x14) & 1931 Zeppelin (C9-11 x7) & (C15-20 x2),
plus officials representation, certainly a must-view holding,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2189 HH/H
Iceland, Mint Dealer Stock, 1949-1980. Incredible stock in glassines, better mint includes 246-252,
203-208B (x5), 213-216, 232-235 (x4), 2146-252 (8), 273
(x3), B1-B4 (x32), B5 (x21), B12-B13 (x30), C4-C8 (x5),
C27-C29 (x2), and much much more, easily worth several
times our low estimate, spend some time to properly ascertain this holding true worth, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2190 Hm
Iceland, Mint and Used Collection,
1876-1989. Excellent collection neatly arranged in a
16-page stockbook; highlights include mint #86-96, 107,
108-128 (1kr used), 184, C9-11, O23e, O52, the following
NH: 203-208B, 274-277, 284-305, B5, C15-20 (the 20a is
perf. 14, C16a) and used #13, 130-138, O13-19, O31-38;
condition, with very few exceptions, is clean and F-VF, virtually complete and all NH from the early 1950s. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2191 HH/H
Iceland, All Mint Collection, 1902-1989. A
very nice mint collection neatly arranged in a 16-page
stockbook; highlights include #137, 138, 152-166 (LH),
C1-11, C15-20, C16a & C17a and the following NH:
203-208B, 213-216, 232-252, 273-282, 289-305 & B5; condition is all clean and F-VF, almost complete and nearly all
NH from the early 1950s (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2192 Hm
Indonesia, Highly Complete Collection,
1945-1998. Several hundred stamps neatly arranged in
four 16-page stockbooks; includes about 80 different
1945-49 Locals, followed by nearly complete 1948-49 Republic issues and virtually complete 1950-98 issues including #335-358 (2r used, plus an extra used 2r), 358-400
Haarlem printing, 791-928, and one whole stockbook containing about 100 souvenir sheets; also includes a nice
group of Riau Archipelago (including mint #11) and some
South Moluccas; condition is virtually all clean and F-VF
and mostly all NH. An outstanding collection. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2193 Hm)
Indonesia, Mint & Used Collections. Specialized collection in Davo album with 1949-57 issues, including many varieties and nice range of covers, including.
some first day covers, other in Minkus album with 1949-67
mostly mint sets in the modest range, a good lot at a reasonable estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2194 HH/H
Indonesia, Mint Dealer Stock. Several hundred stamps presented in three stockbook, better mint includes 401 (x2), 406-409 (x2), 418-420 (x2), 507-516 (x2),
523-542 (x3), 550-574, B69-B76 (x2), CO5-CO8, with dozens and dozens more of complete mint sets, this is the perfect lot for the Asian specialist or topical dealer, sure to
please the winning bidder, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2195 Hm
Iran, Interesting Collection, 1875-1939. Fairly
complete for the period and mostly used, neatly arranged
in a 16-page stockbook; starts with 15 Lions including some
reprints and then is very solid right through 1949; naturally
there are a lot of questionable overprints, but there are also
plenty of scarce unoverprinted material; highlights include
(used unless noted) #363, 368, 372, 375, 400-402 (mint),
723-734, 815-817, 870A-H perforated (MNH) including the
unissued 1r & 2r plus perforated sheets of 4 #870A-B,
E-H and the unissued 1r & 2r, all with first day cancels;
also mint Airs C17-21 & C51-67 (C65 no gum) and some
better Back-of-the-Book. A valuable lot, but inspection is
highly recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2196 Hm
Iraq, Mint & Used Assortment, 1923-89. In
three stockbooks with duplication, beginning with Mesopotamia Occupation examples, and followed by 1923-25 Iraq
First Issue, and then by a large amount of sets, part sets,
singles & some souvenir sheets, including airmails, officials
& postal tax examples. In a quick peek we saw several desirable sets such as 1948 (110-29), 1958 (158-94), 1958
(195-209 x2), 1959-60 (232-47 x2), plus 1949 (C1-8 x3),
1967 (C22-26 x4), 1971 (C39 x9), 1923 (O1-10 x3), 1931
(O13-22 x3), highly recommended for dealer, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2197 HH/Hm Iraq, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1923-1970.
Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets in a stock
book, better mint includes 110-129, 253-257 (x5), 317-332
(x5), 856 (x2), O222-O224 blocks of four, souvenir sheets
378a (x12), 460a (x14), 503a (x5), 546a (x5), 580a (x7),
used O13-O24, marvelous holding of this country, be sure
to inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2198 HH/Hm Iraq, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1931-1971.
Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets in a stock
book, includes mint unless noted 15-25, 44-59, 60 used,
61-78 used, 110-129, 232-247, up to 1991, not BOB, fresh
attractive lot, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2199 Hm
Italy, Powerful Mint and Used Collection,
1862-1970. Loaded collection of many hundreds neatly arranged by Scott in a stockbook; scarce stamps are numerous but a few highlights include Fine, o.g. #54, 65, 81, 83,
85, 117-118, etc.; there's also a great deal of value in used
1930s issues including #324-328 (canceled Gardone Riviera, 1 Jun 1934), 353, etc.; mostly mint and nearly complete
from the 1940s to 1970, with a good bit of NH (including
515-517, 533-34 & C34); Airs are nice and there is some
value in the Back-of-the-Book issues; condition is a little
mixed early, especially on some of the higher values, but is
otherwise generally F-VF. A great lot so allow plenty of
viewing time. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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2200 Hm
Italy, Mint & Used Desirable Assortment,
1863-1974. In a well-filled stockbook, better noted (mint
unless otherwise noted) include 1890 (58-63, used), 1911
(119-22, used), 1921 (133-35, used), 1929 (232-38, used),
1933 Virgil (248-56), 1931 St. Anthony (258-64), 1932
Dante Alighieri (268-79), 1932 Garibaldi (280-89, used),
1936 Quintus Horatius (359-66) & 1949 (518), plus several
semipostal sets & useful airmails such as 1930 (C23-26),
1932 (C35-39, used), 1933 (C42-47), 1934 Soccer
(C62-65) & 1934 King Victor Emmanuel (C73-78). Let's put
it simply: An attractive holding at a very reasonable estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000
2201 Hm
Italy, Mint and Used Collection, 1863-1970s.
Several hundred mostly used, neatly arranged in a 16-page
stockbook; nothing great but lots of useful $25-$50-&-up
singles and sets including the following used #33, 58-63,
64, 117, 124-125, 277, 304, 409, 518 and mint B17-19,
C1-9, C62-65, C73-78, C89-99 & C100-105 (NH); condition
is generally clean and F-VF. Nice lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2202 Hm
Italian Offices Abroad & Aegean Islands,
Mint and Used Collection, 1874-1945. Several hundred
different neatly arranged on five stock sheets; with such
highlights as (mint unless noted) Tientsin #9, Turkish Empire #6-7, 20D, 21, 43, E4 (last four used), Constantinople
J2 & J4 used, Salonica #7, Smyrna #7 used, Aegean Is.
#31-35, C26-31, Rhodes #15-23, 38-44 and much, much
more; condition is generally F-VF throughout with occasional small flaws. All-in-all, a tremendous lot of this difficult
area. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2203 Hm
Italian Colonies, Outstanding Starter Collection, 1872-1936. Several hundred neatly arranged in a
32-page stockbook; loaded with better stamps include
(mint unless noted) Cyrenaica 65-77 (NH), C18-CB10;
Eritrea #24-25, C1-CB10, E2; Libya B30-37, C4-7, C17-18,
J1-10; Oltre Giuba J1-10, Q11-12; Somalia #1-7 & 9 (all
used); and much more; also includes Italian Colonies general issues, Italian East Africa and a solid collection of
Fiume with the usual questionable material, but also including mint B4-15, used #100-103, etc.; overall condition,
other than a few small faults and a bit of toning, is generally
F-VF. An excellent lot., fresh and F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2204 H
Japan, Mainly Mint Collection, 1875-1981.
Primarily 20th century collection neatly arranged in two
large stockbooks; early issues are mostly used and quite
mixed, but later are relatively complete and just about all
mint, though the regular issues tend to be used; souvenir
sheets are also nearly complete and there are lots of miniature sheets; many of the best stamps have flaws, e.g. #154
(no gum thin), 222a (NH but minor flaws) 229 (no gum), 436
(no gum) and there is edge toning on some of the souvenir
sheets, but condition is otherwise generally F-VF with
plenty of nice mid-range material. A solid lot, fresh and well
centered (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2205 Hm
Japan, Mainly Mint Collection, 1876-1970s.
Several hundred different, scattered and/or mixed quality to
the mid-1930s, fairly complete and mostly mint, F-VF from
there, neatly arranged in a 32-page stockbook; includes
many better sets and souvenir sheets and, while some
have problems, we note MNH #306a & 422a. Definitely
worth a look. Also includes Japanese Postage Stamps, an
illustrated, 150-page booklet published in 1940 by the Japanese Tourist Industry. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2206 HH/H
Japan, Mint Dealer Stock, 1930-1975. Few
thousand stamps in three stock books, better includes
280-283, 285-288 (x3), 303-306, 320-323 (x4), 347 (x11),
424 (x11), 444-445 (x7), 449 (x5), 450-453 (x3), 460-466
(x4), 474-477 (x4), 501-504 (x2), 704 (x2), B1-B3 (x6),
B6-B7 (x7), B9-B10 (x4), and much more, marvelous holding of this popular country, plan on spending time to review,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2207 )
Japan, Gorgeous Postcard Album. With
mother of pearl hawk on branch on front cover, and hand
painted pages inside, with 36 mostly mint picture postcards
of Japan, some damage to spine and crack on front cover,
despite this a truly one in a million album, inspection is mandatory, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $200 - 300
2208 Hm
Korea, Extensive Mint Collection, 1884-1986.
A spectacular, intact collection of many hundreds different,
nearly all mint, neatly arranged in three 32-page
stockbooks; highlights include mint #49, 132-173 (w/both Italy), 196-199 (NH) and MNH souvenir sheets 285a, 286a &
287a-289a; earlies are a bit scattered, but it's very nearly
complete from 1946 to 1979 and then scattered a bit in the
'80s; includes some early imperfs, many, many blocks of
4 and, of course souvenir sheets; modern regular issues
tend to have used high values, but just about everything
else is mint, with NH beginning in the late '50s. A marvelous
holding of this ever-popular area., large margins with bright
color and a clear Antwerp “4” cancel (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2209 HH/H
Laos, Mint Collection, 1951-1980s. A few
hundred different neatly arranged in two stockbooks; appears to be complete for the period, but may be missing a
few of the later sets; includes two sets of the 1952 souvenir
sheets, one in an intact booklet, also includes most other
souvenir sheets and many imperfs; all clean and F-VF, with
NH beginning in the 1960s., fresh and exceptionally well
centered with a clear Zara postal money order cancel, 5
Feb 1881.
Estimate $400 - 600
2210 Hm
Lebanon,
Mainly
Mint
Collection,
1924-1960s. A excellent mainly mint collection, fairly complete for the period neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook;
highlights include #1-80 (50-62 NH), 108-134 (120 used),
169-172 & C91-96, C5-28, C36, C37-106, C111-128,
C158-196 and most to C242; also CB1-9 and fairly complete Dues including J1-20 & J47-49; generally clean and
F-VF throughout. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2211 H
Lebanon, Mint Assortment, 1957-68. Sets &
singles in glassine envelopes with duplication, including
plenty of sets (regulars, semipostals & airmails) in the $10
to $15 range, extremely recommended for dealer; truly a
bargain! Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2212 Hm
Liberia, Starter Collection, 1880-1980s. Mint
and Used Collection of a few hundred different neatly arranged in two 48-page stockbooks; includes mint #33-49
and a few other moderate sets, much of it used, but nothing
high priced; mint sets and souvenir sheets from the
mid-1950s to the early '80s but no long runs; includes a little
specialist material and modest Back-of-the-Book. Generally clean and F-VF., incredibly fresh and beautifully
centered.
Estimate $200 - 300
2213 Hm
Libya, Mainly Mint Collection, 1912-1986.
Fairly complete for the period, neatly arranged in four
16-page stockbooks; includes mint #20-31, 24a, 135-146
and just about everything from there through the mid 1980s
including souvenir & miniature sheets; all clean and F-VF
and mostly NH., fresh and exceptionally well centered with
a light “B62” cancel, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2214 Hm
Liechtenstein, Outstanding Collection,
1912-1983. Mainly mint, fairly complete collection, missing
very little from the late 1930s onward, neatly arranged in a
16-page stockbook; includes mint #74-110, C1-16, O1-8
and used #171, 264 & C17-33; all clean and F-VF and
mostly NH from the mid-'50s., centered strike Canton
c.d.s., 29 Oct 1902, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2215 HH/Hm Liechtenstein, Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1912-1980. Hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets in
two stock books and sheet folder with better mint 4-9 (4),
11-16, 47-49 (x6), 223-225, B1-B3, B4-B6, C9-C13, sheet
folder has dozens of mint & used souvenir and full
sheetlets, excellent catalog value, please review, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2216 Hm
Liechtenstein, Mint and Used Collection,
1912-1983. A few hundred different neatly arranged in a
16-page stockbook; mostly short sets to the mid-1940s and
complete thereafter; includes used #1-3, 1a, 2a (plus #1 on
a March, 1912 postal card), 266-269, 284-286, C15-16,
mint #74-80, 356, B1-3, C1-6, C9-13 and mint NH #246,
265, 289-296, 308-311, B4-6 & O1-8 (5rp, 10rp & 60rp LH);
all clean and F.-V.F. A very nice lot. Estimate $350 - 500
2217 Hm
Luxembourg, Mainly Mint Collection,
1852-1980s. Fairly complete for the period neatly arranged
in a 32-page stockbook; starts with two #1 and three #2 and
continues strongly throughout; other than the 19th century,
the only significant numbers missing are151 & B65P-Q;
even includes #16 & 17 used on a correspondence card;
condition is mixed early and includes a good bit of value in
unsigned Officials, but is otherwise generally clean and
F-VF with NH beginning in the late 1950s (the '56 Europas
are LH). A very worthwhile lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2218 HH/Hm Luxembourg, Mint & Used Assortment. Several hundred stamps in stockbook, 1852-1981, better includes 1, 1a, 3, 4-12, 16-23, 48-59, 60-67, B30-B34, better
mint includes 13, 15, 217, 280-285, with strong postage
dues and officials, a few condition issues, but an attractive
buy, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2219 HH/Hm Luxembourg, Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1852-1982. Hundreds of stamps, in two large stockbooks,
better mint unless noted 1 used, 5, 111 (x3), B20-B24 (x2),
B98-B103, B137-B142, B143-B146 (x2), with loads of inexpensive material, perfect for the internet dealer, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2220 Hm
Luxembourg, Mint and Used Collection,
1852-1978. Several hundred different there, neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; mostly mint from 1945; includes mint #4-6 (6 no gum), 265-271 (NH), 272-277,
Semi-Postals almost complete mint; 19th century condition
is very mixed, but later is nearly all clean and F-VF and
mostly NH from the 1960s.
Estimate $350 - 500
2221 HH/H
Mauritania, Mint Collection, 1906-1970s. A
few hundred different neatly arranged in a 16-page
stockbook; includes #1-17 & J1-8 and strong Airmails; all
clean and F.-V.F. with the modern material mostly NH.
Estimate $300 - 400
2222 Hm)
Mexico, Spectacular Mint and Used Collection, 1856-2000. A marvelous collection of a few thousand
stamps, neatly arranged in eight stockbooks; strong in all
areas from beginning to end, many both mint and used and
earlies with lots district overprint varieties; highlights are numerous include (mint unless noted) #182, 200A, 273-277,
284-289, 303, 380 (used), 421, 422 (used), 483, 494, 515,
527, 538, 587a, 590, 602 (used), 625, C93A (both mint &
Muestra), C213, CO3-9, CO16a, CO30, O74, O120a
(used), O164, O192, O194, etc., etc., etc.; the collection in
just about complete mint from 1916 and includes a good
number of imperfs, overprint errors and Muestras; there are
also about 35 covers including five stampless and 12
1856-61 Hidalgos; condition is mixed early and on some of
the best numbers, but there are plenty of F-VF $100 stamps
and the 20th century is virtually all F-VF and plenty of early
NH like the 1940 Stamp Centenary and the 1942 Astrophysics Congress. This a powerful collection and should be
accorded plenty of viewing time. (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2223 m
Mexico, Specialized 19th Century Collections. Several hundred stamps housed in six stockbooks
with separate collections of the 1856 & 1861 Hidalgos, the
1864 Eagles, and the 1868, 1872, 1874-81 & 1879-83 Issues, all sorted by District, the Eagles and 1874 Issue also
sorted by type; condition is mixed, and there are some reprints mixed in, but there's plenty of F-VF and lots of scarce
stamps. Scott value alone, not counting two used 3c Eagles, is over $22,000. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2224 Hm
Mexico, Mint & Used Gainful Assortment,
1856-1993. In seven large stockbooks with duplication,
and starting with 1856 & 1861 Hidalgo Issues mostly in
used condition, followed by some Coat of Arms &
Maximilian examples, and then by imperforate & perforated
Hidalgo stamps issued in the 1870s-80s period, plus Numerals & "Mulitas" issues. We also noted Civil War Issues,
Carranza & "Corbata" overprints, followed by a wealth of
easy-to-sale sets & souvenir sheets, including definitives,
airmails, officials & special delivery, viewing is a must to appreciate the scope and value that this holding offers! F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2225 Hm
Mexico, Comprehensive Mint and Used Collection, 1856-1995. Many hundreds different, including
Back-of-the-Book issues, neatly arranged in a large
64-page stockbook; starts with reasonably nice Hidalgo
and goes on from there, skipping the rarities but loaded with
$50-$100 stamps, the 20th century being fairly complete,
the high values tending to be used until the 1920s; just a few
examples of some of the more unusual items to be found
are mint #795, C53a & C97a, the last two NH; condition,
though a little mixed early, is generally clean and F-VF and
mostly NH from the '60s on. A very good lot with which to
start a collection of Mexico. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2226 Hm
Mexico, Mint & Used Collection, 1856-1979.
In a Scott specialty album with some earlies, followed by
XIX Century representation, including Hidalgo, Numeral &
"Mulitas" Issues, and then mostly mint from 1903 onwards;
Civil War Issues, Carranza overprints, Sonora & "corbata"
examples, plus several fresh sets, part sets & singles such
as 1914 (381-85), 1914 (423-33), 1934 University (698-701
& 703-04), 1938 (740-45), 1940 (754-58), 1947-50
(837-51), 1950-52 (856-67), 1954-67 (875-85), 1956 souvenir sheet (896a) & 1960 (909), highly recommended as a
foundation collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2227 HH/Hm Mexico, Collection of Mint & Used. Collection
in two Minkus albums, 1853-1987, sparse mint in the 19th
century, better used, with some good numerals and Hidalgos, in the hingeless album from 1900 forward there are
many premium items, including airmails, BOB and some
revenues, with much NH, the used and mint album includes
loads of mint sets and souvenir sheets from the 1950's on,
usual mixed condition, a useful stock with huge retail value,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2228 Hm
Mexico, Mint & Used Collection, 1856-1957.
Presented in Scott specialty album with value concentrated
in the early issues, including 1856 (1 x2 & 4, used), 1861
(10, used), 1864-66 (20), 1867 (38, used), followed by Hidalgo & Numeral examples issued in the 1884-95 period,
also semipostals & airmails, plus some officials, worth viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2229 Hm
Mexico,
Mint
&
Used
Collection,
1890s-1960s. Presented in a Victoria album, and starting
with Numeral & Transportation Issues representation, followed by some early XX Century sets, part sets & singles.
We noted some better such as 1898 (284 x2, used), 1938
(740-45, mint) (C123-25, mint), 1945 (C148-52 & C153-57,
mint), plus some souvenir sheets & officials. This collection
arrived very late and careful viewing may reveal some other
"goodies", F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2230 Hm
Mexico, Mint & Used Accumulation. Comprising dealer's counterbook with some duplication and
many saleable sets, part sets & singles in the $5 to $20
range, including regulars, airmails & special delivery examples, Scott specialty album with mint & used collection
(1856-1980), plus a springback album with a mostly used
collection to 1950s, and incl. sets up to $35, a good lot to the
dealer of this country, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2231 Hm
Mexico, Mint & Used Collection, 1856-1988.
Few thousand stamps in an album, better mint includes C9,
better used includes 9, 19, 20, 24, 82, 121, 148, with airmails, postage dues and officials, lots of extras added, interesting and useful lot, viewing suggested as there is
potential here for collectors and dealers alike, o.g., F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2232 m
Mexico, Revenue Stamps Collection,
1870s-1940s. Basic starter collection of a couple hundred
different plus duplicates in three stockbooks; almost all
lower values; also includes both the 1968 Stevens and the
2011 Roberts Mexican Revenue catalogs.
Estimate $200 - 300
2233 H)
Mexico, Postal Stationery Collection. About
190 mainly mint and nearly all different in two FDC albums;
includes envelopes, postal cards, letter cards, wrappers &
correograms; all F-VF. Also includes the 1968 Elmhurst
Philatelic Society Catalog, apparently used as a checklist.
Estimate $200 - 300
2234 Hm
Monaco, Extensive Collection, 1885-1986.
Mainly mint and fairly complete for the period, neatly arranged in a two stockbooks; highlights include (mint unless
noted) #1-9, 11-23, 27, 28 (used), B1-7, B36-50, J4 & J18;
nearly complete from #177 including lots of souvenir & miniature sheets; First issue are somewhat mixed-quality, but
the rest is just about all F-VF and nearly all NH from the late
1950s. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2235 Hm
Monaco, Mainly Mint Collection, 1885-1986.
Fairly complete for the period, neatly arranged in a 64-page
stockbook; highlights include (mint unless noted) #5, 6 (no
gum), 8, 17, 20, 60-92, etc.; nearly complete from 1941 onward, including souvenir & miniature sheets; Semi-Postals
& Airs are a bit weak, but Dues include J4 (used) & J18 (no
gum); virtually all clean and F-VF and nearly all NH from the
early 1950s. (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2236 HH/Hm Monaco, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Thousand or so stamps and souvenir sheets, 1885-1990, in four
stockbooks, better mint includes 2 (x5), 3 (x2), 15 (x3),
204-208 (x13), 209-213 (x6), 354-362 (x3), B24-B25 (x5),
C20a (x2), C84-C88 (4), better used includes 6 (x4), with
plenty of souvenir sheets, excellent stock with great potential, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2237 Hm
Monaco, Mostly Mint Collection, 1885-1974.
Presented in a Lighthouse album, and beginning with 1885
(1-9, used), followed by 1891 Issue up to 1fr, 1914-19
(B1-6), 1924-33 (60-92), 1940 (B36-50), 1947 (B94 x2),
1949 (B99a, perforated & imperforate se-tenant blocks of
four), plus many other fresh sets in the modest range. We
also noted several Monaco (Europa) sheetlets issued in the
1974-82 period, and some "preobliteres" examples, attractive holding for dealer or collector, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2238 Hm
Monaco, Mint and Used Collection,
1885-1987. Nice, representative collection, neatly arranged in two 16-page stockbook; starts with #1-8 both mint
& used, then includes mint #15, 17 and is fairly complete
and mostly mint; Semi-Postals, Airs and Dues are weak but
we do note mint B36-50; condition of the first two issue is
just a bit mixed, but otherwise virtually everything is clean
and F-VF and mostly NH from the late 1950s. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2239 H
Monaco, Impressive Mint Collection,
1885-1989. A marvelous collection, neatly arranged in two
32-page stockbooks; Regular Issues, Commemoratives,
Airmails and Postage Dues are apparently complete,
less only #10; Semi-Postals include B1-7, B9-13, B36-50
(NH); also includes several miniature sheets and some
imperfs & proofs; condition is clean and F-VF throughout,
with NH beginning in about 1960., a fresh, well centered set
(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2240 HH/H
Mongolia, Mint Collection, 1924-1987. Several hundred different neatly arranged in two 32-page
stockbooks; includes #1-7 (plus perf. 10s), 40-44, 62-74,
83, 90, 114-115, 134-135, 138, 140-148, then is fairly complete to the early 1980s and scattered after that; all clean
and F-VF. An excellent starter collection., bright color
(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2241 Hm
Morocco,
Mainly
Mint
Collection,
1891-1970s. Fairly complete for the period, including Morocco, neatly arranged in a 32-page stockbook; starts with
#1-22 (#19 used) including 2a & 3a, 55-71, etc.; also includes about 40 Locals and the Morocco also includes
many NH blocks of 4 and several miniature sheets; condition, with very few exceptions, is clean and F-VF (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2242 Hm
Nepal, Virtually Complete Collection,
1886-1986. Neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook;
mainly used through 1946, mint and complete from 1949,
all clean and F-VF with NH beginning in the 1970s., beautifully centered and wonderfully fresh.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2243 Hm
Netherlands, Mint and Used Collection,
1852-1981. Fairly complete for the period neatly arranged
in a 32-page stockbook; mostly used and missing a few
high values through 1923, but nearly all mint and just about
complete from there on (Semi-Postals are complete); a few
better items include mint #161-163, 287-281 and used 66a
block of 4; Airs and Back-of-the-Book are also nearly complete, though mostly used; condition is a little mixed early,
but otherwise just about all F-VF, with NH beginning about
1960. A very nice starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2244 HH/Hm Netherlands, Collection, 1852-1990. A few
hundred stamps and booklets in a Scott Specialty album,
better used includes 1-3, 3a, 4-6, 7a-12, 17-22, 278-281,
better mint includes 325-327, 336-339, then complete mint
from 1957-1990, with complete sheets of 448-450, and 25+
complete booklets, an excellent lot to break up for resale,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2245 Hm
Netherlands, Mint and Used Collection,
1852-1982. Several hundred different, fairly complete for
the period, neatly arranged in a 32-page stockbook; mostly
used to about 1950 and mint after that; condition is mixed
early, but otherwise generally F-VF. Estimate $400 - 600
2246 Hm
Netherlands, Mint and Used Collection,
1852-1983. Fairly complete for the period, all neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; primarily used to about
1950 and mostly mint from there on; mixed early, but otherwise generally F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2247 Hm
Netherlands, Collection of Mint & Used.
1852-1949, a few hundred stamps in a Davo hingeless album, better used includes 1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 33, better mint includes 87-89, 226-243, B4-B5, B16-B20, B25-B32,
B50-B53, B54-B57, B66-B69, B81, needs to be carefully
checked for NH material, well worth the time spent, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2248 Hm
Netherlands, Mint and Used Collection,
1852-1980s. Several hundred different neatly arranged in
two 16-page stockbooks; just about complete from 1923 to
1982, mainly used to about 1950 and mint after that; mixed
condition early, but otherwise generally F-VF.
Estimate $350 - 500
2249 Hm
Netherlands, Two Small Collections,
1852-1980. Many hundreds including duplicates, neatly arranged in two 16-page stockbooks; mostly used including a
group of Dutch Colonies; few faults but generally F-VF; very
little over $25 or so, but a useful lot for a general collector.
Estimate $300 - 400
2250 Hm
Netherlands & Colonies, Dealer Stock. Delightful stock of a few thousand housed in four KaBe
stockbooks, 1873-1961, better used includes 2 (x12), 6, 9,
22 (x5), 24 (x8), 29 (x2), 52 (x4), B1-B3 (x7), B25-B32, with
hundreds of mint and used sets from Netherlands, New
Guinea, Netherlands Antilles and Netherlands Indies,
should be more than enough material to make this lot worth
more than our low estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2251 Hm
Netherlands
&
Colonies,
Collection,
1852-1961. In a Minkus album with hundreds of stamps,
we noted several better such as Netherlands 1852 (1-3,
used), followed by XIX Century representation, and then by
many sets up to $50, including semipostals such as 1942
Legion sheets (B144a-45a), Netherlands Antilles
(1870s-1940s), Netherlands Indies (1860s-1940s) & Surinam (1873-1955), sections with useful sets, part sets &
singles, truly a good deal for our estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2252 Hm
Netherlands East Indies, Mint & Used Collection, 1864-1949. Nearly complete and neatly arranged in a
16-page stockbook; mostly used, though including mint
#157, 294-303 & N12; mixed condition early, but otherwise
virtually all clean and F-VF; also includes Netherlands New
Guinea complete mint (mostly LH)., an extra large, post office fresh stamp.
Estimate $600 - 800
2253 Hm
Netherlands West Indies, Nearly Complete
Collection, 1873-1982. Mainly mint collection neatly arranged in a 32-page stockbook; missing only about 15-20
stamps and all clean and F-VF. Great lot. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2254 Hm
Netherlands Colonies: Surinam, Mainly Mint
Collection, 1873-1982. Fairly complete for the period
neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; missing a few high
values and others are used, but otherwise the Regular Issues, Commemoratives and Semi-Postals are virtually
complete mint from 1925 to 1982, and the Airs & Dues are
also mostly complete; condition is just about all clean and
F-VF, with NH beginning in 1945. A great lot. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2255 Hm
Nicaragua,
Mainly
Mint
Collection,
1862-1990. Several hundred stamps neatly arranged in
two stockbooks; missing all the rarities (there's not much
over $50 or so) but includes just about everything else, including lots of souvenir & miniature sheets; generally clean
and F-VF. A great starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2256 Hm
Nicaragua, Mostly Mint Collection To 1990.
In three Deluxe stockbooks, including 1869-80 perforated &
rouletted issues, 1890 Issue with some interesting imperforate multiples, followed by a wealth of sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets issued in the XX Century. We also
noted official sets & some part sheets (5¢ red & 5¢ orange
with black overprints), well worth our estimate, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2257 Hm)
Nicaragua, Collection, 1949-90. Mounted in
two Elbe albums with most regular, airmails & postal tax
stamps for the period, including a respectable amount of
souvenir sheets and many first day covers, a good lot for the
dealer to break down or to be integrated into a collection,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2258 H
Norway, Excellent Mint and Used Collection,
1855-1987. Very nearly complete for the period neatly arranged by Scott number in two stockbooks; the 19th century is used, beginning with four nice #1s, followed by #2-15
with duplicates for cancels; from there the regular issues
are mostly used and the commemoratives mainly mint and
virtually complete to 1987 with a pretty solid showing from
1992-2000 as well; highlights include MNH #246, 340-342,
B24 (2, MNH and tied on piece by Oslo First Day cancel)
and two used J5a; condition includes a few minor flaws
early, but is otherwise virtually all clean and F-VF with a
good bit of NH. A great lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2259 Hm
Norway, Mint and Used Collection,
1856-1980s. Several hundred stamps, fairly complete from
1910, neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; mostly used
to the 1920s and mainly mint from there on; includes used
#101-110, B1-8 and mint #132-35, 150-61, 246, 279-89
(NH), etc.; 19th century condition is mixed, especially on
the best numbers, but is otherwise clean and F-VF. A nice
starter collection.
Estimate $400 - 600
2260 HH/Hm Norway, Stock, 1856-2000. Few hundred mint
& used stamps in a stock book, better mint includes
275-289, 382-386, 551-554, B15-B18, B20-B23, B64-B65,
better used includes 3-5, good range of posthorns, 96-98,
240-245, with good postage dues and officials, excellent
holding for beginner, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2261 HH/Hm Norway, Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1856-1982. A few thousand stamps and souvenir sheets in
two stock books, better used includes 4 (x3), 5, 8 (x5), 9, 10,
better mint 104-110 (x5), 177-180 (x2), 181-183 (x5),
279-289, 486-489 (x3), B20-B23, B28-B30 (x3), excellent
opportunity to replenish your stock inexpensively, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2262 Hm
Panama, Mainly Mint Collection, 1878-1984.
Several hundred stamps neatly arranged by Scott in three
stockbooks; mixed mint & used between #5//184 but mint
and just about complete fro that point forward including
back-of-the-book and a small group of covers and
non-Scott material; condition is generally clean and F-VF.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2263 Hm
Paraguay,
Mainly
Mint
Collection,
1870-1980s. An impressive collection, very nearly complete through the 1970s including souvenir sheets, all
neatly arranged in six stockbooks; besides the normal sets
there are such unusual things as B19a presentation folder,
Muestra (Specimen) overprints, e.g. #366-73, 395-97 &
C131-33 (also a FDC of the last two) and imperfs, e.g. pairs
of 415-18, C147-53 & 442-46, C163-167; also includes a
half-dozen 1930s-'40s covers; virtually all clean and F-VF.
An excellent lot, loaded with topicals. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2264 Hm
Peru, Extensive Collection, 1857-1999. Several hundred different neatly arranged by Scott in two
stockbooks; very solid mint & used 19th century and fairly
complete, mainly mint 20th to 1976, then jumps to the
mid-1980s through the late '90s; loaded with $25-$75 singles and sets with some higher, like #175 and C16-39; also
includes excellent Back-of-the-Book with many 1881-85
Provisionals and some Revenues and other non-Scott material. A very interesting lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2265 Hm
Peru, Mint & Used Assortment, 1858-1978. In
a stockbook with XIX Century representation, followed by
sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, plus some
useful airmails such as 1938 (C49-60), 1948 (C81a x2, one
with "Aereo" overprint, other "Melbourne 1956"), also postage dues & postal tax examples, ideal for ebay seller,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2266 Hm
Peru, Mint and Used Collection, 1858-1980.
Nice starter collection of several hundred different neatly
arranged in 16-page stockbook; mostly used to 1951 and
just about all mint and relatively complete from there to
about 1980; condition is a little mixed early, but otherwise
clean and F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2267 Hm
Philippines,
Mainly
Mint
Collection,
1859-1980s. Starts with about 200 Spanish period, mixed
mint/used, followed by fairly complete, nearly all mint U.S.
Admin and Japanese Occupation, including mint #241-284
(273-274 used), 289D, 290-462, C1-6, C9-11 & C17; this is
followed by virtually completely mint Republic issues
through the mid-1980s; the whole is neatly arranged by
Scott in three stockbooks; condition is somewhat mixed
early, especially on the higher values, but is otherwise generally F-VF. Would make a great starter collection. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2268 HH/Hm Philippines, US Administration & Republic,
Dealer Stock. Several hundred mint & used stamps in two
stockbooks, begins with #213 and continues on through
Japanese occupation and up to 1972, moderate duplication
with items like used 213 (x8), 214 (x7), 215 (x5), 216 (x9),
217 (x10) and 218 (x4), should provide the lucky winner a
foundation for expansion or for internet sales, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2269 Hm
Poland, Mainly Mint Collection, 1860-1990s.
Nearly complete through the 1980s including souvenir &
miniature sheets and some imperfs, all neatly arranged in
three stockbooks; starts with an attractive used #1 and also
includes used Gniezno Provisionals (plated & signed
Franz); Back-of-the-Book issues include Gen. Govt. and
Offices in Danzig; condition is just about all clean and F-VF,
with NH beginning in the 1960s with many NH earlier, like
B29 perf & imperf. An excellent lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2270 m
Poland, Mostly Used Collection to 1987. In
two well-filled Schaubek albums with some better earlies
such as 1921 Poznan Fair semi-official airmails, followed
by several sets & souvenir sheets in the modest range with
some better such as 1936 (306-07), 1937 (314-16), 1938
(B29, used), excellent as a foundation collection, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2271 HH/H
Poland, Mint Collection, 1928-1970. Fairly
complete for the period, neatly arranged in two 16-page
stockbooks; includes a few imperfs and lots of souvenir
sheets; all clean and F-VF, with NH beginning about 1960.
Estimate $350 - 500
2272 Hm
Portugal,
Outstanding
Collection,
1853-1980s. More than 1700 different—nearly complete
for the period—neatly arranged in two 32-page stockbooks;
19th century mainly used including #2, 3, 6-78 (plus perf varieties), 79-86, 88-143, then virtually complete (less
some 1940s souvenir sheets) through the mid-1980s,
with the 20th century, other than some regular issue high
values, being mint; Back-of-the-Book is also very nearly
complete; as for condition, it's just a little mixed early, but
otherwise clean and F-VF, with NH beginning in the 1960s.
A fabulous lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2273 Hm
Portugal, Mint and Used Collection,
1853-1981. Nice starter collection neatly arranged in two
16-page stockbooks; 19th century is mostly used and
somewhat scattered but 20th is mainly mint and almost
complete (minus the better souvenir sheets), though many
of the higher values are used; condition is mixed, especially
early, but generally F-VF, with NH beginning in the '60s.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2274 Hm
Portugal, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1940-77.
In glassine envelopes with duplication and housed in two
small boxes, including many sets, part sets & singles in the
modest range with several higher such as 1947 (683-88
x5), 1953 (776-77 x4), 1955 (804-12 x5), plus many other
sets up to $10, including regular & Red Cross Society issues in blocks of four. A useful stock of this popular collecting area, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2275 Hm
Portugal, Mint and Used Collection,
1856-1983. Several hundred diff neatly arranged by in a
16-page stockbook; mostly used to the 1920s and mainly
mint and almost complete from there onward; mixed condition early, but otherwise just about all F-VF, with NH beginning about 1960.
Estimate $600 - 800
2276 Hm
Portugal, Mint and Used Collection,
1853-1981. Small collection arranged by Scott in a
16-page stockbook; mostly used to the 1920s and primarily
mint and almost complete from there onward; mixed condition early, but otherwise just about all F-VF, with NH beginning about 1960.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2277 HH/Hm Portugal, Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1853-1980. Wonderful stock of couple of thousand stamps
in two large stockbooks, better used includes 25, 26, 27, 32,
better mint includes 315-345 (x4), 436 (x3), 594 (x10),
683-688 (x2), 731-734, 753-756, 804-812, 813-815 (x3),
824-827 (x2), includes many mint blocks of four, some scattered BOB, condition mixed on a few, an appealing group
with considerable catalog value, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
2278 Hm
Portugal, Mint and Used Collection,
1862-1970s. Several hundred different neatly arranged in
a 16-page stockbook; fairly complete 20th century (no souvenir sheets), mostly used to the mid-1930s, and just about
all mint after that; condition is generally F-VF with mint LH
until 1973.
Estimate $350 - 500
2279 Hm
Portugal, Mint and Used Collection,
1862-1983. Several hundred different neatly arranged in a
64-page stockbook; fairly completely 20th century (except
for souvenir sheets), mostly used to 1920, mint and used to
the mid-'60s and mint after that; condition is generally F-VF
with newer NH.
Estimate $300 - 400
2280 Hm
Portuguese Colonies, Extensive Collection,
1868-1970. A few thousand different mint and used, all
neatly arranged in four stockbooks; contains perhaps 90%
of everything up to $50 or so and some better, like mint Angola #314a, 333-356 (Birds complete), St. Thomas &
Prince #302-319 (NH) & C1-9; most colonies go to the late
1960s and a few later (e.g. Angola to 1980); 19th century
condition is a little mixed, but 20th is generally clean and
F-VF. An outstanding starter collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2281 H
Portuguese Colonies, Mint Dealer Stock. In
glassine envelopes with duplication, identified with Scott
numbers and housed in small box, including Angola sets
up to $24, Cabo Verde representation, Mozambique 1947
(298-99 x32, blocks of four & six) & 1946 (C10 x80), plus
1927 (RA11-20 x5, including. blocks of four), Mozambique
Company 1925-31 (155-61 blocks of four), 1937 (175-93
x7, including. blocks of four) (194-200 x17, including.
blocks of four) & (C1-15 x7, including. blocks of four), Portuguese Guinea (1950-70) representation, including. 1953
(281-90 x6), Portuguese India 1951 (507-15 x3), plus several other sets up to $11, including. airmails, postage dues
& postal tax, St. Thome-E-Principe 1923 (268-73 x5), plus
several sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, a
holding you should see, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2282 Hm
Romania,
Outstanding
Collection,
1858-2002. A spectacular intact collection, nearly complete for the period, neatly arranged in four thick
stockbooks; 19th century is mostly used with highlights including used #6, 7, 9 (3), 10, 15a, 16, 44a, 46 and mint #8b,
46, 57 &59; 20th century is all mint and virtually complete,
including some imperfs and lots of souvenir & miniature
sheets; condition on the First Issues is somewhat mixed, as
always, but later is virtually all clean and F-VF with NH
starting as early as the late 1930s. A truly marvelous
opportunity. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2283 Hm
Romania, Mint and Used Collection,
1859-1960s. Several hundred different neatly arranged in
a 32-page stockbook; relatively complete for the period, including Semi-Postals; 19th century mostly used, 20th
mainly mint; highlights include a nice used #9, mint 172a
(NH), 198-206, etc.; condition is just about all clean and
F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2284 Hm
Romania, Mint & Used Collection,
1862-1971. In a Minkus album, starting with some
Moldavia-Walachia examples, followed by a nice representation of Prince Carol imperforate issues, followed by King
Carol perforated issues, and then by many useful sets, part
sets & souvenir sheets issued in the XX Century such as
1906 General Exposition (196-206), 1911 (230-39). We
also noted many semipostal sets, plus airmails, postage
dues & some examples issued under German Occupation
in the 1917-18 period, a fine opportunity for anyone with an
interest in Romania philately, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2285 Hm
Romania, Old-Time Collection, 1860s-1970s.
Mint & used in two Viennese albums with some
Moldavia-Walachia examples, Prince Carol imperforates
issued in the 1866-70 period, followed by several King
Carol perforated issues, also 1903 (171-72), 1906
(196-206), and many other sets in the modest range, incl.
semipostals, airmails & souvenir sheets, plus some
Montenegro Issues, viewing recommended, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2286 Hm
Romania, Assortment, 1866-1970. Mint &
used in a Safe stockbook with duplication, we spotted several useful sets & singles such as 1866-70 Prince Carol imperforates, followed by King Carol perforated examples
issued in the 1880s-90s, 1906 General Exposition (205-06
used, plus several examples with S.E. overprints), followed
by a wealth of sets, including regulars & semipostals, the
kind of holding you have been waiting for! F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2287 Hm
Romania, Mint & Used Collection. In a
Schaubek album with some earlies and value concentrated
in the 1920s-70s period, including regulars, semipostals &
airmails, plus a three-ring binder with modern sets in singles, pairs & blocks of four, incl. Disney stamps issued in
the 1985-86 period, viewing invited, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2288 Hm
Russia, Powerful Mint and Used Collection,
1857-1960s. An exceptional collection, nearly complete for
the period, neatly arranged in three 32-page stockbooks;
starts with three used #1s and includes used #3, 4 (2) and
mint/unused #5-10 plus used duplicates; later highlights in
(mint unless noted) #288B, 487-88 (used), 540-50, 666-77
(NH), 789-810, 1080a-82a, C25b, C26-30, C40-49, C75a,
etc., etc.; includes all the better sets of the 1920s-40s,
though several are used; condition is quite mixed early, especially on the higher values, but is otherwise generally
clean and F-VF, with NH beginning in the mid-1950s (plus a
few NH surprises earlier). A truly outstanding lot. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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2289 Hm
Russian Area, Mainly Mint Collection. Several hundred different neatly arranged in a 48-page
stockbook; most of the value in the Offices including
mint/unused China #50-70, 78, and Turkish Empire #1, 1b,
1c, 67a, 111-117, 161-169, 213-227 plus #256, 276 & 282
on three separate covers; also includes better Armenia,
some Far Eastern Republic, South Russia, Ukraine, etc;
condition is generally F-VF throughout. An excellent starter
collection. (photo on web site). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2298 Hm
San Marino, Mint & Used Assortment,
1877-1974. In two Ka-Be stockbooks with duplication, beginning with nice earlies, including Numeral & Coat of Arms
examples, followed by 1892 (27 x2 & 28 x4, used), 1894
Palace & Regents (29-31 x3, used) & 1903-25 Numeral-Mt.
Titano Issue up to 1L, plus many sets & part sets, including.
semipostals (B3-11), airmails, special delivery & postage
dues, highly recommended for dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

2290 HH
Russia, Mint Collection, 1966-1980. About
1700 stamps and 115 souvenir & miniature sheets, virtually
complete for the period, neatly arranged in two 32-page
stockbooks; all NH & Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

2299 Hm
San Marino, Mainly Mint Collection,
1877-1977. Nice starter collection of a few hundred different neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; missing most
of the $50 & up stamps, but otherwise relatively complete
for the period; highlights include (mint unless noted) #4, 7,
7a (used), 169-180, B3-17, C71 and much more; condition
is generally F-VF, with NH beginning in the 1960s.
Estimate $300 - 400

2291 HH
Rwanda, Nearly Complete Mint Collection,
1962-1988. Neatly arranged in a 32-page stockbook; all
Very Fine and NH including most souvenir sheets.
Estimate $350 - 500
2292 H
Rwanda, Nearly Complete Mint Collection,
1962-1988. A similar collection, this one in two stockbooks;
all Very Fine, but this time all LH.
Estimate $200 - 300
2293 HH
Ryukyus, Nearly Complete Mint Collection,
1948-1972. Lacking only #7a & 17, neatly arranged in a
16-page stockbook; includes all major numbers, as well as
#1a-7a, 16A, 24a, 51a & 52a; also many blocks of 4 including #35, 54-74, C4-8 & E1; all clean and F-VF and all NH except C1-3. A marvelous collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2294 HH/H
Ryukyus, Stock, 1957-1972. Mostly mint NH
stock of this popular country, begins with #51 and continues
to 225, with duplication of most items, i.e. 41 (x20), 43 (x10),
125-127 (x10), 206 (x16), no airmails but high catalog
value, examination invited, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2295 HH/H
Ryukyus, Mint Dealer Stock. A few hundred
stamps in a stock book, includes a few of the second printing, then skips to #27, and follows to 228 with modest duplication, two sets C4-C8, C19-C23, concludes with a few full
sheets, nice lot that should be reviewed, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2296 Hm
Salvador, Mint and Used Collection,
1867-1990s. A fairly complete collection neatly arranged in
four 16-page stockbooks; 19th century mixed mint and
used, 20th nearly all mint and nearly complete to the early
1990s; earlies are a bit mixed quality, but otherwise, with
few exceptions (C1a has stains), everything is F-VF and
mostly LH.
Estimate $500 - 750
2297 Hm
San Marino, Mainly Mint Collection,
1877-1980. Several hundred different neatly arranged in
two 16-page stockbooks; highlights include (mint unless
noted) #15 & 17 (no gum), 21 (used), 28, 143-150 (NH),
169-180, 257 miniature sheet of 10 (NH), 292-93 (NH), 411
(NH), 490 miniature sheet (NH), C1-10, C63-71, C77
(used) & used J50-51 (used); few small flaws on some of
the higher values, but otherwise clean and F-VF, with NH
beginning in the mid-1950s. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2300 Hm
Saudi Arabia, Powerful Mainly Mint Collection, 1916-1989. Several hundred different, including
Hejaz and Nejd, neatly arranged in a 32-page stockbook;
missing the keys, but loaded with better material including
such highlights as (all mint) L62, L64, L68, L72, L77, L79,
149 imperf (no gum), and the following NH #173-176 &
187-191, 211-242, 286-311, 393, then nearly complete to
1989, including #730, 740a, etc., etc., etc.; strangely, the
only Back-of-the-Book issues are Hejaz & Nejd Postage
Dues. As for condition, with very few exceptions, everything
is clean and F-VF throughout, with NH beginning about
1960. A truly fabulous lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2301 Hm
Saudi Arabia, Mainly Mint Collection,
1916-1989. A few hundred different neatly arranged in a
16-page stockbook; no rarities, but lots of $10-$50 singles
and sets; includes about 200 pre-1950 includes Postage
Dues (with blocks of 4 of LJ7, LJ14-16 & LJ20 and pairs of
LJ24a & 25a), then about 40 scattered set to the late 1980s
including NH #682-86, 730 & 1002; just about all clean and
F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2302 Hm
Spain, Valuable Collection, 1850-1992. Intact
mint and used collection of many hundreds neatly arranged
in four stockbook; classics include lots of $50-$300 stamps,
with a few higher, while the issues from 1870 onward are
fairly complete and, from 1922, just about all mint; highlights include (mint unless noted), #345-385, 572-573 NH,
605A-F (4p with some abrasions), B108Ab, B108Kl (c.t.o.),
C97 (signed Elliot), etc.; Back-of-the-Book includes Canary
Islands and about 400 different Spanish Civil War local
overprints; condition is very mixed early, with most of the
better stamps having faults, but the 20th century is, with few
exceptions, F-VF throughout. A very useful lot. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2303 Hm
Spain, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1987.
A couple thousand different arranged in a 64-page
stockbook; 19th century mostly used, 20th mainly mint and
fairly complete; highlights include mint #215, 222-230,
332-357, etc.; condition is mixed early, but generally F-VF
later with NH beginning about 1960. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2304 Hm
Spain,
Mint
and
Used
Collection,
1851-1980s. Nice starter collection neatly arranged in a
64-page stockbook; 19th century mostly used, 20th mainly
mint and fairly complete from 1940 to the early 1980s; condition is mixed early, but generally F-VF later with NH beginning in the early '60s (plus a few earlier NH surprises like
B137-138). (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2305 Hm
Spain, Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1980.
Useful starter collection neatly arranged in a 64-page
stockbook; mostly used through the 1920s and mainly mint
thereafter; fairly complete from the mid-1950s; condition is
quite mixed early, but generally F-VF later with NH beginning in the mid-'60s.
Estimate $500 - 750
2306 Hm
Spain, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock, 1929-80. In
glassines and housed in small box, we noted many desirable sets such as 1930 Goya (386-402 x7), 1930 (446 x5),
followed by many art sets in singles & blocks of four, we also
noted some Catacombs semipostals, and useful airmails
(C6-11, C18-30, C43-49 & C62-67 x8), plus 1916 (O12-19
x7), highly recommended for dealer, Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2307 Hm
Spanish Colonies, Excellent Starter Collection. Mainly mint collection of several hundred different
neatly arranged in three stockbooks; value primarily in Andorra #19 (used), 37-49 NH, 1972 Europa NH), Fernando
Po, Morocco (including #1-13, 28-38, 121-28, Edifil 160B-Q
& NE18-19) and Puerto Rico, but also includes Aguera,
Cape Juby, Guinea, Ifni, Rio de Oro, Sahara, etc.; condition
is just a little mixed, especially early, but is generally F-VF.
A great lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2308 Hm
Sweden, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1994. Fairly complete for the period neatly arranged in two stockbooks; 19th century mostly used, 20th
mainly mint; highlights include used #197-228, then from
#229 (NH) to 1994 almost complete (only includes newer
booklets) and nearly all mint; other better mint include
B1-11, C5 & J4; condition includes a few flaws early, but is
otherwise just about all clean and F-VF, with NH beginning
in the 1960s. A terrific lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2309 m
Sweden, Used Collection, 1855-1970s. A relatively complete used collection neatly arranged in a
16-page stockbook; the 1924 U.P.U. sets go only to the 2k,
but, other than the rarities, just about everything else is
here; condition, with only a few exceptions, mainly 19th
century, is clean and F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2310 Hm
Sweden, Mint & Used Assortment,
1855-1984. In a stockbook with many desirable sets, part
sets & singles (used unless noted) such as 1855 (2),
1858-62 (6-12), 1910-19 (77-94), 1924 UPU (197-208,
mostly mint) & 1924 UPU (213//226, mint), plus many other
in the modest range, including some semipostals, airmails,
postage dues & officials, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2311 Hm
Sweden, Mint and Used Collection,
1858-1980s. Several hundred different neatly arranged in
two 16-page stockbooks; mostly used to the mid-1960s and
nearly all mint (NH) and almost complete to 1984; condition
is just about all clean and F-VF, include a gorgeous used
#14.
Estimate $300 - 400
2312 HH/Hm Sweden, Dealer Stock, 1910-1975. A few
thousand stamps in a stock book, better mint includes 375
(x3), B32-B36 (x3), better used 6 (x2), 10 (x2), 12, 13 (x10),
20 (x2), useful Numerals, Posthorns & King Gustav types,
with plenty of pairs and blocks, a few mixed condition, outstanding opportunity for retail or internet dealer, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2313 HH/Hm Sweden, Stock, 1862-1967. Few hundred mint
& used stamps in a stockbook, better used includes 7, 12,
14, 21, 27, 37, 213-224, B1-B10, B12-B20, better mint includes 167-188, 197-208, 229, 236-247, C1-C3, J12-J18,
J20-J22, with many other useful singles and sets, well worth
viewing, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2314 Hm
Switzerland, Mint and Used Collection,
1850-2002. Exceptional collection of many hundreds
neatly arranged in three 32-page stockbooks; highlights include used #3, 8, 8a, 27 strip of 3, 89-93 (90 mint) and mint
#75, 86-88, 88a, 88b, 97, 97a, 111, 126-145, 182-185 and
then virtually complete to 2002 include the Naba sheet,
Pax issue, etc.; Semi-Postals are complete and B4-9 &
B12-672 are all NH including all the souvenir sheets except
B143 (LH); Airs are also complete, including grilled gum &
C25a (NH); Postage Dues include J11 mint & J19 used, and
the Officials are fairly complete, but lack most of the $50+
stamps. As for condition, the earlies are just a little mixed,
but otherwise, except for a few minor flaws, everything is
clean and F-VF. A marvelous lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2315 HH/H
Switzerland, Mint Dealer Stock, 1862-1995.
Superb stock of mint Switzerland, all arranged by catalog
number with NH material to the left and hinged to the right,
better includes 76 (x2), 83, 87 (x2), 90, 96, 98-100, 141 (x3),
182, 183, 376-377 (x4), 406-409 (x2), B2-B3 (x5), B4-B6
(x2), B7-B9 (x3), B10-B11 (x2), C3-C12 with duplication,
C14 (x2), with postage dues and officials, set aside plenty of
time to peruse this lot, well worth the time, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2316 Hm
Switzerland, Mint and Used Collection,
1855-1982. Fairly complete for the period neatly arranged
in a 64-page stockbook; 19th century mostly used, 20th
mainly mint and nearly complete; highlights include used
#50, 56a, 1945 Pax issue, C1-2 and mint #145, Naba sheet
(LH) and NH #352a, B105, B144 & B206; condition is mixed
early, but generally F-VF later with NH (& lots of blocks of 4)
beginning in the 1960s. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2317 HH/Hm Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection,
1850-1994. Excellent early material highlights this collection, better used includes 8,12, 15-19, 20-23, 36-40, 50,
100, B4-B6, B7-B9, B10-B11, better mint includes B80,
B105, B116, B119, B131, B132, B144, C1, C3-C12, C15,
and with most of the following material in parallel mint &
used sets, with dozens of extras such as mint and used
blocks of four, full sheets, se-tenants, a delightful group with
tons of sales able material, please inspect, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2318 HH/Hm Switzerland, Souvenir Sheets Dealer Stock,
1938-1972. Dozens of mint souvenir sheets in an album,
1938-1972, includes 242 (x11), 352a (x4), 371a (x30), 428
(x26), B80 (x8), B89 (x13), B119 (x2), B130, B131, B132
(x4), B144 (x4), B178 (x17), B297 (x28), mostly NH, with
many others, also unexploded booklets, as sure a thing as
you will ever see, don't neglect this lot, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2319 m
Switzerland, Used Dealer Stock.
Four
stockbooks loaded with used material, better includes 38,
39, 40 (x2), 46, 47, 50, 75 (x3), 76 (x4), 185 (x2), 256-267
(x2), 303, B2-B3 (x2), B4-B6, B7-B9, B10-B11 (x3),
B12-B14 (x2), B15-B17 (x3), B18-B20 (x3), C12, C15, with
plenty of BOB, some mixed condition, inspection will reveal
the value of this accumulation, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2320 H
Switzerland,
Solid
Mint
Collection,
1862-1982. A nice basic collection neatly arranged in two
32-page stockbooks; starts with seated Helvetias then
jumps to the 1907 issue; fairly complete mint from the
mid-1930s with lots of NH blocks of 4 beginning as early as
the 1940s and pretty complete for the 1970s & '80s;
Semi-Postals and Airs are also virtually complete (no
B206); condition, with the exception of a few earlies, is all
clean and F-VF with plenty of NH (including #242, 352a,
B4-6, B21-28, B80, B116, B119, B132, B144, B178, C15 &
C25a). An excellent lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2321 Hm
Switzerland, Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1924-85. In glassine envelopes with duplication, including
many sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, plus
some souvenir sheets, including regulars & semipostals, a
clean lot, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2322 Hm
Switzerland,
Mainly Mint
Collection,
1862-1982. Several hundred different neatly arranged in a
32-page stockbook; starts with some seated Helvetias then
jumps to the 1907 issue; fairly complete mint from the
mid-1930s including all but the three best souvenir sheets;
condition is rough early, but is just about all clean and F-VF
later, including NH souvenir sheets #242, 352a, B80 &
B178.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2323 Hm
Syria, Outstanding, Mainly Mint Collection,
1919-1980. Fairly complete for the period neatly arranged
in a 32-page stockbook; highlights include #4-19 (4 & 9
used), 25-30, then virtually everything from 1921 through
the late 1980s including U.A.R. issues; Airs, including souvenir sheets, and Dues are also nearly complete; and there
is a small collection of Arabian Government issues; condition, with very few exceptions, is clean and F-VF, with NH
beginning about 1960. A tremendous lot. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2324 Hm
Tannu Tuva, Mainly Mint Collection,
1929-1936. Includes #1-34, 39, 45-52, 54-91 and C1-18,
all neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; all clean and
F-VF, the 1936 regular issue mostly used, otherwise just
about all mint. Nice starter collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2325 Hm
Tunisia, Virtually Complete Collection,
1888-1988. More than 1000 different, mainly mint stamps,
neatly arranged in two 16-page stockbooks; starts with
#1-27 (13, 25 & 27 used) and is, as near as we could tell,
complete through the late 1980s lots of perf & imperf souvenir sheets; even includes a nice showing of “T”-perforated
Postage Dues; condition is mixed early, with hidden flaws
on some of the higher values, but is otherwise clean and
F-VF, with NH beginning in the 1960s. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2326 H
Tunisia, Mint Dealer Stock. In glassine envelopes and housed in small box with duplication, many Never
Hinged and all identified with Scott numbers, including
some nice earlies such as 1906-26 (29-57), 1928 (C7-9 x8),
1930 (C10-12 x5) & 1956 (C21-24 x3). We also noted a
large amount of regular sets up to $8, including regulars &
semipostals (B91-95 x15 & B99-102 x8), a very fresh holding recommended for the internet dealer, Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2327 Hm
Turkey, Powerful Mainly Mint Collection,
1863-1981. A spectacular collection, highly complete for
the period, neatly arranged in five 32-page stockbooks;
highlights are numerous including (mint unless noted) #13
(mint & used), 66 (2), 102-109 (50pi no gum), 151-160 (25pi
used), 267, 270 (2), 271-287 (278, 286 used), strong 1917
overprints, 552-564, 605-625 with shades & perfs, B54-68
(slight gum tones), etc.; Postage Dues are strong including
local types, while Newspapers and Postal Tax are nearly
complete; and there's a very good collection of Turkey in
Asia, including #68, 72 & 76; condition is a little mixed early,
but is otherwise just about all clean and F-VF, with some NH
beginning as early as the 1940s. A truly amazing lot (photo
on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2328 HH/Hm Turkey, Collection, 1865-1968. Several hundred stamps in a Scott Specialty album, nice earlies from
1860's to 1870's that need identification, from the 1890's
appears to only be missing the higher priced material, with
many overprints, better used includes 672, better mint includes 781-784, 789-798, 799-804, 841, 842-845,
855-858, 915a, 933, C18, with excellent BOB, will be a boon
to the knowledgeable dealer or collector, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2329 Hm
Turkey, Collection, 1863-1980. A few thousand mint and used stamps in a Scott Specialty album,
better mint includes 61, 583-586, better used includes 40
(x2), 682-704, 789-798, 855-858, with airmails, postage
dues, officials, postal tax, postal tax air post stamps and offices in Asia, great lot for the specialist, please review, o.g.,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2330 HH/Hm Turkey, Mint & Used Collection. Several hundred stamps mounted in a Davo album, 1863-1980, better
used includes 1, 2, 4, 5, 26, 58, 66, better mint includes 8, 9,
11, 12, 28, with excellent runs of mint & used 19th century,
mint M1-M5, mint & used complete sets to 1980, with semi
postals, airmails and BOB, condition is better than the
norm, a great lot to build upon, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2331 Hm
Turkey, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Several
hundred stamps in a stock book, includes good 19th century with many overprints, good semi postals and airmails,
better mint includes 805-810, 841, 855-858, 933, C44-C48,
J62, used includes 841, M1-M5, also includes mint & used
officials, postal tax, postal tax air post stamps, there are
condition issues, presentation is messy but a little work will
be well rewarded, o.g., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2332 Hm
Uruguay, Nearly Complete Collection,
1856-1980. Marvelous collection neatly arranged in a large
stockbook; starts with signed unused examples of #1-3, followed by an impressive showing of Montevideo Suns; from
there the collection is mostly mint and essentially complete
to the mid-1970s, including #375-385 and complete Airmails; condition, with some hidden flaws on some of the
earlies, is just about all clean and F-VF. A tremendous collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2333 Hm
Uruguay, Mint and Used Collection,
1859-1980. Useful starter collection of several hundred different neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; starts with a
#8 and six other “Suns”, then is fairly complete to 1980,
though mostly used, especially the regular issues, through
the mid-1930s, with earlier long sets missing the high values; condition is generally F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600
2334 H
Vatican, Nearly Complete Mint Collection,
1929-1981. Missing #35-40 and a few cheaper sets, but
otherwise everything is here including the Airmails, all
neatly arranged in 16-page stockbook; some gum toning on
many of the earlier issues, otherwise f-Very Fine and mostly
NH from the 1960s with a good number NH prior to that.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2335 HH/Hm Vatican, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock,
1929-1980. A few hundred stamps in a stock book, better
mint includes 1-13, 47-54, 55-60, 61-67, 68-71, E1-E2,
better used includes 31, then mint through 1980, with some
BOB material, fresh & clean lot, we suggest inspection,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2336 H
Venezuela, Impressive Mint and Used Collection, 1859-1980s. Very nearly complete for the period,
all neatly arranged in four stockbooks; early 19th century is
mixed quality, and includes some reference material, but
later is generally clean and F-VF and virtually complete
(293-304 & C17-40 are NH); highlights are numerous, but
suffice to say that the 1951-54 Arms series is complete but
for one stamp: the 15c Aragua airmail, C404; everything
else seems to be here, including a selection of “GN” perfins
(with C17-40 mint) and Back-of-the-Book issues; also includes about 60 covers, including six from 1864-1877 and
several commercial airmail covers from the 1930s.
All-in-all, a terrific lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2337 Hm
Venezuela, Collection, 1859-1989. Several
hundred mint & used stamps mounted in an album, better
used includes 1a, 7, 8, 9, 10, 21, 39, 41, 44a, 100, 325-342,
better mint includes 16, 17, some condition issues, as with
any collection, viewing is recommended, o.g., F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2338 Hm
Venezuela, Mint & Used Assortment,
1859-1979. In two Ka-Be stockbooks with duplication, including several better (used unless noted) such as 1859
(1-3), 1862 (7 & 9), 1873 (40 x2 & 42 x4). Also "Escuelas"
examples, and a wealth of sets, part sets & singles issued in
the XX Century, including airmails and some officials,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2339 Hm
Venezuela, Mint & Used Collection,
1900-1969. Mounted in Scott specialty album, including
some regular sets issued in the 1900-33 period, followed by
a nice airmail section with many saleable sets, a collector's
collection at a reasonable estimate, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2340 m
Viet Nam, Used Collection, 1951-1990. Two
albums with several hundred stamps, better includes 1-13,
59-62, with many complete used sets, great lot for the topical dealer, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2341 H
Viet Nam (North), Dealer Stock, 1958-91. In
counter book with many Never Hinged, including perforated
& imperforate sets, plus souvenir sheets, we noted 1958
(86-87 x3), 1961 (160-61 x8, incl. two imperforate), 1961
(179-82vars x4, imperforate), 1962 (203-07 x5, incl. three
imperforate), 1963 souvenir sheet (266a x11), plus many
other saleable sets and some postage dues, excellent for
the internet dealer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2342 H
Viet Nam (North), Mint Collection, 1945-2004.
Excellent starter collection of complete sets, all neatly arranged in four stockbooks; good showing of Viet Minh issues including 1L47-48, 1L53-54 & 1L62-63; scattered
through the 1950s, but including 47a-49a, 54-57, 86-87 &
148-151, followed by #158-206a nearly complete, then
scattered again through 1993, and, finally perhaps 75%
complete from 1994 to 2004; all clean and F-VF. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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2343 H
Viet Nam (South), Mint Collection,
1951-1975.
Apparently
complete,
including
Back-of-the-Book and several post-1975 issues, neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; all clean and VF and mostly
LH (both sets of 20-26 are NH).
Estimate $300 - 400
2344 HH/H
Viet Nam (South), Mint Dealer Stock. A few
hundred stamps in two stock books, better includes 14-16,
17, 18, 19, 20-26, 27-29, 51-53, 54, 55-58, 59-62, and onwards to 1975 with light duplication, a few airmails, inexpensive chance to acquire this material, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2345 HH
Yugoslavia, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1918-1991. A marvelous collection, probably missing
fewer than twenty stamps, neatly arranged in three 32-page
stockbooks; none of the better 1918-20 issues are signed,
but they are a small part of the value and just about everything else is here including Back-of-the-Book, Italian Occupation & Trieste Zone B, and it's all clean and F-VF and
mostly NH, including #342-409 & C34-55 (C33, C33a are
used). A truly extraordinary lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2346 HH/Hm Yugoslavia, Collection, 1918-1973. Several
hundred mint and used stamp and souvenir sheets
mounted in two albums, includes mint Bosnia &
Herzegovina 1L1-1L14, 1L16, 1L25-1L39, 1L44-1L45,
1LB5-1LB7, postage dues, Croatia Slavonia issues,
Slovenia issues, then general issues 1-14, 15-21, 27-28,
102-115, B5-B16, B26-B31, B32-B37, B40-B42, B43-B45,
C7-C14, J23-J27, with dozens more complete sets and
souvenir sheets, excellent foundation for an expanded collection or for retail or topical dealers, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
2347 Hm
Baltic States, Comprehensive Collection,
1918-1940. Nearly complete, mainly mint collection of Estonia, Latvia & Lithuania neatly arranged in a stockbook; includes just about everything up to $100, plus a few better;
some earlier sets are used or mixed mint/used, especially
the Latvia, but virtually all are clean and F-VF with the mint
being o.g. A great starter collection of this popular area.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2348 Hm)
Europe, Treasure Chest. Truly a stock filled
with treasures, thousand of stamps and souvenir sheets on
album and stock pages, there are so many better items to
list it would be impossible but just a taste would include Albania mint 280, 289, 298, 299-309, 310-323, 354-360,
393a, B24-B27, Germany mint C35-C37, C40, Greenland
mint NH blocks of four 1-9, 28-38, complete sheets include
68 (x2), 71, 78-85, 109 (x2), Liechtenstein mint includes
47a-49a, Monaco mint includes 1, 8, 27, 32, 40-49, 92,
B61-B75, C69-C72A, used includes 2, 3, Netherlands
used includes 3, 6, 11, 12, 33, 124-134, 137-139, B25-B32,
J1-J12 mint includes B144a & B145a, Portugal mint 649a
(x16), Romania used includes 49, 53-59, 158-165,
230-239, mint includes B26-B30, B40, C17-C21, Sweden
used 7, 14, mint B1-B10, Switzerland mint B2-B3, B4-B6,
B116, used B7-B9, B18-B20, B21-B24, with Denmark, Finland, France, Iceland, Italy and Yugoslavia, there is enough
material here to keep your sales up for the foreseeable future, plan on sufficient time to truly discover this lots value,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2349 HH/Hm Europe: Germany Area, Hungary & Romania, Collection With a Few Thousand Stamps. In two albums, Romania mint includes B17-B20, B94-B98, Hungary
mint C53-C62, Postwar Germany includes used 669, 686,
688, 695, mint includes C61-C64, DDR used includes
82-84, 85-88, mint B22-B25, 137-146, 144a, 237a, 243a,
264a, with dozens and dozens of complete mint & used
sets, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2350 HH/Hm Latin America, Dealer Stock. A few thousand
stamps on album and stock pages, includes Argentina mint
452 S/S, Nicaragua mint C254-C256 (x4), Paraguay mint
C54, C55 (x7), C74--C78, C79-C83 (x2), C93-C97, El Salvador mint 586, C69-C70 (x4), Venezuela mint C189-197
(x3), used C17-C40, with Brazil, Columbia, Mexico, Peru,
with dozens and dozens of sets, a real hoard of material for
the dealer or collector of this area, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2351 Hm
Latin America, Accumulation. Useful to the
dealer of this area, including Cuba (1866-1959) assortment
in stockbook with many earlies, plus some semipostals &
airmails, also a stockbook with loads of Honduras XIX
Century mint & used examples, followed by Guatemala Officials & Postal Tax representation. Springback album and
additional stockbook with Venezuela (1900-78) mostly
used sets, part sets & singles, plus two springback albums
with El Salvador mint & used early issues. We also noted
Scott specialty album with some Mexico sets & singles,
and useful Uruguay (1866-1979) assortment nicely arranged chronologically in stockbook, a useful holding to the
dealer of this area, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Worldwide
2352 Hm
South America, Group of Collections. Small
mint & used collections of Argentina (to 1988), Colombia
(two, to 1968 and to 1980) and Ecuador (to late '70s), and a
small, mostly used stock of Bolivia; each neatly arranged by
Scott number in a stockbook; the four collections are all
mostly used in the 19th century, mostly mint in the 20th and
fairly solid from the 1940s, with lots of $10-$25 (and up) singles and sets; some early mixed quality, but generally F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide
2353 Hm)
Worldwide, Group of Small Country Collections & Stocks. Balance of consignment consisting of
small collections of Belgium (2), Cambodia, Germany, Japan, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco and small stocks
of Lebanon & Tannu Tuva; each in a single stockbook (one
Belgian collection in two stockbooks), neatly arranged by
Scott number; lots of $25-$50 singles and sets; condition is
sometimes mixed, especially early, but is otherwise generally F.-V.F. Also included is an album of about 45 mostly different German Nazi era postal cards, and a stock of about
50-75 Poland postal cards from the 1940s-1960s.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2357 HH/Hm Worldwide, Collection of Collections. Box of
albums and stockbooks, includes but not limited to Australia, Germany with booklet panes, Poland, Romania, Russia mint and used souvenir sheets, San Marino mint 30-31,
186-187, C26-C33, Yugoslavia, plenty of material for the
internet dealer or budding retail dealer, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2358 HH/Hm Worldwide, Mint and Used Assortment.
Housed in several stock books, with Austria B345 (x19),
used Canada in stock book, Germany, Greece mint 586,
601-603, 657-663, 778-787, Iceland, Portugal, lots of extras included, please examine, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
2359 HH/Hm Worldwide, Caboose Lot. With Australia stock
book, British Commonwealth mint souvenir sheets, Egyptian first day covers, Liberia in stock book, United States
collections, mint and used Korea with souvenir sheets, mint
US sheets, worldwide full sheets, used US in stock books,
box of worldwide covers, enough material to keep the winning bidder busy for a white, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

End of theThird Session

2354 Hm
Worldwide, Desirable Mostly Mint Assortment. Diverse holding including Albania 1940 (C47-53 x8,
incl. one set in blocks of four), Argentina 1923-24 (340-56),
Canada 1911-25 Admiral (104-22), France 1949-50
(C23-27), Great Britain 1883 QV (96), Greenland
1950-60 (28-38 x8, incl. blocks of four) & 1937 (Q10-11
blocks of four), Liechtenstein 1930 (C1-6), St. Helena
1903 (50-55), Switzerland 1915-16 (B2-6), Tristan Da
Cunha 1960 (28-41 x2), ideal for internet dealer, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2355 HH/Hm Worldwide, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Few
thousand stamps on stockcards, includes mint Ajman 1-18
(x2), 19-26 (3), Congo Republic deluxe imperf proofs,
Egypt control blocks 1975-1987, French Cameroun, Indonesia mint 362-367, 810-812, 819-821, 842-844,
859-861,used B69-B76, Lebanon mint C17-20, C57-C64,
C82-C87, C159-C164, Morocco 1-7 (x15), 8-12 (x14),
Umm Al Qiwain 1-18 (x5), C1-C9 (x4), CO1-CO4 (x8), with
Jordan, Niger airmails, Yemen, much Michel listed material, a great deal is NH, excellent chance to acquire some of
the countries growing in popularity, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2356 HH/Hm Worldwide, Dealer Stock. A thousand or so
stamps and souvenir sheets stored in dozens of glassines
and boxes, with Argentina 409-413 (x4), 611-618 (x2),
1089-1110 (x7), China 1296-1301, 1483-1485, 1566-1567
(x3), French Morocco C40 (x3), C53-C57 (x2), Paraguay
C29-C35, C54-C55 (x3), Peru B1-B5 (x42), C40-C44 (x3),
also San Marino, Saudi Arabia, Vatican City and much
more, with a plethora of mint souvenir sheets, inspection is
strongly advised, plenty of gems tucked away here and
there, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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